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Abstract
Recent technological progress allows for low-cost mass production of small
and simple mobile robots. Battery-powered self-driving vehicles and drones
are some of the most widely spread examples. Recently, there are attempts
to deploy such autonomous agents to deliver physical goods – packages.
In the future, for a delivery of packages over longer distances, a swarm
of agents is a likely option to be adapted, since the energy supply of the
agents is limited, or the agents will be required to operate locally, or simply because the usage of some agents is more costly than others.
In this thesis, we consider the problem of delivering m packages between
specified source-target pairs in an undirected graph, by k mobile agents
initially located at distinct nodes. Each agent ai has a weight ωi that
defines the rate of energy consumption while traveling a distance in the
graph, a velocity υi with which it can move, and a budget βi specifying the
initially available energy resource. These parameters give rise to plentiful
optimization and decision problems regarding the operation of the agents.
Specifically, we aim to lay the theoretical foundations for the design of
centralized algorithms for the problem of delivering all packages, subject
to one or more of three important optimization goals:
Energy-efficiency – minimize the total energy consumption of all agents.
Time-efficiency – minimize the delivery time of all packages.
Resource-efficiency – respect the constrained resources of the agents.
We study the computational tractability as well as approximative and
resource-augmented solutions for each of these objectives individually, and
for combinations of energy- and time-efficiency.

Zusammenfassung
Die technologische Entwicklung der letzten Zeit ermöglicht eine günstige
Serienfertigung von kleinen mobilen Robotern, wie beispielsweise selbstfahrenden batterie-betriebenen Fahrzeugen oder Drohnen. Seit einigen
Jahren gibt es verschiedene Bestrebungen, solche autonomen Agenten für
den Transport von Paketen einzusetzen. In Zukunft dürfte es nötig werden, für den Transport über weite Distanzen hinweg mehrere Roboter im
Verbund zu verwenden; sei es weil der Batterieladestand der Agenten limitiert ist, weil die Agenten örtlich gebunden sind, oder weil sich die Betriebskosten verschiedener Agenten unterscheiden.
In dieser Arbeit modellieren wir den Transport von m Paketen zwischen
gegebenen Aufgabe- und Auslieferpunkten in einem ungerichteten Graphen
durch k Agenten, welche sich zum Startzeitpunkt an verschiedenen Knoten
befinden. Jeder Agent ai ist spezifiziert durch eine Gewichtung ωi , welche
dessen Energieverbrauch pro Distanzeinheit definiert, sowie durch seine
Geschwindigkeit υi , mit welcher er sich im Graphen bewegt, und einem
Budget βi , welches den ursprünglichen Batterieladestand beschreibt. Basierend auf diesen Parametern ergeben sich vielfältige Optimierungs- und
Entscheidungsprobleme bezüglich der Koordination der Agenten.
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit möchten wir die Grundlagen für die algorithmische Koordination der Agenten legen. Dabei sollen sämtliche Pakete
ausgeliefert werden, wobei jeweils eine oder mehrere der folgenden drei
Kriterien berücksichtigt werden:
Energie-Effizienz – Minimierung des insgesamten Energieverbrauchs.
Zeitliche Effizienz – Minimierung der Auslieferungszeiten der Pakete.
Ressourcen-Effizienz – Berücksichtigung der durch die Batterieladestände gegebenen Reichweiten der Agenten.
Wir untersuchen die algorithmische Komplexität jeder dieser drei Kriterien, wobei wir auch jeweils eine näherungsweise Lösung in Betracht ziehen.
Ausserdem untersuchen wir Kombinationen von Energie- und zeitlicher
Effizienz.
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1
Introduction

The current decade has seen enormous and unprecedented progress in the
development of autonomous vehicles. Since 2009, the introduction of partially automated cars [109] has led to the first volume-production car [8]
supporting ‘eyes off’ driving [91] and to the development of agricultural
robots [46] and completely autonomous trucks [42]. Self-driving taxis have
been deployed in various cities [107] and are likely to be introduced globally
over the next few years [43]. Autonomous shuttles are tested on university
campuses [54] and in public transport in city centers [102]. In many of
these applications, the eventual goal is to transport passengers or goods
such as semi-trailers from their individual origins to their destinations by
a fleet of fully autonomous vehicles. To deliver all its assigned entities,
each vehicle would work through its centrally computed route of pick-ups
and drop-offs [44].
Even more recently, there has been a major progress in delivering
packages by small and simple mobile robots. In rapid succession, selfdriving delivery robots have been tested [103] and deployed for online shopping [105] and for indoor delivery in public areas such as train stations [96].
Simultaneously, delivery drones have received widespread attention by
both private companies and regulatory authorities [4]. After early drone
applications focused on mapping and modeling of 3D-environments [97],
surveying farmland [111] or exploring unknown confined spaces [60], technical development in weight-carrying capabilities has allowed for the first
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customer package to be delivered in the UK last year [110]. In France, efforts are made to integrate the traffic management of delivery drones into
the existing air traffic control system [3]. This year, a drone logistics network for the transportation of blood and pathology samples [104] became
the first company in the world to receive authorization to operate delivery drones over densely populated areas in Switzerland [89]. Autonomous
drones are now even able to refuel and reload by themselves [87] and to
cooperate with delivery vans [73].
The challenges. Progress in manufacturing nowadays allows for lowcost mass production of such mobile agents. In the future, a swarm of such
autonomous agents is a likely option to be adapted for delivering packages
over longer distances, since the energy supply of the agents is limited, or
the agents will be required to operate locally, or simply because the usage
of some agents is more costly than others. Furthermore, smaller agents
are likely to be restricted in the amount of packages they can carry at
a time. In many situations, packages should be delivered rather quickly
– this seems to be particularly the case for the transportation of medical
samples. A careful cooperation and planning of the agents is thus necessary
to provide cost-, time-, and energy-efficient delivery. This leads to plentiful
optimization problems regarding the operation of the agents.
In general, the agents may not all be identical; some may be more
energy-efficient than others if they use different technologies or different
sources of power. Agents may also differ in various type of movements
such as flying or driving and thus can have distinct velocities. Finally, a
major limitation of mobile agents are their energy resources, which restrict
the travel distance of each agent.
Contribution. This thesis aims to lay the theoretical foundations for
the design of centralized algorithms for delivery problems subject to three
important optimization goals:
Energy-efficiency – minimize the total energy consumption of all agents.
Time-efficiency – minimize the delivery time of all packages.
Resource-efficiency – respect the constrained resources of the agents.
We study the computational tractability as well as approximative and
resource-augmented solutions for each of these objectives individually, and
for combinations of energy- and time-efficiency.

1.1

1.1

Model of Delivery
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Model of Delivery

In this thesis, we study a variety of algorithmic Delivery problems for
teams of autonomous robots, hereafter called mobile agents. The problem at hand is to move a number of physical goods, messages, or even
passengers between various locations. To point out the physical nature of
these entities, we use the term packages throughout this thesis. A mobile
agent corresponds to an automated vehicle that can autonomously pick up
a package at its source and drop it off at its intended destination. The
agents have individual energy consumption rates, velocities and battery
capacities. Moreover, the agents may start from distinct locations and
have a limit on the number of packages they can carry at a time. Thus,
for an agent it may sometimes be more efficient (in terms of energy cost,
time spent, or battery resource depleted) to carry a package only up to
some intermediate location and hand it over to another agent which carries it further towards the destination. The goal is to design centralized
algorithms to schedule the agents such that all packages are delivered from
their respective sources to the corresponding destinations in an efficient
way. Scheduling the agents involves assigning agents to subsets of packages, finding good handover points and ordering the subtasks assigned to
each agent.
Efficient Delivery by mobile agents has been studied for several measures. An initial research direction considered resource-efficiency, where
every agent is given a battery with an initial amount of energy that restricts the agent’s movement [5, 32]. The decision problem of whether the
agents can deliver a single package was shown to be weakly NP-hard on
paths [33]. This thesis compiles a series of results, in which we first further
explore Delivery with resource constraints, but where we require each
agent to return to its starting location after completing its task, and/or
allow agents to augment their resources [20, 21]. In a second research direction, we consider agents to have unlimited energy supply. Here, the
problem of finding an energy-efficient delivery is to deliver all packages
such that the overall energy consumption is minimized [22, 26]. Finally,
we look at situations in which packages should be delivered rather quickly.
The goal is thus to deliver the packages in a time-efficient manner [25, 30].
We study all of these problems on a graph which connects all sources,
destinations and agent starting positions. The objective is to deliver all
packages between specific source-target pairs using agents originally lo-
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cated in arbitrary nodes of the graph. Note that this problem is distinct
from communication problems on graphs, as agents are only located on
specific nodes at the beginning. Unlike in distributed computing, where
agents use edges to communicate, our agents actually move in the graph.
Furthermore, Delivery is also not related to connectivity problems on
graphs or network flow problems, since we have multiple sources where the
packages are located, and the initial location of the agents are in general
different from these, which means we need to consider the cost (i.e., energy consumption or time delays) of moving the agents to the sources in
addition to the cost of moving the packages. Also, there is no one-to-one
correspondence between the agents and the packages in our problem.
Instances. We study the delivery of m packages between specific sourcetarget pairs using k agents originally located in arbitrary nodes of a graph.
We are given:
An undirected graph G = (V, E) on n = |V | nodes. Each edge e ∈ E has
a positive length le > 0. As usual, the length of a path is the sum of the
lengths of its edges. We think of every edge e = {u, v} as a segment of
infinitely many points, where every point is uniquely characterized by its
distance from u, which is between 0 and le . We consider every such point
to subdivide the edge {u, v} into two edges of lengths proportional to
the position of the point on the edge. The distance d(p, q) between two
points p and q (nodes or points inside edges) is the length of a shortest
path from p to q in G (with edges subdivided by p, q, respectively).
m packages, denoted by o1 , . . . , om , where each package oj has to be
delivered by the agents from its source sj ∈ V to its target tj ∈ V .
k mobile agents, denoted by a1 , . . . , ak , where each agent ai has a starting position pi ∈ V and is described by the following parameters:
– an energy consumption rate (weight) ωi , 0 ≤ ωi < ∞, specifying how
much energy agent ai consumes per unit distance traveled.
– a velocity υi , 0 < υi ≤ ∞, specifying how fast agent ai can move.
– a budget βi , 0 < βi ≤ ∞, specifying the initially available energy.
– a capacity κi , 1 ≤ κi , specifying the maximum number of packages
agent ai can carry simultaneously.
Whenever it is clear from the context that we are talking about a single
package and multiple agents, we drop the a’s in the notation and denote the
agents only by their indices 1, . . . , k; to avoid multiple nested subscripts.

1.1
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o1 a1 , κ1 =1
o2 a2 , κ2 =1
Figure 1

s1

s2

o1
2

2 u

o2

o2
2

o1

1

t1

t2

(a1 , s1 , o1 , +), (a2 , s2 , o2 , +),
(a1 , u , o1 , −), (a2 , u , o2 , −),
(a1 , u , o2 , +), (a1 , t2 , o2 , −),
(a2 , u , o1 , +), (a2 , t1 , o1 , −)

Example of a feasible schedule for two packages and two agents.

Agent actions. All mobile agents can traverse all the edges of the graph.
Every time agent ai traverses an edge e (in either direction), it needs time
le /υi to do so, while it consumes ωi · le units of energy (if an agent travels
only on a part of the edge, it uses time and energy proportional to 1/υi , ωi ,
and the part traveled, as already indicated in the graph description).
To deliver the packages, any agent ai can walk from its current location
to the current location of a package oj (along a path in the graph), pick
the package up, carry it to another location (a node or a point inside an
edge), and drop it there. From this moment on, another agent can pick up
the package again. In that sense, it is also possible to hand over a package
between two agents. Only moving in the graph takes energy and time –
picking up the package and dropping it off is done without spending energy
and instantaneously (but the time spent by the package being dropped at a
handover point until picked up again is taken into account, see Section 1.4.)
Schedules. A schedule S describes the actions of all agents as a finite
sequence (ordered list) of pick-up actions (ai , p, oj , +) and drop-off actions
(ai , q, oj , −), where each such tuple denotes the action of agent ai moving
from its current location to p (to q, respectively) where it picks up package
oj (drops package oj , respectively) (see Figure 1). We call p and q handover
points. We denote by S|ai the subsequence of all actions carried out by
agent ai and by S|oj the subsequence of all actions involving package oj .
Definition 1. We call a schedule feasible if the following properties hold:
1. In each subsequence S|oj , every drop-off action (ai , p, oj , −) is directly
preceded by a pick-up action (ai , p0 , oj , +) of the same agent, and every
pick-up action (ai , p, oj , +) except the very first one is directly preceded
by a drop-off action (ai0 , p, oj , −) at the same location.
2. All packages are delivered, i.e., each subsequence S|oj , j = 1, . . . , m,
starts with an action (ai , sj , oj , +) and ends with an entry (ai0 , tj , oj , −).
3. Capacities are respected for all agents: For all i, in every prefix of the
subsequence S|ai , the number of pick-up actions (ai , ∗, ∗, +) does not
exceed the number of drop-off actions (ai , ∗, ∗, −) by more than κi .
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Each agent ai processes its assigned actions one after another in the
order given by its subschedule S|ai . From the schedule S we can easily get
the total travel distance of each agent in this schedule, which we denote
by di (S) – we are not interested in the actual routes agents take between
their consecutive actions, as long as they use a shortest path between the
respective locations. Furthermore, the schedule implicitly encodes all the
pick-up and drop-off times if agents move as early as possible. These times
are inductively assigned: The time of a drop-off action (ai , p, oj , −) is solely
given by the time of the preceding action in S|ai , while the time of a pickup action (ai , p, oj , +) depends on the times of the preceding action in S|ai
and the preceding action in S|oj . For precise definitions see Section 1.4.
Efficiency measures. We will evaluate a schedule S subject to one or
more of the following measures:
Energy consumption. Each agent ai has a given rate of energy consumption ωi and travels a distance of di (S). The total energy consumption
E is thus defined as the sum of the weighted travel distances,
E(S) :=

k
X

ωi · di (S).

i=1

Delivery time. Each drop-off action has a time implicitly defined by
the schedule S. Let Tj (S) denote the time of the last drop-off action
(ai , tj , oj , −) of package oj . We consider two notions of delivery time,
TMax (S) := max Tj (S) and
1≤j≤m

TSum (S) :=

m
X

Tj (S).

j=1

Resource constraints. We say that schedule S respects the available
resources, if no agent consumes more than its initially available budget:
∀i : ωi · di (S) ≤ βi .
The first two measures give rise to optimization problems where the goal
is to find a schedule that minimizes the energy consumption E or the
delivery time T ∈ {TMax , TSum }. We also combine these measures and ask
for a schedule which lexicographically minimizes (E, T ), lexicographically
minimizes (T , E), or optimizes a convex function T + (1 − )E, for a given
 ∈ (0, 1). The third measure gives rise to a decision problem, where we
ask whether there exists a schedule which respects the available resources.

1.2
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ω4 = 7

ω5 = 5

4

s

3

4
4

ω1 = 12

t

6
ω2 = 6

ω3 = 5

Figure 2 Two optimum schedules for WeightedDelivery of one package
from s to t (using either agents 1, 4, 5 on the upper path or agent 2 on the lower
path) with a total energy consumption of E = 12·3+7·4+5·4 = 84 = 6·(2·4+6).

1.2

Contribution of this Thesis

We start with a few preliminaries in the following sections of this introductory chapter, in which we lay the foundations for proof techniques used
throughout this thesis. Then we look at four variants of Delivery:
Energy-efficient delivery. In Chapter 2, we study the optimization
problem of finding a feasible schedule that minimizes the energy consumption E, which we call WeightedDelivery, see Figure 2. To solve
WeightedDelivery, agents face three major challenges: Collaboration
(how to work together on each package), Planning (which route to take),
and Coordination (how to assign agents to packages). Even though these
three subtasks are interleaved, we investigate them separately:
1. In Section 2.1, we prove that there always exists an optimum schedule
in which all package handovers occur at nodes of the graph only.
2. In Section 2.2, we consider the Collaboration aspect. We first present a
polynomial-time solution for instances with a single package only. For
multiple packages and uniform capacities, we argue that WeightedDelivery can be 2-approximated without collaboration.
3. In Section 2.3, we prove the Planning aspect to be NP-hard to approximate even for a single agent, but present a polynomial-time 1.8approximation if agents have unit capacities and do not collaborate.
4. In Section 2.4, we show that Coordination is NP-hard even for agents
with unit capacity, but can be efficiently solved exactly if they additionally have uniform weights.
5. In Section 2.5, we combine the previous results into three approximation
algorithms for delivery instances in which agents have unit capacities.
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υ4 = 40

υ5 = 60

400

s

300

400
400

υ1 = 20

t

600
υ2 = 20

υ3 = 76

Figure 3 An instance where there is exactly one optimum schedule for FastDelivery. In this particular example, the package never has to wait between
drop-offs and pick-ups, and hence T = 100/20 + 120/40 + 120/60 + 760/76 = 20.

Time-efficient delivery. In Chapter 3, we study the optimization problems of finding a feasible schedule that minimizes the delivery time TMax
or TSum . We call these problems Makespan- and Sum-FastDelivery, respectively. We explore similarities and differences to the previous chapter:
1. In Section 3.1, we discuss whether minimum schedules exist, or whether
schedules approach an infimum instead. We develop a framework to
prove the existence of minimum schedules under certain restrictions.
2. In Section 3.2, we show that finding a schedule minimizing TMax or TSum
is NP-hard on planar graphs and NP-hard to approximate in general.
3. In Section 3.3, we give a polynomial-time algorithm for delivery of a
single package (in this case we get TMax = TSum , and a minimum exists.)
Bicriteria-efficient delivery. In Chapter 4, we consider bicriteria optimization problems in which we minimize the energy consumption E as
well as the delivery time T . Since both measures are individually NP-hard
to minimize for multiple packages but tractable to optimize for a single
package, we consider bicriteria-efficient deliveries only for a single package:
1. In Section 4.1, using the framework developed in the previous chapter, we show the existence of optimum schedules for three variants of
bicriteria-efficient Delivery.
2. In Section 4.2, we present a polynomial-time dynamic program for finding a schedule that lexicographically minimizes (E, T ).
3. In Section 4.3, we show that reversing the priorities, i.e., lexicographically minimizing (T , E), makes the problem NP-hard.
4. In Section 4.4, we similarly prove that minimizing  · T + (1 − ) · E for
a given  ∈ (0, 1) is NP-hard, too, but can be 2-approximated by an
algorithm which uses only a single agent.

1.3
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β4 = 200

β5 = 600

400

s

300

400
400

β1 = 200

t

600
β2 = 300

β3 = 1100

Figure 4 An instance where there is exactly one schedule for Non-Returning
BudgetedDelivery (assuming all agents have unit weights ωi = 1, ∀i).

Resource-efficient delivery. In Chapter 5, we consider the decision
problem of whether there is a feasible schedule delivering a single package
in which agents respect their initial budgets βi . We consider two variants
of the problem: in Non-Returning BudgetedDelivery, the agents can
end their work anywhere; whereas in the Returning version, each agent
needs to return to its starting location after completing its task.
Non-Returning BudgetedDelivery was known (i) to be weakly NP-hard
on paths [33], (ii) to be strongly NP-hard on general graphs [32] and (iii)
to have a 3-resource-augmented algorithm [32]. We close the gap left by
this previous research in the following sense:
1. In Section 5.1, we give a polynomial-time algorithm for the Returning
version on trees, which is in contrast to the known NP-hardness of the
Non-Returning version.
2. In Section 5.2, we provide a 2-resource-augmented algorithm for the
Returning version in general graphs.
3. In Section 5.3, we prove NP-hardness of both versions on planar graphs.
4. In Section 5.4, we give tight lower bounds on the required resource
augmentation for both variants of the problem.
5. Finally, we discuss the source of hardness of both Returning and NonReturning BudgetedDelivery in Section 5.5.
Common characteristics. The studied versions of Delivery share
some characteristics, which we define and discuss in Section 1.4. We show
that we can restrict ourselves to schedules in which each package travels on
a simple path in the graph. Furthermore we prove that for all versions of
Delivery of a single package, we may assume that each agent carries the
package at most once. In Section 1.5, we review three classical hardness
results which we use for all our hardness reductions.
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Related Work

Transportation of goods between sources and destinations in a graph has
been well studied in a variety of models with different optimization criteria.
Finding the smallest subgraph that connects multiple sources and targets
in a graph is called the point-to-point connection problem and is known to
be NP-hard [85]. A better known related problem is the famous Steiner tree
problem [112] which is also NP-hard. In contrast, the maximum network
flow problem [57] allows for a polynomial-time solution. In all of these
problems, however, there are no agents carrying the packages.
Related problems. Delivery in a graph is often studied for a single
agent moving in the graph. For example, the well-known metric traveling salesman problem (TSP) requires an agent to deliver packages from a
warehouse to multiple destinations located in the nodes of a graph. Similarly, in the chinese postman problem (CPP) and the stacker-crane problem
(SCP), the destinations are located in edges and in arcs of the graph, respectively [84]. The optimization problem of minimizing the total distance
traveled is solvable in polynomial time for CPP [56], but becomes NP-hard
if edges have a different cost for the two directions in which they can be
traversed [71]. SCP is NP-hard, too, and admits a polynomial-time 1.8approximation [63], while for metric TSP a 1.5-approximation [36, 76] and
a 123/122-inapproximability bound (assuming P 6= NP) [81] are known;
and there is continued interest and active research in the area [6].
From early on, some of these problems have also been studied for multiple agents [44]. They have given rise to a class of combinatorial optimization problems known as vehicle routing problems [35], which are concerned
with the distribution of (often identical) goods by a fleet of (homogeneous)
vehicles under additional hard constraints such as precedence relations between destinations or time windows for the deliveries [106] and are usually
solved using heuristics or integer programming [67].
Other tasks. Several other tasks have been studied for mobile agents
in a graph. For example, exploring an unknown graph, with the goal of
minimizing the total number of traversed edges, has been studied for a
single agent on an undirected graph [93] or on a directed graph [2, 61].
For unlabeled directed graphs, two agents are sufficient for exploration if
they can communicate at a distance [13]. Fast completion of exploration
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by a team of k agents has been studied for both small k [53, 92] and
large k [49], and for simple graph classes such as trees [62] and grid graphs
with rectangular obstacles [92]. Exploration was also studied for resourceconstrained robots in three variants: a single agent that can return to its
starting position to refuel to replenish its budget [14, 10], a single agent
that is tied to its starting position by a rope of given length [51], and a
team of agents with non-rechargable budgets [62, 52, 45].
Multiple agents which start from distinct locations in a graph are considered in the formation problem, which requires the agents to place themselves in desired configurations such as connected sugraphs or independent
sets. Minimizing the total or the maximum travel distance of the group
of agents was studied in terms of (in)approximability [47] and fixed parameter tractability, parametrized by the number of agents [48]. Similar
problems have been studied for agents moving in the visibility graphs of
simple polygons [15]. Minimizing the maximum movement of sensors to
cover a barrier on a continuous line was shown to be efficiently solvable [41]
and was later studied for multiple barriers in the plane as well [50].
Mobile agents with distinct maximal velocities have been getting attention for searching [11] and patrolling [39, 40]. Such models were also
considered with different speeds per agent, depending on whether the agent
is actively observing its environment or just passively walking [38].
In general, the difficulty of collectively accomplishing a task may be
further complicated due to several limitations of the agents, such as limited
communication, restricted vision or the lack of persistent memory, and this
has been the subject of extensive research (see e.g. [58] for a recent survey).
Further work on resource-efficient delivery. Efficient delivery was
first studied in the setting of resource-constrained agents with uniform
budgets β for the convergecast and broadcast problems [5]. In this setting, messages have to be submitted from all agents to a freely choosable
target agent and from a given agent to all other agents, respectively. For
both problems the decision version was shown to be NP-hard on trees
and solvable with linear-time algorithms on path graphs. Non-Returning
BudgetedDelivery was introduced for several sources and a given centralized target destination with agents of arbitrary resources βi [32]. Even
for a single package, the problem is strongly NP-hard on general graphs;
however, this scenario admits a 3-resource-augmented algorithm. For the
simpler case of a single package on a path, the problem is weakly NP-hard
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but can be tackled with a quasi-pseudo-polynomial time algorithm [33].
Recently it was shown that the problems of budgeted delivery, broadcast
and convergecast remain NP-hard for general graphs even if the agents are
allowed to exchange energy when they meet [37]. BudgetedDelivery
of a single package was also studied for scenarios in which the package
itself has to be transported over a fixed path, but where agents can move
arbitrarily in the graph [32, 66].

1.4

Simplifying Schedules

In this section, we show that for the delivery problems studied in this thesis, we can make some simplifying assumptions: We may restrict ourselves
to schedules in which each package travels on a simple path, and if there
is only one package, we can assume that each agent carries the package at
most once. We first define the notions of travel distance and time:
Travel distance and time. Recall that a schedule S is given as a finite
sequence of pick-up actions (ai , p, oj , +) and drop-off actions (ai , p, oj , −).
For each action A we denote by p(A) the position of A, by di (A) the distance traveled by agent ai up to action A and by t(A) the time passed up
to action A. The values di (A) and t(A) are inductively given by the corresponding values for the preceding action A0 in the subschedule S|ai , the
preceding action A00 in the subschedule S|oj , by the distance d(p(A0 ), p(A))
and by the velocity υi of the agent ai :
If A is a drop-off action, then agent ai has to move to p(A) from its
last location p(A0 ), if A is a pick-up action, then also the package needs
to have arrived in time before the pick-up. Hence we have
di (A) := di (A0 ) + d (p(A0 ), p(A)) ,

0
t(A0 ) + d(p(A υ), p(A))
i
o
n
t(A) :=
0
max t(A ) + d(p(A0 ), p(A)) , t(A00 )
υi

(1)
if A is a drop-off,
(2)
if A is a pick-up.

In Equations (1) and (2), if A is already the first action in S|ai and thus has
no predecessor in S|ai , we define di (A0 ) := 0, p(A0 ) := pi and t(A0 ) := 0.
Analogously, in Equation (2), if A is the first action in S|oj and thus has
no predecessor in S|oj , we define t(A00 ) := 0.
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Definition 2. Given a feasible schedule S, the total travel distance di (S)
of an agent ai in schedule S is given by the distance value di (A) of the last
action A in its subschedule S|ai . The time Tj (S) at which a package oj is
delivered in S is given by the time value t(A) of the last action A in S|oj .
Simple path trajectories of packages. A feasible schedule S gives a
complete description of the delivery of all packages, up to agents ai taking
arbitrary shortest paths between consecutive actions in their subschedules.
Nonetheless, we would like to sometimes reason about the trajectories of
packages – and especially useful are trajectories that are simple paths.
Definition 3. We say that a feasible schedule S has simple package paths, if
the agents ai can collectively choose their shortest paths between the actions
in their respective subschedules S|ai in a way such that the trajectory of
each package oj is a simple path.
I Lemma 1 (Simple paths assumption). For every feasible schedule S
with delivery times TMax , TSum and energy consumption E, there exists a
0
0
feasible schedule S 0 with respective values TMax
, TSum
, E 0 such that
(i) S 0 has simple package paths,
0
0
(ii) TMax
≤ TMax , TSum
≤ TSum , E 0 ≤ E,

(iii) if S respected the resource constraints, then so does S 0 , and
(iv) if S had handovers only at nodes of the graph, then so does S 0 .
Proof. We transform a schedule S step by step into schedule S 0 by removing cycles in package trajectories one by one. A cycle removal in the
trajectory of oj might create new cycles in other trajectories, hence besides proving (ii), (iii) and (iv) we also have to prove that the procedure
eventually terminates.
Cycle removal. Consider the set H(S) of all handover points of S. We
subdivide the edges of G = (V, E) at every handover point, resulting in a
new graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ), where V 0 = V ∪H(S). Let δ denote the minimum
edge length in this graph, δ := mine0 ∈E 0 le0 . Now we let the agents choose
arbitrary shortest paths between consecutive actions in their respective
subschedules. Each such choice of a shortest path is uniquely described
by a sequence of nodes of V 0 . Hence after the agents have chosen their
shortest paths, the trajectory of each package is given by a sequence of
nodes of V 0 , too.
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Figure 5 (left) S = (a2 , s1 , o1 , +),(a2 , s2 , o2 , +),(a2 , t2 , o2 , −),(a2 , p, o1 , −),
(a1 , s3 , o3 , +),(a1 , p, o3 , −),(a2 , p, o3 , +),(a2 , t3 , o3 , −),(a1 , p, o1 , +),(a1 , t1 , o1 , −).
(right) Simplified S 0 = (a2 , s1 , o1 , +),(a2 , q, o1 , −),(a2 , s2 , o2 , +),(a2 , t2 , o2 , −),
(a1 , s3 , o3 , +),(a1 , p, o3 , −),(a2 , p, o3 , +),(a2 , t3 , o3 , −),(a1 , q, o1 , +),(a1 , t1 , o1 , −).

Let package oj be a package whose trajectory contains a cycle. For
example, the trajectory of o1 in Figure 5 (left) is given by the sequence
(s1 , q, r, s2 , t2 , s2 , p, q, t1 ) and thus contains a small cycle (s2 , t2 , s2 ) which
is contained in a larger cycle (q, r, s2 , t2 , s2 , p, q). We now ‘cut out’ a cycle in the trajectory of oj by adding a drop-off action at the start of the
cycle for the agent carrying oj there, and by adding a pick-up action at
the end of the cycle for the agent carrying oj at that position (e.g. in
Figure 5 (right) we add (a2 , q, o1 , −) and (a1 , q, o1 , +) to the schedule at
positions corresponding to the start and end of the cycle, respectively).
Furthermore we drop all actions in S|oj which lie between the two newly
added actions (e.g. in Figure 5 we delete the actions (a2 , p, o1 , −) and
(a1 , p, o1 , +)). Clearly, S remains feasible under these operations – packages are still picked up at the location they were dropped off, all packages
are delivered, and agents carry not more at the same time than before.
Non-deteriorating efficiency measures. To the newly added drop-off action A at the start of the cycle, we add the values di (A), t(A) as given in
Equations (1)–(2). We then update the values for all consecutive actions
inductively. By the triangle inequality for distances in graphs and the recursive definitions in Equations (1)–(2), the values are non-increasing under the update. Therefore, also the values di (S), Tj (S) are non-increasing
and hence the properties (ii) and (iii) hold.
Termination. First note that the newly added drop-off and the newly
added pick-up happen at a point q ∈ V 0 . Hence the set V 0 does not increase
and therefore δ does not decrease. Furthermore, if we have V 0 = V in the
beginning, then we have V 0 = V in the end, proving property (iv). As long
as the package trajectories of our schedule contain a cycle, we can remove
a cycle. However, when we remove a cycle, we might also remove an action
A in some agent’s subschedule S|ai . If A does not lie on a shortest path
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between the preceding action A0 and the following action A000 in S|ai , this
removal forces agent ai to reroute to a shortest path between A0 and A000 .
This rerouting can add cycles to the trajectories of other packages carried
by ai at the time, hence in a cycle removal operation we might actually
increase the number of cycles. However, since the rerouting decreases the
traveled distance of ai between consecutive actions, no package has an
increase in its trajectory length. On the other hand, the cycle removal for
package oj must have decreased the trajectory length of oj by a constant
amount of at least δ. Thus the sum of the trajectory lengths decreases by
at least δ as well. Since the trajectory length of each package oj is lower
bounded by d(sj , tj ), the cycle removal process will come to an end. Hence
no cycle remains, giving us a schedule S 0 which has simple package paths
and thus property (i) holds as well.
J
We will use Lemma 1 to prove that there exists a minimum schedule
for WeightedDelivery and for the discussion of whether FastDelivery
has a minimum schedule or not. For the latter, we keep in mind that:
Remark 1. The schedule S 0 given in the proof of Lemma 1, although in
some sense simpler than S, might consist of more actions than S. This
can be the case if we cut out a cycle in which a package oj is carried by
the same agent throughout the cycle, without intermediate drop-offs.
Delivery of a single package. In delivery problem instances where
only a single package has to be delivered, we can restrict ourselves to
schedules in which every agent carries the package at most once:
I Lemma 2. For every feasible schedule S for the delivery of a single
package there exists a subsequence S 0 ⊆ S such that S 0 is a feasible schedule
and such that for each agent ai the subschedule S 0 |ai contains at most one
pick-up/drop-off action pair.
Proof. As long as there is an agent ai with a subschedule S|ai that contains
more than two actions, we shorten S as follows: Let A0 denote the first
action in S|ai and let A00 denote the last action in S|ai . Obviously, A0 and
A00 are a pick-up and a drop-off action, respectively. Thus, in the sequence
S we can delete all actions between A0 and A00 . Clearly, S remains a
feasible schedule and S|ai shrinks to exactly one pick-up/drop-off action
pair. Therefore the procedure ends in a feasible schedule S 0 .
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Note that since S 0 is a subsequence of S, the delivery time T , the
energy consumption E and the set of handover locations H(S) do not
increase when modifying S into S 0 .
J
Remark 2. Lemma 2 does not hold for models in which the trajectory of
the package is required to be contained in a fixed subgraph, think e.g. of a
‘secure network’. Such models were studied for fixed s-t-paths [32, 66].

1.5

Related Hardness Results

The NP-hardness and inapproximability proofs in this thesis use reductions
from three classical hardness results. We briefly review these results here
and show how they relate to our setting.
NP-hardness of HamiltonCircuit in grid graphs.
Inapproximability bounds for MetricTSP.
NP-hardness of Planar3SAT.
Hardness of delivery for a single agent. In Chapters 2 and 3, we
study efficient Delivery for multiple packages. Whether with respect to
energy consumption or with respect to delivery time, this turns out to be
NP-hard on planar graphs, even for a single agent. The hardness follows
by a reduction from finding a Hamiltonian circuit on a grid graph H, a
problem shown to be NP-hard by Itai et al.:
I Theorem (Hamilton circuit hardness [78]). The HamiltonCircuit
problem for grid graphs is NP-complete.
The idea follows a similar reduction used for a sorting problem by
Graf [68]: Given a (grid) graph H = (VH , EH ) with (unit) edge lengths le ,
0
we make a copy VH0 of the node set and add edges EH
= {{u, u0 } | u ∈ VH }
0
between each original node u ∈ VH and its copy u ∈ VH0 . We denote this
0
new graph by G = (VH ∪VH0 , EH ∪EH
) and build an instance of Delivery
by placing a single agent a1 on an arbitrary node p1 . To force the agent to
visit each node of VH at least once, we add isolated packages at every such
node u, by setting a source-target pair (su , tu ) = (u, u0 ). We assign small
edge lengths δ to each edge {u, u0 }, where u 6= p1 . A longer edge-length ∆
for the isolated package at the start, given by (s, t) = (p1 , p01 ), forces the
agent to return in the end, see Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Finding a Hamilton circuit via efficient Delivery with a single
agent. Picking ∆ large and δ small enough forces the agent to end its tour in p01 .

An efficient delivery then corresponds to a short tour in the delivery
graph G, corresponding to a circuit in the original grid graph H. Using
similar ideas, we can show that WeightedDelivery and FastDelivery
are NP-hard to approximate, even for a single agent. Here we use the recent
result by Karpinski et al. on inapproximability bounds for metric TSP:
I Theorem (TSP inapproximability [81]). It is NP-hard to approximate
MetricTSP to within any constant approximation ratio less than 123/122.
The remaining three NP-hardness proofs in this paper use a reduction
from Planar3SAT. After a definition of this problem we show how to
modify the 3SAT graph into a delivery base graph – a graph which serves as
an intermediate base for each of the three reductions from Planar3SAT
presented in this thesis.
Planar 3SAT. Let F be a formula in three-conjunctive normal form
(3CNF) with x boolean variables U (F ) = {u1 , . . . , ux } and y clauses
C(F ) = {c1 , . . . , cy }. Each clause is given by a disjunction of at most
three literals of the form l(ui ) ∈ {ui , ui }. We define a corresponding
graph H(F ) = (V (F ), E(F )) with a node set representing all clauses
and a node set representing all variables (V (F ) = U (F ) ∪ C(F )). We
add an edge between a clause c and a variable u, if u or u is contained
in c, E
1 = {{ui , cj } | ui ∈ cj or ui ∈ cj }. Furthermore we add a cycle
E2 = ui , u(i mod x)+1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ x consisting of edges between all pairs
of consecutive variables, giving the edge set E(F ) = E1 ∪ E2 .
We call F planar if there is a plane embedding of H(F ). The problem
Planar3SAT of deciding whether a given planar 3CNF-formula F is satisfiable or not is NP-complete. Furthermore we may assume that at each
variable node all arcs representing positive literals are on one side of the
cycle E2 and all arcs representing negative literals are on the other side of
E2 (see Figure 7), a result which is due to Lichtenstein:
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c1 = (u1 ∨ u2 )
u1

H(F )

c2 = (u2 ∨ u3 ∨ u4 )
u2

c4 = (u1 ∨ u2 ∨ u4 )

u3

c3 = (u4 )
u4

c5 = (u2 ∨ u3 ∨ u4 )

Figure 7 A 3CNF-formula F with a satisfiable assignment (u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 ) =
(true, false, false, true). Each node has its incident edges representing negative
literals (red) and its edges representing positive literals on different sides of E2 .

I Theorem (Planar3SAT hardness [86]). Planar3SAT is NP-complete
even when, at every variable node, all the arcs representing positive instances of the variable are incident to one side of the node and all the arcs
representing negative instances are incident to the other side.
We will use this restricted version in our reductions and assume without
loss of generality that the graph H(F ) \ E2 is connected and that H(F ) is
a simple graph (i.e. each variable appears at most once in every clause).
Building the delivery base graph. We now transform H(F ) into a
planar graph H 0 (F ) (which we call the delivery base graph on which we will
build (after some minor modifications each time) instances of WeightedDelivery, a variant of bicriteria-efficient Delivery, and of BudgetedDelivery. The main idea is to replace each variable node ui by two paths
Pi,neg and Pi,pos , which are now connected to the clauses, taking over the
role of the node ui , see Figure 8.
Formally, we start from a plane embedding of H(F ) in which all nodes
u1 , . . . , ux lie in that order from left to right on the real line. In a first
step, we add immediately to the right of each
 variable node ui a new node
0
ui on the real
 line. We replace the edge ui , u(i mod x)+1 by two edges
{ui , u0i } and u0i , u(i mod x)+1 and adapt E2 accordingly.
Secondly, we add on both sides of each edge {ui , u0i } a path from ui
to u0i with 2y − 1 internal nodes. We can now reconnect the literal edges
{ui , cj } while preserving planarity: If {ui , cj } is the l-th literal edge of ui
inside the cycle E2 , we reconnect cj to the (2l − 1)th internal node of the
path from ui to u0i which lies inside the cycle E2 . We do the same for
literal edges on the outside of the cycle E2 . If a path between ui and u0i
contains nodes connected to clauses which contain the positive literal ui ,
we call the path Pi,pos , otherwise we call it Pi,neg .
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Figure 8 The delivery base graph H 0 (F ): Each variable node ui in H(F )
is replaced by two parallel paths Pi,pos , and Pi,neg . Both paths contain 2y − 1
internal nodes each, to which we reconnect the edges corresponding to literals
ui (negated variables ui , respectively) in a clause node cj .

Finally, we delete all edges {ui , u0i } and replace the edge {ux , u1 } by
two new nodes s, t and edges {s, u1 }, {ux , t}. We arrange s and t such
that s, u1 , u01 , u2 , u02 ,. . . ,ux , u0x , t are placed in that order from left to right
on the real line. Clearly, the resulting delivery base graph H 0 (F ) has
polynomial size and all the steps can be implemented in such a way that
H 0 (F ) is planar, see Figure 8.
Reduction idea. In all our reductions, we place an agent on each variable node ui . Each such ‘variable agent’ has to decide whether it will do
some work on path Pi,pos or on path Pi,neg , and we interpret this decision
as setting the variable assignment of ui in the 3CNF-formula F .
Coordination/multiple packages. We use Planar3SAT to show that
the task of Coordination in WeightedDelivery (how to assign agents
to packages) is NP-hard on planar graphs. The idea is to put packages on
each clause node and on all paths Pi,pos , Pi,neg . Intuitively, a clause will
be satisfied if its package is delivered at a ‘small cost’. When the variable
agent at ui picks the path Pi,pos , it relieves agents on that path of their
‘path package duties’ and sets ui = true. Each clause cj which contains
the positive literal ui is now satisfied – its package is efficiently delivered
by an agent on Pi,pos which was ‘freed by the variable agent at ui ’.
Single package. In the case of BudgetedDelivery of a single package
from s to t, we add for each clause cj exactly deg(cj ) − 1 agents. We then
show that the package cannot be delivered efficiently via any of the clause
nodes. Thus the package has to be routed in each path pair Pi,pos , Pi,neg
through exactly one of the two paths. If the package is routed via the path
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Pi,neg , we interpret this as setting ui = true. If we have ui ∈ cj , clause cj
has to send an agent to help transport the package over Pi,neg . Intuitively,
a clause is satisfied, if it does not have to pay an agent for all of its literals,
but only for the unsatisfied literals.
We use the same ideas to show hardness of bicriteria-efficient Delivery
of a single package in the cases of lexicographically minimizing (T , E) and
of minimizing a convex combination T + (1 − )E.

2
Energy-Efficient Delivery

In this chapter, we study the problem of finding an optimum schedule that
minimizes the overall energy consumption of a team of agents. Throughout this chapter, we consider heterogenous agents with different rates of
energy consumption (weights) ωi > 0. We show in Section 2.1 that this
problem (called WeightedDelivery) always has an optimum schedule
where handovers happen at nodes of the graph only; and focus on node
handovers and uniform capacities κi = κ for the rest of the chapter.
Outline. WeightedDelivery naturally involves simultaneously solving three subtasks, collaboration, individual planning, and coordination:
First of all, if multiple agents work on the same package, they need to
collaborate, i.e., we have to find all intermediate drop-off and pick-up locations of the package. Secondly, if an agent works on more than one
package, we have to plan in which order it wants to approach its subset of
packages. Finally, we have to coordinate which agent works on which subset of all packages (if they do this without collaboration, the subsets form a
partition, otherwise the subsets are not necessarily pairwise disjoint). Even
though these three subtasks are interleaved, we investigate collaboration,
planning and coordination separately in Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. This
leads us to efficient approximation algorithms for WeightedDelivery
with unit capacities, given in Section 2.5.
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In Section 2.2, we consider Collaboration in WeightedDelivery. We
first present a polynomial-time algorithm when there is only a single package. The algorithm has complexity O(k|V |2 + APSP) ⊆ O(k + n3 ), where
O(APSP) denotes the running time of an all-pair shortest paths algorithm.
For an arbitrary number of packages and uniform capacity κ, we argue that
WeightedDelivery can be 2-approximated by non-collaborating agents.
To this end, we define the Benefit of Collaboration (BoC) as the ratio we
lose if we forgo collaboration and deliver each package with a single agent.
In Section 2.3, we study the Planning aspect of WeightedDelivery.
Individual planning by itself turns out to be NP-hard on planar graphs
and NP-hard to approximate within a factor of less than 367
366 . On the
positive side, we give approximation guarantees for restricted versions of
WeightedDelivery which turn out to be useful in Section 2.5.
In Section 2.4, we look at the Coordination aspect. Even if collaboration and planning are taken care of (i.e. a schedule is fixed except for
the assignment of agents to packages), Coordination also turns out to be
NP-hard even on planar graphs. The result holds even for uniform capacities, including unit capacity. This setting, however, becomes tractable if
restricted to uniform weights of the agents.
In Section 2.5, we give three approximation algorithms for WeightedDelivery on instances with unit capacity (κ = 1): A polynomial-time
wi
algorithm with an approximation ratio of 4 · max w
, a FPT-algorithm
j
(parametrized by the number of packages) with approximation ratio 2, and
an exponential-time 3.6-approximation for a constant number of agents.

2.1

Optima with Node Handovers

In contrast to the other Delivery problems studied in this thesis, for
WeightedDelivery there is always an optimum schedule where all pickup and drop-off actions take place at nodes of the graph. We prove this
in two steps: First, we show that for each schedule S, there is a schedule
S 0 with node handovers which is at least as good. Then, assuming that
all package trajectories have simple paths by Lemma 1, we show that it is
sufficient to look at schedules which have a bounded number of actions, all
taking place at nodes of the graph. Since there is only a finite number of
such schedules, there must be a schedule of minimum energy consumption.
I Lemma 3. For every feasible schedule S with energy consumption E,
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there exists a feasible schedule S 0 with energy consumption E 0 ≤ E which
has handovers only at nodes of the graph.
Proof. Let h(S) denote the number of in-edge handover positions of S,
where we count the positions without regarding multiplicity – if there are
more than two pick-up and drop-off actions at a position q strictly inside
an edge {u, v}, we count q only once. Since S is a finite sequence of
pick-up and drop-off actions, h(S) is bounded. Consider the set S of all
feasible schedules S 00 with E(S 00 ) ≤ E(S) and h(S 00 ) ≤ h(S). Note that S
is non-empty, since it includes at least the schedule S; we denote by S 0 the
schedule in S with the minimum number of in-edge handover points.
Assume for the sake of contradiction that h(S 0 ) > 0 and consider an
arbitrary in-edge handover point q of S 0 in an arbitrary edge {u, v}. Since
h(S 0 ) ≤ h(S), there is only a finite number of other handover points of S 0
in the same edge {u, v}. Regard the edge as a line segment [u, v] and let
δu and δv denote the distance to the next in-edge handover point in {u, v}
in direction of u (v, respectively) – if there is no such handover point, we
simply set δu := d(q, u) (δv := d(q, v), respectively). We now consider each
agent ai which is involved in at least one action at q. Let us look at what
happens to the energy consumption ωi · di of agent ai if we move q inside
its neighborhood [q − δu , q + δv ] and smoothly adopt the trajectories of all
the agents in A accordingly. For every action in S|ai at point q, its energy
consumption changes linearly with q: di either increases or decreases with
rate ωi (e.g. if agent ai stops at q or has two consecutive actions at q), di
increases/decreases with rate 2ωi (e.g. if agent ai turns around at q), or di
stays constant. Considering all actions of agent ai at q, we get that di is a
linear function in q. Hence summed over all such actions for all agents, the
change in the total energy consumption E(S 0 ) is a sum of linear functions
and thus a linear function itself.
Thus at least one of the options of simultaneously moving all actions
which happen at the handover point q by (i) δu towards u, or (ii) δv towards
v, does not increase E(S 0 ). At the same time, h(S 0 ) decreases by one inedge handover point, contradicting the minimality of h(S 0 ). Hence h(S 0 )
must have been 0 to start with, and S 0 is a feasible schedule with E 0 ≤ E
and handovers at nodes only.
J
I Theorem 2.1. There exists an optimum schedule for WeightedDelivery, which has handovers only at nodes of the graph.
Proof. Let S denote the set of all feasible schedules with handovers only at
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nodes of the graph and at most 2mn actions. Since in each action tuple we
can choose from k agents, m packages and n locations only, the number
of schedules in S is bounded. S therefore contains a schedule of minimum
energy consumption, which we denote by Opt. We show that for every
feasible schedule S we have E(Opt) ≤ E(S):
By the preceding Lemma 3, we know that for each schedule S there is a
schedule S 0 with handovers only at nodes and E(S 0 ) ≤ E(S). Furthermore,
we know that there is a feasible schedule S 00 which has node handovers only,
simple path trajectories and E(S 00 ) ≤ E(S 0 ) by Lemma 1. Hence in S 00 , we
may assume without loss of generality that the subschedule S 00 |oj of each
package oj has at most 2 actions at every node of the graph. Hence S 00
can have at most 2mn actions overall and thus is an element of S. By the
definition of Opt, we get E(Opt) ≤ E(S 00 ) ≤ E(S 0 ) ≤ E(S).
J
Remark 3. Lemma 3 not only allows to prove the existence of an optimum schedule for WeightedDelivery, but implies that such an optimum
schedule can be computed in finite time by considering a finite number of
schedules only. In the next chapter, we discuss that for FastDelivery
neither computability nor existence of an optimum schedule is clear a priori. Indeed, one could imagine a sequence of schedules whose delivery time
approaches an infimum, which itself is not obtained by any schedule.

2.2

Collaboration

In this section, we examine the Collaboration of agents: Given for each
package oj all the agents aj1 , aj2 , . . . , ajx which at some point carry oj , we
need to find all pick-up and drop-off locations (handovers) h1 , . . . , hy for
the schedule entries (aj1 , _, oj , +), (aj1 , _, oj , −), . . . , (ajx , _, oj , −). Note
that, in general, we can have more than two actions (ai , _, oj , +/−) per
agent ai . When there is only a single package overall (m = 1), we will
use a structural result to tie together WeightedDelivery and Collaboration. For multiple packages, however, this no longer holds: In this case,
we analyze the benefit we lose if we forgo collaboration and deliver each
package with a single agent.

2.2.1

Algorithm for a Single Package

I Lemma 4. For every instance of WeightedDelivery of a single package, there is an optimum schedule in which the weights of the involved
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agents are strictly decreasing.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, we know that an optimum schedule exists. Furthermore, by Lemma 2, there must be an optimum schedule in which each
agent carries the package at most once. We start with such a schedule S
and show that we can transform it into a schedule with strictly decreasing
agent weights by the following exchange argument:
Denote by d∗i (S) the distance traveled by agent ai while carrying the
package; we have d∗i (S) ≤ di (S). As long as there is an agent ai which
hands the package over to an agent aj with ωj ≥ ωi , we remove agent
aj from the schedule and replace its trajectory carrying the package with
the same trajectory using agent ai instead. Such an exchange can only
decrease the energy consumption, namely by ωj · dj (S) − ωi · d∗j (S) ≥
ωi · (dj (S) − d∗j (S)) ≥ 0.
J
As a consequence, at every node u we may discard from the set of
agents with starting position u all but an agent of minimum weight:
I Corollary 5. After a preprocessing step of time O(k + |V |) – in which
we remove in each node all but the agent ai with minimum weight ωi – we
may assume that k ≤ |V |.
I Theorem 2.2. An optimum schedule for WeightedDelivery of a single package can be computed in time O(k|V |2 + APSP) ⊆ O(k + n3 ).
Proof. We use the properties of Lemma 4 to create an auxiliary graph on
which we run Dijkstra’s algorithm for computing a shortest path from s
to t. Given an original instance of single-package WeightedDelivery
consisting of the graph G = (V, E), with s, t ∈ V , we obtain the auxiliary,
directed multi-graph G0 = (V, E 0 ) from an initially empty edge set E 0 as
follows: For each agent ai , for each pair of nodes (u, v) ∈ V × V , we create
an arc (u, v) ∈ E 0 which describes the energy consumption of agent ai
walking from pi to u to transport the package to v, i.e., the directed edge
(u, v) gets length ωi · (d(pi , u) + d(u, v)). Overall, we have |E 0 | ∈ O(k|V |2 )
many arcs.
Every feasible schedule for WeightedDelivery which satisfies the
properties of Lemma 4 corresponds to some s-t-path in G0 such that the
energy consumption of the schedule is equal to the length of this path in
G0 and vice versa. This implies that the length of a shortest s-t path in
G0 is the energy consumption of the optimum schedule for WeightedDelivery in G. We can compute such a shortest path from s to t in G0
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Figure 9 An instance for WeightedDelivery, where the optimum schedule
uses agents of increasing weights for each package (weights ω1 < ω2 < ω3 for
package o1 , weight ω1 for package o2 and weight ω2 for package o3 ).

in time O(|V | log |V | + k|V |2 ), using Dijkstra’s algorithm with Fibonacci
heaps [64]. The edge lengths of the graph G0 can be precomputed in
O(APSP) ⊆ O(|V |3 ) time if we use the Floyd-Warshall all-pair shortest
paths algorithm [59, 108]. Furthermore, applying a preprocessing according to Corollary 5 results in k|V |2 ∈ O(k + |V |3 ).
J
Unfortunately, the structural properties of Lemma 4 do not extend
to multiple packages (see Figure 9 for an instance in which the optimum
schedule uses increasing weights for each package). In the next subsection, we investigate how the quality of an optimum schedule changes if we
only allow every package to be transported by a single agent. Different
packages may still be transported by different agents and one agent may
also transport multiple packages at the same time. To this end, we will
define the Benefit of Collaboration as the energy consumption ratio between an optimum schedule Opt and a best-possible schedule S without
collaboration.

2.2.2

Benefit of Collaboration

We consider two ways to formally define a schedule without collaboration:
Collaboration is the task of finding for each package oj all handover points
for its assigned agents, see Figure 10 (left). Hence on one hand, when
foregoing collaboration, we require that each package is transported by
a single agent only, see Figure 10 (center). On the other hand, this still
allows an agent to ‘handover’ the package to itself by dropping it at an
intermediate location. Thus we may or may not exclude such intermediate
drop-offs, see Figure 10 (right). In our analysis of collaboration, it turns
out to be useful to additionally require agents to return back to their
respective starting positions in the end, whenever we look at a schedule S
without collaboration. By abuse of notation, we denote by (ai , pi , ∅, ∅) a
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Figure 10 (left) Optimum schedule Opt with an energy consumption of
E(Opt) = 2 · (3 + 2 · 2 + 3 + 2) + 3 · (2 + 1) = 33, with collaboration on o1 and o3 .
(center) Optimal schedule S among all non-collaborative schedules SnoC with
energy consumption E(S) = 2·11+3·4 = 34. (right) Optimal schedule S ∗ among
all non-collaborative schedules S∗noC without intermediate drop-offs and with a
return to the starting position: E(S ∗ ) = 2·2·((3+3+1)+2+(2+2)) = 2·26 = 52.

return-task for agent ai ; we add this task to the end of S|ai .
Definition 4. Let Opt denote a schedule of minimum energy consumption.
We define SnoC as the set of all feasible schedules S in which there is no
collaboration between agents, meaning that each package is delivered by a
single agent only; and we define S∗noC ⊆ SnoC as the subset of schedules
S ∈ SnoC in which
(i) every package oj is transported directly from source to target without
intermediate drop-offs, i.e., where each subschedule S|oj consists of
exactly 2 actions, and
(ii) every agent ai returns to its respective starting location after its last
action in S|ai , i.e., we extend S|ai by a return action (ai , pi , ∅, ∅).
The Benefit of Collaboration BoC is
E(S)
Collaboration BoC∗ is min
E(Opt) .
∗

min E(S) ;
S∈SnoC E(Opt)

and the Benefit of

S∈SnoC

Remark 4. Strictly speaking, we also need to show that there exist minimal
schedules in SnoC and S∗noC . For the latter, this follows immediately from
the definition, as each package subschedule S|oj consists of only 2 actions.
For SnoC , the existence of a minimal schedule follows along the same lines
as the proof of Theorem 2.1.
In the following, we show that for unit capacities (κ = 1), the benefit
of collaboration BoC∗ can be upper bounded by 2. After reconsidering
schedules in S∗noC for the planning aspect (Section 2.3), we will make use
of this result in the approximation algorithms for WeightedDelivery
with unit capacities (Section 2.5).
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Figure 11 (left) An optimum schedule, (center) its auxiliary graph G0 ,
(right) a 2-approximation, delivering packages o2 , o3 , o1 , o6 , o4 , o5 in that order.

I Theorem 2.3. Let Opt be an optimum schedule for a given instance of
WeightedDelivery with unit capacities (∀i, κi = 1). Then there exists
a schedule S ∗ ∈ S∗noC such that E(S ∗ ) ≤ 2 · E(Opt).
Proof. Given an optimum schedule Opt, we look at how the trajectories of
the packages are connected by the agents. More precisely, we construct an
auxiliary multi-graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) as follows: The node set V 0 consists
of all packages. Then, for each agent ai we look at its subsequence of
the optimum schedule, Opt|ai . Since ai has capacity 1, its subsequence
consists of alternating drop-offs (ai , p, oj1 , −) and pick-ups (ai , q, oj2 , +).
For each drop-off followed by a pick-up action we add an edge (oj1 , oj2 ) of
length d(p, q) to E 0 , see Figure 11 (center). These edges correspond to the
portions of the optimum schedule where the agent travels without carrying
a package. We assume without loss of generality that G0 is connected and
denote by amin the agent of minimum weight involved in Opt (otherwise
we can look at each connected component and its agent of minimum weight
separately). Assume that the first action of amin in Opt is to move from
its starting position pmin to a node p where it picks up some package oj
(note that p can potentially lie anywhere on the trajectory of oj between
sj and tj ). We model this by adding a node pmin to V 0 and connecting it
to oj by an edge of corresponding length d(pmin , p).
Now we can take a minimum spanning tree of G0 and remove all redundant edges. Note that the total length of the minimum spanning tree
is a lower bound on the sum of the distances traveled by all the agents
in Opt without carrying a package. Thus any schedule S ∗ in which amin
moves exactly twice along the trajectory of each package and twice along
the path corresponding to each edge of the minimum spanning tree of G0
has an energy consumption of at most E(S ∗ ) ≤ 2 · E(Opt). The following
tour satisfies this property and delivers each package to its destination
immediately after it is picked up:
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We first let amin walk to p, from where amin proceeds towards sj .
When amin reaches sj , it picks up oj and delivers it immediately to tj
along its trajectory in Opt. Once amin reaches tj , we let it return to p
and from there back to its original position pmin . If, however, along its
way from p to sj or from tj to p the agent visits an endpoint of a path
corresponding to an edge of the minimum spanning tree, we first let amin
serve the adjacent subtree recursively, see Figure 11 (right). It is easy to see
that in the resulting schedule S ∗ every package is directly transported from
its source to its target and that capacity 1 is respected at all times.
J
Remark 5. This result can be extended to uniform capacities κ > 1, if one
allows intermediate drop-offs and relaxes the set of schedules S∗noC to its
superset SnoC , i.e., for arbitrary uniform capacities κ we have BoC ≤ 2.
The main idea is that, given an optimum schedule, one can build a multigraph with precedence relations between the edges. If in each connected
component there is an Eulerian circuit by the agent of minimum weight,
then there is a corresponding 2-approximate schedule. Disser and Hackfeld
have shown that such an Eulerian circuit always exists [22]. Furthermore,
r
they gave a matching lower bound of 1/ ln ((1 + 1/(2r)) (1 + 1/(2r + 1))),
where r := min{κ, m}. For κ, m → ∞ the lower bound converges to 2.
For unit capacity κ = 1, we get a value of 1/ ln 2 ≈ 1.44, which is also the
best-known lower bound for the benefit of collaboration BoC∗ used here.

2.3

Planning

We now look in isolation at the problem of ordering the packages within
the schedule of an agent, which we call Planning. Formally, the Planning
aspect of WeightedDelivery is the following task: Given a feasible
schedule S and one of its agents ai , reorder the actions in S|ai in such
a way that the schedule S remains feasible and the energy consumption
ωi · di (S) of agent ai is minimized.
Generally speaking, for a complex schedule with many package handovers, the reordering options for a single agent ai might be very limited.
First of all, we must respect the capacity of ai , i.e., in every prefix of S|ai ,
the number of pick-up actions (ai , ∗, ∗, +) cannot exceed the number of
drop-off actions (ai , ∗, ∗, −) by more than κi . Even then, reordering S|ai
might render S infeasible because of conflicts with a subschedule S|ai of
some other agent ai . But Planning also includes the instances where a sin-
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Finding a Hamiltonian circuit via WeightedDelivery.

gle agent delivers all the packages, one after the other straight from source
to target, and where the only thing that has to be decided is the ordering.
We show now that in this setting, where there is no non-trivial coordination
or collaboration aspect, WeightedDelivery is already NP-hard.

2.3.1

Hardness of Planning

I Theorem 2.4. Planning of WeightedDelivery is NP-hard on planar graphs, and NP-hard to approximate to within any constant ratio less
than 367/366 on general graphs, even for a single agent a1 of arbitrary
capacity k1 .
Proof (NP-hard on planar graphs). We proceed by a reduction from the
NP-hard HamiltonCircuit problem on grid graphs: Given a grid graph
H = (VH , EH ) with unit edge lengths, we build a new delivery graph
0
G = (VH ∪ VH0 , EH ∪ EH
) with an agent a1 of arbitrary capacity κ1 on an
arbitrary node p1 ∈ VH , as described in Section 1.5. We set the weight
of agent a1 to ω1 = 1 and build an instance of WeightedDelivery by
0
adding for each edge e = {u, u0 } ∈ EH
an isolated package ou with source
0
su = u and target tu = u . Next we assign edge length δ := 1 to all
edges in EH 0 except {p1 , p01 }, see Figure 12. The edge {p1 , p01 } gets length
∆ := 3|VH | + 2 instead.
We now argue that there is a Hamiltonian circuit in H if and only if
for the agent’s energy consumption in an optimum schedule Opt we have
E(Opt) = 1 · d1 (Opt) = 6|VH |. To see that 6|VH | is a lower bound for
d1 (Opt), let us distinguish whether in a schedule S the agent ends at p01
or not. If we end at p01 , we have to reach every u ∈ VH \ {p1 } at least
once before going to u0 and use every edge {u, u0 } at least twice, giving
a distance of at least 3(|VH | − 1). Additionally, we have to go back to p1
and use {p1 , p01 }, adding a distance of 1 + 3|VH | + 2. This sums up to at
least 6|VH |. If we end somewhere else, we have to use {p1 , p01 } twice, in
which case d1 (S) ≥ 6|VH | + 4. So we get an optimum schedule of energy
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consumption d1 (Opt) = 6|VH | if and only if we reach every node exactly
0
once and end at p01 . Removing all EH
-steps of such a schedule directly
results in a Hamiltonian circuit as illustrated in Figure 12.
Proof (NP-hard to approximate). Using similar ideas, we can use a
recent lower bound of 123/122 for the inapproximability of MetricTSP.
Given any metric undirected graph H on n nodes, we build an instance
of WeightedDelivery as before. We want to find suitable lengths δ, ∆
such that they contribute at most two thirds of the energy consumption of
an optimum schedule, thus conserving a third of the approximation gap.
Hence Planning cannot be approximated in polynomial time to within a
1
constant factor of less than 1 + 31 · 122
= 367/366, unless P = NP.
Specifically, we have to consider the following: In a traveling salesman
tour in H, we want the agent to come back to p1 in the end. Hence in
WeightedDelivery on G we want the agent to end at p01 . We achieve
this by setting ∆ large enough to avoid traveling {p1 , p01 } twice. Let M
be the total length of a minimum spanning tree in H, P the length of
an optimum traveling salesman path in H with endpoint p1 and T the
length of an optimum traveling salesman tour in H. Clearly, we have
M
M ≤ P ≤ T ≤ 2M . We set ∆ := 1.5M and δ := 4(n−1)
, and distinguish
0
whether the agent ends in node p1 or on some other node.
The travel distance in an optimum schedule Opt has length at most
T + 2(n − 1)δ + ∆ = T + 2M (visiting first all nodes u, u0 , where u 6= p1
and finally p1 and p01 ). Every schedule S in which agent a1 ends on a node
u 6= p01 must use the ∆-edge twice and each δ-edge at least once, giving
3M + M + M
d1 (S)
2∆ + P + (n − 1)δ
17
E(S)
4
=
≥
≥
=
. (3)
E(Opt)
d1 (Opt)
L + 2M
2M + 2M
16
Hence the agent has to go to p01 last, which also means that the upper
bound on d1 (Opt) is tight. Now assume that there is a polynomial-time
algorithm which gives a schedule S in which agent a1 ends in p1 and which
approximates E(Opt) by a constant factor of 367/366 − . Then, after
0
removing all EH
-steps from d1 (S), we get a TSP-tour of length at most



367
1
367
366 −  (2M + L) − 2M = 366 −  · 2M + 366 −  · T


1
1
≤ 366
−  · 2T + 1 + 366
− ·T

= 123
122 − 3 T.
Hence by reduction from MetricTSP, Planning of WeightedDelivery
is NP-hard to approximate to within any constant factor ≤ 367/366−. J
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Remark 6. The lower bound of 17/16 on the approximation ratio of a
schedule S which does not end in p01 , given in Equation (3), is larger than
367/366. Tightening this by decreasing the values of ∆ and δ achieves an
inapproximability lower bound of at least 251/250.

2.3.2

Approximation in a Restricted Setting

Motivated by Theorem 2.3, we now look at the restricted setting of planning for a feasible schedule S ∗ ∈ S∗noC of which we know that (i) each
package is completely transported by some agent ai without intermediate drop-offs, i.e., for every package oj there must be an agent i with
S ∗ |oj = (ai , sj , oj , +), (ai , tj , oj , −) and (ii) agents return to their starting
position in the end. This allows us to give a polynomial-time approximation for planning with agents of capacity κi = 1.
I Theorem 2.5. For every feasible schedule S ∗ ∈ S∗noC for a given instance
of WeightedDelivery in which all agents have capacity κi = 1, there is
a polynomial-time planning algorithm A which gives a reordered schedule
A(S ∗ ) such that E(A(S ∗ )) ≤ 1.8 · E(Opt(S ∗ )), where Opt(S ∗ ) denotes a
reordering of S ∗ of optimal energy consumption.
Proof. We model the problem of finding a good reordering of each subschedule S ∗ |ai as a stacker-crane problem, which asks for the following:
Given a weighted graph GSCP with a set of directed arcs and a set of
undirected edges, find the minimum tour that uses each arc at least once.
Since we are given a schedule S ∗ ∈ S∗noC with agents ai of capacity κi = 1,
each subsequence S ∗ |ai consists of alternating pick-ups (ai , sj , oj , +) and
drop-offs (ai , tj , oj , −). Hence we can model the transport of package oj
in the delivery graph G by a directed arc from sj to tj :
We choose the graph GSCP,i to consist of node pi and all nodes sj , tj ,
for which package oj is transported by agent ai . We add directed arcs
(sj , tj ) of weight d(sj , tj ) (corresponding to the length of a shortest path
between sj and tj in G) and undirected edges {tj1 , sj2 } , {pi , sj } , {pi , tj }
of weights corresponding to the original distances d(tj1 , sj2 ), d(pi , sj ) and
d(pi , tj ) between tj1 and sj2 (pi /sj and pi /tj , respectively).
For the stacker-crane problem, a polynomial-time 1.8-approximation
due to Frederickson et al. is known [63]. Applying this approximation
for each subschedule S ∗ |ai gives a reordering A(S ∗ ) which approximates
E(Opt(S ∗ )) by an approximation ratio of at most 1.8.
J
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Figure 13 The base graph H 0 (F ) with two parallel paths Pi,pos , Pi,neg for
each of the x many variables ui , and one node for each of the y many clauses cj .

2.4

Coordination

In this section, we will look at the Coordination aspect of WeightedDelivery. We assume that collaboration and planning are taken care
of. More precisely, we are given a sequence containing the complete fixed
schedule S − = (_, sj1 , oj1 , +), . . . , (_, h, oj1 , −), . . . , (_, tjm , ojm , −), but
without an assignment of the agents to the actions. Coordination is the
task of assigning agents to the given actions. Even though coordination
appears to have the flavor of a matching problem, it turns out to be NPhard to optimally match up agents with the given actions. This holds
for any capacity, in particular for uniform capacities κ = 1. The latter,
however, has a polynomial-time solution if all agents have uniform weight.

2.4.1

NP-Hardness for Planar Graphs

We give a reduction from Planar3SAT: From a planar 3CNF-formula F
on x variables and y clauses we construct an instance of WeightedDelivery that allows a schedule S with ‘good’ energy consumption E(S) if and
only if F is satisfiable. We slightly modify the delivery base graph H 0 (F )
given in Section 1.5 (also see Figure 13) to get a planar delivery graph
G = G(F ) suitable for accommodating multiple packages (see Figure 14):
First of all, we remove s, t and their incident edges. Secondly, we remove all edges {u0i , ui+1 } and split each node u0i into two nodes of degree 1.
We surround each node ui and its adjoined paths Pi,pos , Pi,neg by a variable
box and subdivide the last edge of both paths once. Thus each variable box
contains a positive-literal path Pi,pos (with internal nodes ui,pos,1 , ui,pos,2 ,
. . . , ui,pos,2y and a final node ui,pos,2y+1 ) and a respective negated-literal
path Pi,neg . Finally, we connect each clause node c to a new node c0 .
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Figure 14 The delivery graph of a planar 3CNF-formula F which is satisfied
by (u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 ) = (true, false, false, true). Each of the x variable boxes contains
two paths Pi,pos and Pi,neg with 2y internal nodes each.

Packages, agents and weights. We are going to place one clause package on each of the y clause nodes and literal packages on each of the 2x
paths in the variable boxes for a total of 4xy packages. More precisely,
on each original clause node c we place exactly one clause package which
has to be delivered to the newly created node c0 . Furthermore we place a
literal package on every internal node ui,pos,j of a path Pi,pos and set its
target to ui,pos,j+1 (and we do the same for Pi,neg ). We set the length le
of every edge e connecting a source to its target to le := 1.
Next we describe the locations of the agents in each variable box. We
place one variable agent of weight 1 on the variable node ui . The lengths
of the two incident edges are set to  := (8xy)−2 . Furthermore we place
y literal agents on each path: The j-th agent is placed on ui,pos,2(y−j)+1
(or ui,neg,2(y−j)+1 , respectively) and gets weight 1 + j. It remains to set
the length of edges between clause nodes and internal nodes of a path.
By construction, the latter is the starting position of an agent of uniquely
defined weight 1 + j; we set the length of the edge to 1−j
1+j , see Figure 15.
Reduction. The key idea of the reduction is that for each variable ui ,
the corresponding variable box contains a variable agent who can either
deliver all packages on the path Pi,pos (thus setting the variable to true),
or deliver all packages on the path Pi,neg (thus setting the variable to
false). Assume ui is set to true. If ui is contained in a clause c, then
on the adjacent path-internal node ui,pos,j there is a (not yet used) literal
agent. Intuitively, this agent was ‘freed by the variable agent’ and can
thus be sent to deliver the clause-package. If ui is contained in c, the
corresponding literal agent on the path Pi,neg cannot be sent to deliver the
clause package, since it needs to transport packages along the path Pi,neg .
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Figure 15 Agent positions in the variable boxes (), agent weights (in black),
packages (·−→) depicted with source (·) and target (›), edge lengths (in color).

I Lemma 6. Given a satisfiable assignment (solution) for the variables of
a 3CNF-formula F there is a feasible schedule Sol of the agents in G(F )
which has a total energy consumption of E(Sol) = 4xy+2y+x(y 2 +y+1).
Proof. Given x variables, y clauses and a satisfiable assignment of the
variables, we construct a schedule from the assignment as follows: Assume
that variable ui is set to true and consider the corresponding variable box:
The variable agent (which has weight 1) delivers all packages on the full
path Pi,pos (which has length 2y + ). This costs 2y +  units of energy.
Each literal agent placed on a node ui,neg,j transports two packages:
the package with source ui,neg,j and the package with source ui,neg,j+1 .
Summing over all packages on the path Pi,neg , we need an energy of
Py
2 · ((1 + y) + . . . + (1 + )) = 2y + 2 i=1 i = 2y + (y 2 + y).
Furthermore, since we start from a satisfiable assignment, the source of
each clause package is connected to at least one not yet used agent of
weight 1 + i. Such an agent is adjacent to the source of exactly one clause
package. Hence it can move to its source (over an edge of length 1−i
1+i ),
pick it up and deliver it (over an edge of length 1). Thus for each clause we
get an energy consumption of exactly (1 + i)( 1−i
1+i + 1) = 2. Summed over
all x variables and over all y clauses we get a total energy consumption of
x · 4y + (y 2 + y + 1) + 2y = 4xy + 2y + x(y 2 + y + 1).
J
Fixed sequence (schedule without agent assignment). We now fix
a sequence S − that describes the schedule constructed in Lemma 6, but
which will not allow us to infer a satisfiable assignment. In our sequence S −
every pick-up action of one of the 4xy + y many packages oj at its source
sj is immediately followed by its drop-off at its destination tj . Hence
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we are restricted to a schedule (_, sπ(1) , oπ(1) , +), (_, tπ(1) , oπ(1) , −), . . . ,
(_, sπ(4xy+y) , oπ(4xy+y) , +), (_, tπ(4xy+y) , oπ(4xy+y) , −), where π can be any
permutation on 1, . . . , 4xy + y that satisfies the following property: If two
packages oj1 , oj2 lie on the same path Pi,pos (or Pi,neg ) originating at a variable node ui , such that sj1 lies to the left of sj2 , then π −1 (j1) < π −1 (j2)
(meaning if oj1 lies to the left of oj2 , it should precede oj2 in the schedule).
Energy consumption of optimal schedules. In the next three Lemmata 7, 8 and 9 we show that (i) the total energy consumption of any
optimum schedule Opt is E(Opt) ≥ E(Sol), and (ii) in every optimum
schedule with E(Opt) = E(Sol), each variable agent delivers exactly all
packages on either the path Pi,pos or the path Pi,neg . We remark that (i)
is true independent of whether Opt adheres to the fixed schedule without
assignments S − or not and holds for arbitrary capacities κi . In the case of
(ii), Opt has exactly the properties as described in the proof of Lemma 6.
Since thus for each agent ai the subsequence Opt|ai is uniquely determined, and since each package is transported by a single agent (without
intermediate drop-offs), these subsequences can be merged to match the
prescribed fixed order of the actions S − .
To this end we first give an upper bound UB on E(Sol) and a lower
bound LB on the total energy consumption of any feasible schedule S. We
choose UB := 4xy + 2y + 0.25 > 4xy + 2y + x(y 2 + y + 1) = E(Sol), where
the inequality follows from  = (8xy)−2 .
Lower bound. For the lower bound, note that every agent has weight
at least 1. We double count the distance traveled by the agents via the
distance covered by the packages, hence we have to be careful to take into
account that an agent might carry two or more packages at the same time
(we do not want to count the energy used during that time twice or more).
Hence for each of the 4xy + y packages we count the last edge over which
it is transported towards its target. All package targets (and thus the
distance traveled towards them) are disjoint and have incident edges all of
1
length at least 1−y
1+y > 1 − 2y > 1 − 32xy . Additionally, before an agent
can deliver a clause package, it needs first to travel towards its source.
Such edge crossings are not counted yet, hence we can add an additional
distance of 1−y
1+y for each clause. Overall we get a lower bound on the total
1
energy consumption of LB := 4xy + 2y − 0.25 < (4xy + y + y) · (1 − 32xy
).
I Lemma 7 (Independence of variable boxes). Any optimum schedule
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Opt, in which an agent placed in a variable box ui moves to a clause node
and back into a variable box of some (not necessarily different) variable
uj , has E(Opt) > E(Sol).
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that an agent leaves its variable box, walks to a clause node and later on back to a variable box. If
this agent delivers the clause package, it has to return and thus walks the
corresponding clause package’s distance of 1 twice. If it doesn’t, then we
haven’t included the travel towards the clause node yet. In both cases, we
1
add at least another 1 − 32xy
> 0.5 to the given lower bound LB, yielding
E(Opt) > LB + 0.5 = UB > E(Sol).
J
From now on we can restrict ourselves to look at feasible schedules
where each agent either stays inside its variable box, or walks to deliver
a clause package and stays at the target of that clause package. Next we
show that we can also assume that inside each path Pi,pos and each path
Pi,neg all agents walk only from left to right.
I Lemma 8 (Agents move from left to right). Any optimum schedule
Opt, in which there is an agent that moves at some point in the schedule
from right to left along a path Pi,pos or Pi,neg , has E(Opt) > E(Sol).
Proof. By Lemma 7 we can restrict ourselves to schedules Opt where each
package oj has to be transported over the edge connecting sj to tj . Without loss of generality we assume that no package oj ever leaves the interval
[sj , tj ] and that each package oj is transported from sj to tj monotonically
from left to right (here we assume by Lemma 1 that the schedule Opt has
simple package paths).
First assume for the sake of contradiction that in Opt there is an agent
ai whose trajectory contains moves from right to left of total length at least
0.5. The energy needed to do this is at least 0.5, and these moves are not
yet included in the lower bound LB. As before, by adding 0.5, we get
E(Opt) > LB + 0.5 = UB > E(Sol). Hence in the following we assume
that each agent moves strictly less than 0.5 from right to left.
We are going to show that any such schedule Opt can be transformed
into a schedule of smaller energy consumption, contradicting the optimality
of Opt. Consider the longest consecutive right-to-left move of an agent ai1 :
Since ai1 moves by less than 0.5 to the left, it must come from a drop-off
of a package oj1 at a handover point hj1 lying inside an edge {sj1 , tj1 }, or
it is on the move to pick up a package oj2 at a point hj2 in {sj2 , tj2 }.
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In the first case, hj1 is closer to sj1 than to tj1 and the previous action
of ai1 in the schedule must have been (ai1 , hj1 , oj1 , −). The agent ai2
picking up package oj1 at hj1 must have its starting position on or to the
left of sj1 . Hence we could replace ai1 ’s pick-up and drop-off of package
oj1 with a pick-up and a drop-off by agent ai2 , thus strictly decreasing
the total distance di1 traveled by ai1 , contradicting the optimality of Opt.
In the second case, hj2 is closer to tj2 than to sj2 and agent ai1 moves
to the right after picking up package oj2 . Let ai2 denote the agent that
dropped off oj2 at hj2 . By the previous remarks we know that as ai2 will
not move to the left in its next action (if any), ai2 cannot reach sj2 and
no other package is inside [sj2 , tj2 ]. Furthermore, by the weights given in
our hardness reduction we know ωi2 < 2ωi1 . Therefore we can move hj2
by a small δ > 0 to the right, thus strictly decreasing ωi1 · di1 + ωi2 · di2
by an amount of δ(2ωi1 − ωi2 ), contradicting the optimality of Opt. J
From here on we assume that agents do not move from right to left at
all. We can now prove the key relation between Opt and Sol schedules:
I Lemma 9 (Energy cost of an optimum schedule). Any optimum schedule Opt has a total energy consumption of either E(Opt) > E(Sol) or
E(Opt) = E(Sol). In the latter case, in each variable box, the variable
agent at ui either delivers exactly all packages on Pi,pos or exactly all packages on Pi,neg ; the literal agents on the respective other path deliver exactly
two literal packages each. Furthermore, clause packages are only delivered
by freed up literal agents on the paths chosen by the variable agents.
Proof. By Lemmata 7 and 8 we may assume that no agent travels into
another variable box and that agents only move from left to right on any
path Pi,pos , Pi,neg . Furthermore we have seen in the proof of Lemma 8
that this implies that every literal package is carried from its source to
its target by a single agent in a continuous left-to-right motion. We now
show that if there was a variable agent ai1 which does not deliver either
all packages on its adjoined Pi,pos -path or its adjoined Pi,neg -path, then
we would get a contradiction to optimality:
Assume first for the sake of contradiction that ai1 stays on its starting
location ui . Then we can move ai1 to the first internal node of the path
Pi,pos , which contributes an additional  amount of energy to the total
energy consumption. Let ai2 be the agent carrying the first literal package; we know that ai2 must have weight 1 + y. We replace ai2 in the
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schedule by ai1 , saving at least y energy already on the first literal package, contradicting the optimality of the schedule. Now assume that ai1
either deviated at some internal node ui,pos,2(y−j)+1 of the path it entered
(to deliver a clause package) or that it stopped at such an internal node
ui,pos,2(y−j)+1 or ui,pos,2(y−j)+2 . Let ai2 denote the agent carrying the
package which was placed on the specified node. The edge to the adjacent
0
0
clause (if any) has length 1−j
1+j and ai2 has weight 1+j , with j ≥ j. Now
we can switch ai1 and aj2 in the remainder of the schedule. The potential
increase of energy cost (on the clause package delivery) amounts to at most
0
((1 + j 0 ) − 1) · ( 1−j
1+j + 1) < 2j , while the gained energy on the next two
literal packages is at least j 0  · 2, again contradicting the optimality of the
schedule.
Hence each variable agent delivers either all packages on its adjoined
path Pi,pos or all packages on its adjoined path Pi,neg . This allows us to give
a new lower bound LB 0 on the energy consumption E(Opt): Each variable
agent contributes an energy consumption of 2y +  to the total. Delivery
of each package on the respective other path needs an agent with starting
location coinciding with or to the left of the package source, yielding an
energy contribution of at least 2·((1+y)+. . .+(1+)) = 2y+y(y+1), with
equality if and only if each literal agent placed on an internal node ui,pos,j
delivers the package placed on ui,pos,j and the consecutive package with
source on ui,pos,j+1 . Finally, the source of each clause package is reached
by an agent of weight 1 + j over an edge of length 1−i
1+i , j ≥ i, hence the
delivery of each clause package needs an energy of at least (1 + j)( 1−i
1+i +
1) ≥ 2, with equality if and only if j = i. Summing over the clauses and
variable boxes we get LB 0 = 4xy + 2y + x(y 2 + y + 1) = E(Sol).
J
It remains to note that the first literal agent (of weight 1 + y) on the
path chosen by the variable agent can walk over to the other path and
from there on to deliver a clause package. However, such a schedule has
higher energy consumption than E(Sol): the literal agent has to cross two
edges of length  and the required energy to do so has not been used in
the estimated lower bound LB 0 = E(Sol). We finally remark that the
number of agents and packages are polynomial in the number of variables
and clauses. Hence we conclude:
I Theorem 2.6. Coordination of WeightedDelivery is NP-hard on
planar graphs for all capacities κi , even if we are given prescribed collaboration and planning.
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Figure 16 Coordination of the schedule S − = (_, s1 , o1 , +), (_, s2 , o2 , +),
(_, s3 , o1 , −), (_, s3 , o3 , +), (_, t2 , o2 , −), (_, t3 , o3 , −), (_, s3 , o1 , +), (_, t1 , o1 , −)
(left) Delivery instance with two agents of unit capacity and uniform weight.
(center) Weighted bipartite matching. (right) The resulting agent trajectories.

2.4.2

Unit Capacity and Uniform Weights

Note that Coordination is NP-hard even for unit capacities. This setting
is, however, approachable once we restrict ourselves to uniform weights:
I Theorem 2.7. Given collaboration and planning in the form of a complete schedule with missing agent assignment, Coordination of WeightedDelivery with unit capacities κi = 1 and agents having uniform weights
ωi = ω can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof. As before, denote by S − = (_, sj1 , oj1 , +), . . . , (_, h, oj1 , −), . . . ,
(_, tjm , ojm , −) the prescribed schedule without agent assignments. Since
all agents have the same uniform weight ω, the energy consumption E(S)
Pk
of any feasible schedule S is determined by E(S) = ω · i=1 di (S). Hence
at a pick-up action (_, q, ojx , +) it is not so much important which agent
picks up the package as where / how far it comes from.
Since we have unit capacities, we know that the agent has to come from
either its starting position or from a preceding drop-off action (_, p, ojy , −).
This allows us to model the problem as a weighted bipartite matching,
see Figure 16. We build an auxiliary graph G0 = (A ∪ B, E10 ∪ E20 ).
A maximum weight matching in this bipartite graph will tell us for every pick-up action in B, where the agent that performs the pick-up action comes from in A. Denote by A the set of all starting locations
pi and all drop-off actions, A := {p1 , . . . , pk } ∪ {(_, ∗, ∗, −)} and by B
the set of all pick-up actions B := {(_, ∗, ∗, +)}. We add edges between all agent starting positions in A and all pick-ups in B, E10 :=
{p1 , . . . , pk } × {(_, q, oj , +)} with edge weights d(pi , q). Furthermore we
also add edges between all drop-offs in A and all subsequent pick-ups in B,
E20 := {((_, p, ojx , −), (_, q, ojy , +)) | (_, p, ojx , −) precedes (_, q, ojy , +)}
with edge weights d(p, q), see Figure 16 (center).
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A maximum matching of minimum cost in G0 captures the optimal
assignment of agents to packages and can be found by solving the classic
assignment problem, a special case of the minimum cost maximum flow
problem. Both of these problems can be solved in polynomial time for
instance using the Hungarian method [83] or the successive shortest path
algorithm [57], respectively. The cost of this optimum matching corresponds to the cost of the agents moving around without packages. The
cost of the agents while carrying the packages can easily be added: Consider the schedule S − restricted to a package oj . This subsequence S − |oj is
a sequence of pairs of pick-up/drop-off actions ((_, q, oj , +), (_, p, oj , −)),
and in every pair the package is brought from q to p on the shortest path,
P
so we add
d(q, p). Concatenating these piecewise shortest paths gives
the trajectory of each agent in the optimum solution, as illustrated in
Figure 16 (right).
J
Remark 7. This algorithm is remotely inspired by a simpler problem at
the ACM ICPC world finals 2015 [1]. The official solution is pseudopolynomial [77], Austrin and Wojtaszczyk [9] later sketched a min-cost
bipartite matching solution.
For agents of unit capacity but arbitrary weights, we can use Theorem 2.7 to give a polynomial-time approximation for Coordination (with
the approximation ratio depending on the weights). This can be done
by artificially boosting the weight ωi of every agent ai to the maximum
weight maxj ωj before running the presented min-cost bipartite matching
algorithm. In doing so, we increase the energy consumption of each agent
max ω
ai by a factor of ωji j :
I Corollary 10. Given collaboration and planning in the form of a complete schedule with missing agent assignment, there is a polynomial-time
ω
(maxi,j ωji )-approximation algorithm for the Coordination of WeightedDelivery with agents of unit capacity κi = 1.

2.5

Approximation for Unit Capacities

In this section, we combine ideas presented in the respective sections for
Collaboration, Planning and Coordination to give approximation algorithms for WeightedDelivery with unit capacities κi = 1. We first show
a polynomial-time approximation with a ratio depending on the agents’
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weights. Giving an absolute constant-factor approximation turns out to
be fixed-parameter tractable, parametrized by the number of packages
m. Finally, we present an exponential-time approximation algorithm for a
constant number of agents k.
Foregoing collaboration. In all three algorithms, we restrict ourselves
to compute a schedule S ∗ ∈ S∗noC . Recall that in such a schedule, agents
do not collaborate. Hence for instances with agents of unit capacities each
package oj is directly transported from its source to its target. Therefore
each subschedule S ∗ |ai consists of consecutive pairs of pick-up/drop-off
action tuples (ai , sj , oj , +), (ai , tj , oj , −). We are left with the coordination
task of assigning all such tuple pairs to the agents and the planning task of
individually optimizing each agent’s route. We first present an algorithm
Apos which handles these tasks based solely on the position of the agents
and the proximity to and between the packages:
ω

I Theorem 2.8. There is a polynomial-time (4 max ωji )-approximation algorithm Apos for WeightedDelivery with agents of unit capacity κi = 1.
Proof. We start by artificially enlarging the weight ωi of every agent ai to
maxj ωj as in Corollary 10. As we increase the contribution of each agent
maxj ωj
ai by a factor of
, any ρ-approximation to this weight-enhanced
ωi
ω
instance will give us a (ρ · max ωji )-approximation for the original instance.
From now on we assume without loss of generality that all agents have
a uniform weight ω := maxj ωj . Let Opt be an optimum schedule for
an instance of WeightedDelivery with uniform agent weights ω and
capacities κ = 1. By Theorem 2.3, the optimal schedule Opt∗ among all
schedules in S∗noC has an energy consumption of E(Opt∗ ) ≤ 2 · E(Opt).
We define a complete undirected auxiliary graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) on all
agent starting positions as well as all message sources and destinations,
V 0 = {p1 , . . . , pk } ∪ {s1 , . . . , sm } ∪ {t1 , . . . , tm }. Each edge e = {u, v} ∈ E 0
has a length le corresponding to the distance of u and v in the original delivery instance, le := d(u, v). Opt∗ has a natural correspondence
to a vertex-disjoint cycle cover CC(Opt∗ ) of G0 with exactly k cycles
C1 , . . . , Ck that has the following properties:
Each cycle Ci contains exactly one agent starting position, namely pi .
Each target node tj is adjacent to its source node sj .
Each cycle (possibly of length 0) with starting position pi corresponds to
P
the (possibly empty) schedule Opt∗ |ai and E(Opt∗ ) = ω · e∈CC(Opt∗ ) le .
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P
Now let T C ∗ denote a tree cover of minimum total length
e∈T C ∗ le
among all vertex-disjoint tree covers of G0 with exactly k trees T1 , . . . , Tk
that satisfy the following properties:
Each tree Ti contains exactly one agent starting position, namely pi .
Each target node tj is adjacent to its source node sj .
P
P
∗
Clearly, we have
e∈T C ∗ le ≤
e∈CC(Opt∗ ) le = E(Opt )/ω. In each
component Ti∗ of the optimum tree cover T C ∗ , we make a DFS-traversal
starting from pi . During these DFS-traversals, any source-target edge
{sj , tj } is traversed once in each direction. Starting with initially empty
subschedules S ∗ |ai , whenever we cross such an edge in a tree Ti in direction from source to target, we add the pick-up/drop-off action pair
(ai , sj , oj , +), (ai , tj , oj , −) to the end of S ∗ |ai . Finally, we merge these
subschedules into a feasible schedule S ∗ with an overall energy consumpP
tion of E(S ∗ )/ω ≤ 2 · e∈T C ∗ le ≤ 2 · E(Opt∗ )/ω ≤ 4 · E(Opt)/ω.
It remains to show that the tree cover T C ∗ can be found in polynomial time: Starting with an empty graph on V 0 , we first add all edges
{{sj , tj } | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}. Following the idea of Kruskal’s minimum spanning
tree algorithm [82], we add all other edges of E 0 in increasing order of their
lengths, disregarding any edges which would result either in the creation of
a cycle or in a join of two starting positions pi1 , pi2 into the same tree. J
Absolute constant-factor approximation. We now turn to developing approximation algorithms where the approximation guarantee will be
an absolute constant, therefore independent of the weights. To this end,
we consider instances where either the number of packages m is small
or where the number of agents k is small. For these cases, we get two
constant-factor approximation algorithms Am and Ak , with approximation ratios independent of the agents’ weights. We show the running time
of the algorithm Am to be f (m) · (kn)O(1) , where f depends only on m.
Hence approximating WeightedDelivery for unit capacities is fixedparameter tractable, parametrized by m. For the case of only constantly
many agents k, the algorithm Ak runs in exponential time, where k is the
base of the exponential term.
Sets and lists. When restricting ourselves to schedules S ∈ S∗noC , each
subschedule S|oj consists of exactly one pair of pick-up/drop-off actions
(ai , sj , oj , +), (ai , tj , oj , −). For unit capacity κi = 1, these two actions
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also have to directly succeed one another in the subschedule S|ai . Hence
for simplicity, we regard coordination as the task of partitioning the set
of all packages {o1 , o2 , . . . , om } into k package blocks, and planning as the
task of either reordering the complete set of all packages or reordering the
set of packages in each block.
To clarify the use of package blocks and package orders, we use the
standard notion of sets and lists regarding partitions (see e.g. [31]): If we
look at a partition of {o1 , . . . , om } into non-empty disjoint blocks, we can
take into account the order of the elements within blocks, the order of the
blocks, or both. We get four cases: sets of sets, sets of lists, lists of sets and
lists of lists ([98, 99, 100, 101]). However, in the delivery setting we can
also have agents which are not used at all and therefore not assigned to
any packages – a complete description of a schedule S ∈ S∗noC is therefore
given by a list of exactly k (possibly empty) lists, O = (O1 , . . . , Ok ), where
each package is contained in exactly one list Oi which represents the order
in which packages are delivered in the subschedule S|ai .
Out of all such lists of exactly k (possibly empty) lists, we would like to
find one which corresponds to a schedule S of ‘good’ energy consumption E.
For small values of m and k, it is at least feasible to enumerate over all
sets of lists and over all lists of sets, which we use in the algorithms Am
and Ak , respectively.
I Lemma 11. There is a 2-approximation algorithm Am for WeightedDelivery with agents of unit capacity κi =√1 which has a running
time

of O(f (m) · poly(n, k)), where f (m) ∈ O e2 m−m mm · poly(m) .
Proof. We let the algorithm Am enumerate over all sets of (non-empty)
lists of the √packages {o1 , . . . , om }. The number of sets of lists is known
to be O(e2 m−m mm /poly(m)) [99]. Enumerating over all sets of lists
can be done by spending only an additional O(poly(m))-factor (over the
number of sets of lists) on the running time as follows: In an outer loop,
we enumerate over all sets of sets by considering packages one-by-one and
deciding whether to put them in a previously created subset or whether
to start a new subset. In an inner loop, given a particular set of sets we
enumerate over all permutations of the packages inside each subset.
We discard each set of more than k lists. Each set of l non-empty lists,
where l ≤ k, corresponds to a given planning of l subschedules, and it
remains to assign the subschedules to the agents. We compute the best
assignment of the k agents to the l lists O1 , . . . , Ol with a weighted bipartite
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matching in a graph G0 = (A ∪ B, E 0 ): On one side of the bipartite graph,
we have k nodes, one for each agent, A := {a1 , . . . , ak }. On the other
side, we have one node per list, B := {O1 , . . . , Ol }. We take the complete
bipartite graph between the two sides. This graph has at most k · l ≤ k 2
edges. We compute the cost of an {ai , Oj }-edge as the energy consumption
of delivering all packages in the list Oj in the order given by the list with
the agent ai , before returning ai to its starting position pi . Computing
the edge cost requires O(poly(n, m)) time per edge and O(poly(n, k, m))
time in total. A maximum matching of minimum cost in G0 gives the best
assignment of the agents to the tested lists (where non-matched agents
receive empty lists) and can be found in polynomial time, e.g. by using the
Hungarian method [83] or the successive shortest path algorithm [57].
Keeping track of the assignment of minimum cost found so far (among
all tested sets of at mostk lists),
algorithm Am findsthe optimum schedule
√
∗
Opt ∈ S∗noC in time O e2 m−m mm · poly(n, m, k) . By Theorem 2.3, we
have E(Opt∗ ) ≤ 2 · E(Opt).
J
I Lemma 12. There is a 3.6-approximation algorithm Ak for WeightedDelivery with agents of unit capacity κi = 1 which has a running time
of O(poly(n, m, k) · k m ).
Proof. We let algorithm Ak enumerate over all lists of exactly k (possibly
empty) sets of the packages {o1 , . . . , om }. This can be implemented to
run in time O(k m ) by choosing for each of the m packages the subset of
packages Oi it belongs to.
Each list of exactly k sets of packages corresponds to a given coordination of WeightedDelivery. Each agent ai is given the set of packages
Oi it has to deliver, and it remains to find a good planning of the agent’s
subschedule. We compute the energy consumption of a list of sets, by letting each agent ai deliver its set of packages Oi on the route we get when
planning is modeled by the stacker-crane 1.8-approximation [63], given in
Theorem 2.5. This can be done in time O(poly(n, m, k)) for each of the
O(k m ) many lists of sets. Keeping track of the energy-optimal solution
found so far, we get a schedule S ∗ in time O(poly(n, m, k) · k m .
Since algorithm Ak considers all lists of exactly k possibly empty sets
O1 , . . . , Ok , it considers at some point the list of sets corresponding to the
optimal schedule Opt∗ ∈ S∗noC . Ak approximates each of the traveling
distances di (Opt∗ ) of the agents by a factor of at most 1.8. Hence by
Theorems 2.5 and 2.3 we get E(S ∗ ) ≤ 1.8 · E(Opt∗ ) ≤ 3.6 · E(Opt).
J
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Set of all feasible schedules
SAm = SnoC∗
Opt(I)
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=Opt∗ (I)
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Figure 17 Venn diagram of the sets of schedules SApos , SAm , SAk considered
by the algorithms. Depending on the instance I, we may have SApos ∩ SAk = ∅.

Comparison of the approximation algorithms. We summarize the
techniques used in this section by comparing the three algorithms: Given
an instance I of WeightedDelivery with unit capacities κi = 1, all three
algorithms make use of Theorem 2.3 which upper bounds the Benefit of
Collaboration BoC∗ by 2. In fact, algorithm Am considers all schedules in
S∗noC and thus computes a 2-approximation of the optimum. For algorithm
ω
Apos the approximation ratio of 4 max ωji can be subdivided into factors of
2 (from the Benefit of Collaboration), 2 (the DFS-traversal of a tree visits
ω
each edge in both directions) and max ωji (from boosting the weights).
k
Algorithm A again has a factor of BoC∗ ≤ 2, with an additional factor
of 1.8 since we need to approximate the planning of each agent’s tour
(which we model with stacker-crane).
The relations between the sets of schedules SAm = S∗noC , SApos , SAk
considered by the three algorithms Apos , Am and Ak are given in Figure 17.
Conclusion. This section provided absolute constant-factor polynomialtime approximation algorithms when the energy consumption rate of differwi
ent agents are similar, i.e., the ratio max w
is bounded (see Theorem 2.8)
j
or when the number of packages m is small (see Lemma 11). It is unknown
whether there exists a polynomial-time constant-factor approximation independent of the weights. This remains an intriguing open question even
for a constant number of agents k, for which we presented an exponentialtime approximation algorithm (see Lemma 12).
To the best of our knowledge, there are currently no known approximation algorithms for uniform capacities > 1.

3
Time-Efficient Delivery

In this chapter, we study the problem of finding schedules which either
P
minimize the sum of delivery times TSum := j Tj , or the maximum delivery time, TMax := maxj Tj . We call these problems Sum-FastDelivery
and Makespan-FastDelivery, respectively, and assume throughout this
chapter that we have heterogenous agents with velocities υi < ∞.
Outline. Contrary to weight-efficiency, when optimizing the delivery
time, handovers inside edges are sometimes necessary. Hence we first discuss in Section 3.1 whether a minimum schedule for FastDelivery exists,
or whether it could be conceivable that longer and longer, more complex
schedules might result in solutions with the objective converging to an
infimum. We develop a framework to prove the existence of minimum
schedules under certain restrictions, such as the case of FastDelivery of
a single package (Section 3.1.1). Additionally, we conjecture that a minimum always exists and point out ideas which could potentially be used to
prove the existence of a minimum schedule (Section 3.1.2).
In Section 3.2, we show that for both versions of FastDelivery, it
is NP-hard to find a minimum schedule (if one exists), even on planar
graphs, and that it is NP-hard to approximate the infimum delivery time
to within a small constant.
Finally, in Section 3.3, we present a polynomial-time dynamic program
for FastDelivery of a single package (where we have TMax = TSum ) which
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runs in time O(k 2 |E| + k|V |2 + APSP) ⊆ O(k 2 n2 + n3 ), where O(APSP)
denotes the running time of an all-pair shortest paths algorithm.

3.1

On the Existence of Minima

Let us briefly review the approach used in the last section to show that
WeightedDelivery has an optimum schedule which minimizes the overall energy consumption E. First, we have shown that it is sufficient to look
at schedules with handovers only on vertices (Lemma 3). This restriction
allowed for two things: On one hand, assuming that packages have simple
path trajectories (Lemma 1), we were able to bound the number of actions
in relevant schedules. On the other hand, there were only a finite number
of such schedules and thus among those there was a schedule of minimum
energy consumption.
We have already seen in the introductory example for FastDelivery
in Figure 3 that contrary to WeightedDelivery handovers inside edges
are sometimes necessary. Hence we cannot bound the number of actions
or the number of relevant schedules in the same way as before, and it is
not clear a priori whether an optimum schedule for FastDelivery exists.
A new approach. In this section, we first develop a framework to show
that there is a schedule of minimum delivery time T ∈ {TMax , TSum }
among any set of schedules which are limited to a bounded number of
pick-up/drop-off actions. This in particular entails FastDelivery of a
single package, since it is sufficient to look at schedules in which the package is carried at most once by every agent (Lemma 2). We will reuse the
framework in the next chapter to show the existence of optimum schedules
with respect to a combination of time- and energy-efficiency.
In a next step, we aim to show that it is always sufficient to look
at schedules of a bounded number of pick-up/drop-off actions, both for
Makespan- and Sum-FastDelivery. Although we fall short of this goal,
we give a reduction to a restricted setting: We prove that if for the
Makespan-version on trees we could restrict ourselves to such schedules,
then we could restrict ourselves to such schedules for both Makespan- and
Sum-FastDelivery on arbitrary input graphs.
We conjecture that this is the case and provide some supporting arguments as well as pointers to ideas which would potentially be needed to
prove the existence of optimum schedules.
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Schedule lengths. We start by introducing some preliminary notations
and properties used throughout this section:
Definition 5. The length L of a schedule S is the number of actions in S.
Any feasible schedule of length L for the delivery of m packages has m
actions corresponding to pick-ups of packages at their respective source, m
actions corresponding to drop-offs of packages at their respective target,
and L − 2m actions corresponding to handovers during the delivery of the
packages. Each handover involves exactly one drop-off and one pick-up,
hence the number of handover points, counted with multiplicity, is exactly
(L − 2m)/2. We would like to show that it is sufficient to look at schedules
with an upper bound on the schedule length. Formally:
Definition 6. We say that schedule lengths can be bounded for some
Delivery problem on graphs G = (V, E), if there is an upper bound
LU B := LU B (k, m, (υi )i≤k , (ωi )i≤k , (le )e∈E ), possibly depending on the values of the input, such that for the objective function F of the Delivery
problem we have:
For every feasible schedule S with simple package paths, objective value
F (S) and length L > LU B , there is a feasible schedule S 0 with simple
package paths, objective value F (S 0 ) ≤ F (S) and length L0 < L.
Example. We will say e.g. that “schedule lengths can be bounded for
FastDelivery of a single package” or make a conditional statement
such as “assuming schedule lengths can be bounded for Makespan-FastDelivery on trees”.
In the next subsection we present a framework which we will use to
prove that Delivery problems, for which schedule lengths can be bounded,
have an optimum schedule minimizing the objective function F (if the
function F is continuous in a natural sense, where a small change in the
position of a handover point results in only a small change in the objective
function, see the proof of Lemma 15 for a formal use).

3.1.1

Optima for Bounded Schedule Lengths

Let LU B denote an upper bound on the length of all schedules considered
in this subsection. We denote the set of all feasible schedules of length at
most LU B by SU B . Since handovers can take place on nodes as well as in
arbitrary points inside edges, there is an infinite number of such schedules.
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Subdivision into equivalence classes. In this subsection, we will show
that we can subdivide this infinite set of schedules SU B into a finite number
of equivalence classes. We prove that each equivalence class has
a minimal schedule OptMax which minimizes the maximum delivery
time TMax among all schedules in the class,
a minimal schedule OptSum which minimizes the sum of delivery times
TSum among all schedules in the class, and
a minimal schedule OptE which minimizes the energy consumption E
among all schedules in the class.
Since the number of equivalence classes itself is finite, we immediately get
that the set SU B itself contains minimum schedules subject to TMax , TSum
and E, respectively. We may think of the subdivision into equivalence
classes as a partition, although strictly speaking some schedules will be
contained in multiple distinct equivalence classes.
Representation via handover point positions. Recall that a feasible
schedule S of length L consists of exactly L many actions . . . , (ai1 , h, oj , −),
. . . , (ai2 , h, oj , +), . . ., where h denotes the handover position of a consecutive pair of a drop-off/pick-up actions in S|oj . We represent a handover
h in an edge {u, v} as a tuple ((u, v), xh ), where xh ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter
denoting the position of h in {u, v}, xh := d(u,h)
d(u,v) . If h lies strictly inside the
edge {u, v}, this representation is unique. The same is true if h is a node
of degree 1. If h is a node of degree deg(h) > 1, there are deg(h) many
representations to choose from. In any case, we make the same choice for
the two actions (ai1 , h, oj , −), (ai2 , h, oj , +). In contrast, for each package
oj we let the pick-up action at its source sj and the drop-off action at its
target tj keep their original form, we do not represent these actions in the
parametrized manner.
Similarly to individual handover points, we can represent schedules in
this parametrized notation, too. For each schedule S ∈ SU B , we consider
all possible representations of the whole schedule: If S has l many node
handovers v1 , . . . , vl (meaning that there are a total of 2l ≤ (L−2m) many
actions which are neither source-pick-ups nor target-drop-offs), then S has
Ql
a bounded number of exactly i=1 deg(vi ) many different representations.
Equivalence relation between representations. We can now define
an equivalence relation between parametrized representations of schedules:
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Definition 7. We define a binary relation ∼P on parametrized representations as follows: Let SP and SP0 denote two parametrized representations
of a feasible schedule S and a feasible schedule S 0 , respectively. Then
SP ∼P SP0 ⇔ S and S 0 have the same length L, and for all j,
SP and SP0 agree in the j-th action tuple in all
entries except for possibly the parameter xh .
∼P is reflexive, symmetric and transitive and thus an equivalence relation.
Note that two different parametrized representations of the same schedule are not equivalent. Since a parametrized representation SP of a schedule S preserves all information contained in S, we can also measure SP
subject to TMax , TSum and E. We are now ready to prove that an equivalence class of parametrized schedule representations always contains a
minimum:
I Lemma 13. Let SP be an arbitrary parametrized representation of an
arbitrary schedule S ∈ SU B of length L ≤ LU B . Then the equivalence class
of SP under ∼P , denoted by [SP ], contains (i) a minimum element subject
to TMax , (ii) a minimum element subject to TSum , and (iii) a minimum
element subject to E.
Proof. Recall that S has exactly L − 2m non-source/target actions which
were parametrized. If L − 2m = 0, then [SP ] contains the single element
SP and thus has a minimum element. From now on assume L − 2m >
0. Then every element of the equivalence class [SP ] has exactly (L −
2m)/2 parametrized handover points. Furthermore, any different choice
of the values xh ∈ [0, 1] of these parameters still represents a feasible
schedule. Hence we can identify [SP ] with the (L − 2m)/2-dimensional
(L−2m)/2
hypercube [0, 1]
which is a bounded and closed metric space and
thus a compact space. It is a well-known fact in topology that the image
of a compact space under a continuous function F is compact itself. This
implies the extreme value theorem: Every real-valued continuous function
F on a non-empty compact subspace is bounded from below and attains
its infimum. Hence for every continuous function F : [SP ] → R, there is a
minimum element in [SP ].
It remains to prove that the function F , where F = TMax , TSum or E, is
a continuous function mapping parametrized schedule representations in
[SP ] to the corresponding delivery time- and energy-consumption values
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in R. Consider the minimum velocity υmin = mini υi and the maximum
weight ωmax = maxi ωi . We use the L1-norm and show that for all  > 0
1
} · (2mkL)−1 > 0, such that
there exists a δ = δ() :=  · min{υmin , ωmax
(L−2m)/2
for any two parametrized schedule representations SP0 , SP00 ∈ [0, 1]
we have
kSP0 − SP00 k1 < δ ⇒ |F (SP0 ) − F (SP00 )| < .
Recall from Section 1.4 that for the j-th action Aj = (ai , p, o, ∗) of a
schedule S we can denote by p(Aj (S)) the handover point of the action Aj ,
by t(Aj (S)) the time passed up to action Aj and by di (Aj (S)) the distance
traveled by the involved agent ai up to action Aj . We now show inductively
that for the j-th actions of SP0 , SP00 we have
·j

≤
ωmax · k · L
ωmax · k
·j

0
00
|t(Aj (SP )) − t(Aj (SP ))| <
≤
m·L
m

|di (Aj (SP0 )) − di (Aj (SP00 ))| <

(4)
(5)

To see (4), first note that for all j, the distance between the handover points

of Aj (SP0 ) and Aj (SP00 ) is at most |p(Aj (SP0 )) − p(Aj (SP00 ))| < δ ≤ 2ωmax
kL .
In both schedules SP0 and SP00 , the distances di of the j-th actions depend on
the same preceding actions Aj 0 , j 0 < j and the distances to those actions.

For these actions, too, we have |p(Aj 0 (SP0 )) − p(Aj 0 (SP00 ))| < δ ≤ 2ωmax
kL .
Using induction and the triangle inequality, we get
|di (Aj (SP0 )) − di (Aj (SP00 ))| < |di (Aj 0 (SP0 )) − di (Aj 0 (SP00 ))| + 2 ·
<


2ωmax kL

 · j0

·j
+
≤
.
ωmax kL ωmax kL
ωmax · k · L

To see (5), we proceed similarly: We again bound the distance between
min ·
the handover points by |p(Aj (SP0 )) − p(Aj (SP00 ))| < δ ≤ υ2m·L
. The time0
00
values t(Aj (SP )) and t(Aj (SP )) depend on the same preceding actions
Aj 0 , where j 0 < j and the distances to these actions Aj 0 . If Aj is a pick-up
action, the time-values additionally depend on another pair of preceding
min ·
drop-off actions Aj 00 , j 00 < j. Using the same bound δ ≤ υ2m·L
, induction,
and the triangle inequality, we get


 · j0
υmin ·   · j 00
·j
|t(Aj (SP0 )) − t(Aj (SP00 ))| < max
+2·
,
≤
.
mL
υi · 2mL mL
m·L
Hence by Equations (4) and (5), we get for all agents ai a travel distance

difference of |di (SP0 ) − di (SP00 )| < ωmax
·k and for all packages oj a delivery
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time difference of |Tj (SP0 ) − Tj (SP00 )| <
again, we finally get


m.

|E(SP0 ) − E(SP00 )| <

Applying the triangle inequality
k
X
i=1

|TMax (SP0 )

−

TMax (SP00 )|

< max

|TSum (SP0 ) − TSum (SP00 )| <

1≤j≤m
m
X
j=1

ωi · 
≤ ,
ωmax · k

< , and
m

= .
m

Therefore each of the functions E, TMax and TSum is a continuous functions from [SP ] to R and thus have a minimal element among all schedule
representations in [SP ].
J
Remark 8. Contrary to Remark 3, which related the existence of optimum
schedules in WeightedDelivery to computability, the proof of Lemma 13
is only an existential one. It is e.g. not clear, how for FastDelivery one
can compute a minimal schedule for a fixed equivalence class [SP ].
I Theorem 3.1. In every set SU B consisting of all feasible schedules of
length at most LU B , there exists an optimal schedule minimizing TMax or
TSum , respectively.
Proof. Since by Lemma 13 each equivalence class contains a minimal schedule, it is sufficient to show that there is only a finite number of equivalence
classes in SU B . As schedule lengths are bounded by LU B , we can group
the equivalence class into groups of equal length L ≤ LU B . Each such
group has at most (2km|E|)L distinct equivalence classes, since for each
of the L action tuples we have at most k choices for the involved agent,
m choices for the involved package, |E| choices for the edge and a choice
between a pick-up and a drop-off. Hence SU B is subdivided into at most
LU B · (2km|E|)LU B many equivalence classes.
J
I Corollary 14. There exists an optimum schedule for FastDelivery of
a single package.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, the set SU B of all schedules of length at most
LU B := 2k contains an optimal schedule Opt. By Lemma 2 we know
that for delivery of a single package, for every feasible schedule S of length
L > 2k there is a feasible schedule S 0 ⊂ S of delivery time T (S 0 ) ≤ T (S)
and length L ≤ 2k = LU B . Hence Opt is also a global optimum.
J
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3.1.2

A Reduction to Schedules on Trees

We now show – assuming schedule lengths can be bounded for MakespanFastDelivery on trees – that schedule lengths can also be bounded for
both versions of FastDelivery on arbitrary graphs. This in turn would
imply by Theorem 3.1 that optimum schedules for these problems exist.
Arguments supporting this conjecture are presented later towards the end
of this section:
Conjecture 1. Schedule lengths for Makespan-FastDelivery on Trees
can be bounded by an upper bound lU B := lU B (k, m, (υi )i≤k ) which does
not depend on the edge lengths of the instance.
I Lemma 15. Assuming Conjecture 1 is true, schedule lengths can be
bounded for both Makespan-FastDelivery and Sum-FastDelivery on
general graphs (and thus there exist optimum schedules for both versions).
Proof. Let S ∗ denote the schedule in which agent a1 delivers all packages
o1 , . . . , om one after the other, directly from each source to its respective
target, S ∗ = (a1 , s1 , o1 , +), (a1 , t1 , o1 , −), (a1 , s2 , o2 , +), . . . , (a1 , tm , om , −).
Given the conjectured upper bound for Makespan-FastDelivery of
the form lU B := lU B (k, m, (υi )i≤k ) for k agents, m packages and velocities
(υi )i≤k , we show that for every schedule S with simple package paths
which has length L larger than

l
m 

X
(S ∗ )
2kn2 3m 6m + minTe Sum
· 2m + lU B (k, m +
κi , (υi )i≤k ) ,
le / maxi υi
|
}
|
{z
}
P {z
bound on the number of snapshots

lU B for m+

κi many packages

there is a schedule S 0 with simple package paths and length L0 < L which
has delivery time TMax (S 0 ) ≤ TMax (S) and TSum (S 0 ) ≤ TSum (S).
Snapshots. To this end, we let the agents ai in S collectively choose
their shortest paths between consecutive actions in S|ai such that the trajectory of each package is a simple path, see Lemma 1. Now we observe
the complete delivery (the trajectories of agents and packages as a function of time) according to their shortest path choices in the schedule S.
Whenever an agent ai is about to
a) enter an edge e = {u, v}, in which it is going to carry at least one
package (towards u or towards v) before leaving the edge e again, or
b) leave an edge e = {u, v}, in which it has carried at least one package
(towards u or towards v) since last entering the edge e,
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we make a snapshot of the situation. A snapshot contains the full information about the cases a) and b), in particular, from a snapshot we know for
each package oj whether it is not carried by ai , or carried by ai towards
u, or carried by ai towards v. Thus a snapshot describes
which agent ai

(out of k many agents)

enters / leaves

(two possible snapshot causes)

which edge e = {u, v}

(out of |E| ≤ n2 many edges)

to work on / having worked on
which subset of packages.

(out of 3m − 1 directed subsets)

Overall, there are at most 2kn2 3m pairwise distinct snapshot descriptions. We assign each action A = (ai , q, oj , ±) of schedule S to an edge as
follows: If q lies strictly inside an edge e, we assign A to e; if q is a node,
we assign A according to the trajectory of package oj to the preceding
incident edge e0 or the following incident edge e, breaking ties arbitrarily.
Similarly, we assign each action in an edge e to a phase between two consecutive snapshots (consecutive among all snapshots concerning e), breaking
ties arbitrarily between simultaneously taken snapshots.
To prove that there is a schedule S 0 with fewer actions than S which is
at least as good in terms of delivery time, we make a case distinction, based
on the number of snapshots SN (S) we took while observing S: Intuitively,
if SN (S) is large, there must be an agent which repeatedly ‘does the same
things’, which we use to condense the schedule S. If, however, SN (S) is
small, there must be two snapshots between which too many actions take
place (assuming Conjecture 1).

l
m
(S ∗ )
Case 1: Many snapshots, SN (S) ≥ 2kn2 3m 6m + minTe Sum
le / maxi υi
Since the number of distinct snapshot descriptions is smaller than the term
2kn2 3m , we know by the pigeonhole principle that there is an agent ai ,
an edge e = {u, v} and a subset of packages O = Ou→v ∪ Ou←v such
(S ∗ )
that ai visited the edge e more than (6m + d minTe Sum
le / maxi υi e) times, every
time advancing each package in Ou→v inside e towards v and every time
advancing each package in Ou←v inside e towards u.
Note that O is non-empty by definition of the snapshots, hence there
exists at least one package in at least one of the sets Ou←v , Ou→v , without
loss of generality we assume in the latter.
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Figure 18 (left) Order in which the agent ai transports the packages Ou→v
and Ou←v during its first visit to e = {u, v} (i.e. first among all visits for O).
(right) Instead, ai could carry oj to v within 2|Ou←v | ≤ 2m additional actions.

We now distinguish how agent ai enters and leaves the edge e in the
(S ∗ )
at least (6m + d minTe Sum
le / maxi υi e) visits to e in which agent ai works on all
packages O (and no others).
Case 1a) ai leaves e via v at least 3m + 1 times.
In this case, we prove that we can shorten the subschedule S|oj of some
package oj ∈ Ou→v .
Note that in each of the first 3m times in which agent ai leaves the edge
e, he does so without carrying a package out of e’s interior: Otherwise,
by the simple package paths assumption, the set O cannot possibly be
the same anymore in the next visit of ai , giving a contradiction to the
pigeonhole principle.
Hence consider the package oj ∈ Ou→v which is dropped off last in the
first considered visit of ai to edge e, see Figure 18.
We modify the subschedule S|oj by letting ai carry the package oj
already to v during the first visit to e: Every time that ai moves towards
v, it can take oj along, thus not increasing the travel time. This is
certainly possible in terms of the capacity κi , as agent ai is not carrying
any other package towards v at the time. Furthermore, carrying oj
towards v is ‘interrupted’ by Ou←v −packages (which ai has to transport
in the opposite direction) at most m − 1 times. Overall, we add at most
2m actions to S|oj . However, in the next 3m visits to e, agent ai does
not need to transport oj anymore, hence we can delete at least 3m > 2m
actions from S|oj .
Thus we have found a new schedule S 0 of shorter length and nonincreased delivery times TMax , TSum .
Case 1b) ai enters and leaves e via u at least 3m + 1 times.
If Ou←v is non-empty, we treat this case as a symmetric version of 1a),
replacing the arguments given for node v with arguments for node u.
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Figure 19 (left) First visit, in which package oj is the first to be carried.
(center) Second visit of agent ai , in which package oj is the first to be carried.
(right) Modified second visit, where ai merges the respective first oj −actions.

Otherwise, we have |O| = |Ou→v |. Since |Ou→v | ≤ m, by the pigeonhole
principle there are two visits in which the first package oj ∈ Ou→v
carried by ai in those visits is the same, see Figure 19 (left) & (center).
Hence we can remove the oj -actions from all visits preceding the second
such visit, since ai , coming empty-handed from u, can just as well pick
up oj earlier in this second visit. Hence we can decrease the number of
actions in S|oj without increasing the delivery time.
Case 1c) None of the above.
In this case, agent ai crosses edge e in direction from v to u at least
(S ∗ )
d minTe Sum
le / maxi υi e times, repeatedly needing at least le /υi units of time to
do so. Thus TSum (S) ≥ TMax (S) ≥ TSum (S ∗ ) ≥ TMax (S ∗ ), and since S ∗
has length 2m (transporting packages one by one), we choose S 0 := S ∗ .
Thus in all subcases resulting from a large number of snapshots SN (S),
there is a schedule S 0 of shorter length L0 < L which has delivery time
TMax (S 0 ) ≤ TMax (S) and TSum (S 0 ) ≤ TSum (S), and this holds independent
of Conjecture 1. We next show that in case of a small number of snapshots
SN (S), we can reduce our setting to bounded schedule lengths on trees.

l
m
(S ∗ )
Case 2: few snapshots, SN (S) < 2kn2 3m 6m + minTe Sum
le / maxi υi
Recall that each action is assigned to an edge e and a phase between two
snapshots concerning e, and that schedule S contains at least 2kn2 3m (6m+
P
(S ∗ )
d minTe Sum
κi , (υi )i≤k )) actions. Hence by the
le / maxi υi e)(2m + lU B (k, m +
pigeonhole principle there must be at least one edge e, a first snapshot
snap0 caused by some agent ai entering/leaving e, and a second snapshot
snap00 caused by some agent aj entering/leaving e such that:
(i) no other snapshot concerning e is taken in-between and
P
(ii) more than 2m + lU B (k, m + κi , (υi )i≤k ) actions take place in edge e
between snap0 and snap00 .
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How can we show that there is a schedule S 0 which uses fewer actions in
edge e between the two snapshots snap0 and snap00 ? The idea is to simulate
P
the setting by an instance of Makespan-FastDelivery with m +
κi
packages on a tree and apply Conjecture 1.
Independent phase between snapshots. Let δ denote the time passed
between observing snapshot snap0 and observing snapshot snap00 .
If δ = 0, none of the agents did move between snap0 and snap00 , hence
agents could have at most picked up or dropped off some packages. Clearly,
we can shorten this to a total of at most 2m actions.
If δ > 0, both the agents and the packages have moved between the
two snapshots. However, none of the agents has left the edge e in-between
and no other agent has entered e, as this would have caused an additional
snapshot. Therefore, all actions in e during the phase between snap0 and
snap00 are completely independent from all other actions of schedule S in
the following sense:
Independence. For each agent ai , denote by p0i the position of ai in the
edge e = {u, v} it had when snap0 was taken and by p00i its position when
snap00 was taken. Analogously, for each package oj we denote by (s0j , t0j )
its two positions under the snapshots snap0 and snap00 . In time δ, the
schedule S delivered each package from its ‘source’ s0j to its ‘target’ t0j .
Additionally, it also moved each agent to its destination p00i .
Any schedule S 0 which results from taking the schedule S and modifying the actions of S inside e between snap0 and snap00 which achieves the
same set of points p0i , p00i , s0j , t0j by the time snap00 was taken, will still be
feasible and not increase the time values of any action of S outside of e, of
any action before snap0 , or any action after snap00 . Even more, if a modification swaps the end positions p00i , p00j of two equivalent agents ai , aj with
κi = κj , υi = υj , then by swapping their actions in the remaining suffixes
of the subschedules S|ai and S|aj , we get a feasible schedule S 0 of nonincreasing delivery time TMax (S 0 ) ≤ TMax (S) and TSum (S 0 ) ≤ TSum (S).
Reduction to trees. Such a modification S 0 with shorter length than
S can be found (assuming Conjecture 1) via a reduction to trees: Given a
schedule S and snapshots snap0 , snap00 of time difference δ > 0, we build
P
an instance of Makespan-FastDelivery on trees with m + κi packages
for which we give a schedule Stree with TMax (Stree ) ≤ ∆ + δ, where for
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Figure 20 (left) Positions of the agents a1 , a2 , a3 and the packages o1 , o2 at
the time when the snapshots snap0 (in color) and snap00 (dark gray) were taken.
(right) Corresponding Makespan-FastDelivery instance on a tree.

υmin , υmax denoting the minimum/maximum velocity we have:



υj
υmax
, max
.
∆ := 2δ · max
υmin υi 6=υj |υi − υj |

(6)

0
Assuming Conjecture 1, there exists a schedule Stree
for this instance
0
with delivery time TMax (Stree ) ≤ TMax (Stree ) and a length of at most
P
0
lU B (k, m +
κi , (υi )i≤k ). From Stree
we build a modified schedule S 0
which completes the phase between snap0 and snap00 in time at most δ and
P
length at most 2m + lU B (k, m + κi , (υi )i≤k ), thus improving on S.

Instance on trees. Given snap0 and snap00 , we build the MakespanFastDelivery instance as follows: We take the edge e and subdivide e at
every position p0i , p00i , s0j and t0j , see Figure 20. Each agent in snap0 , snap00
is also used in the tree instance, with starting position pi := p0i . Next
we add the packages from the snapshots to our instance, i.e., we define
packages oj with source sj := s0j and target destination tj := t0j . Finally,
we simulate the agents’ end position: To each point p00i we add an isolated
edge ei = {p00i , qi } of length lei := ∆ · υi , on which we place κi many tree
edge packages with source p00i and target qi .
0
Existence of a schedule Stree
. Clearly, there exists a schedule Stree with
delivery time TMax (Stree ) ≤ ∆ + δ: Each agent ai acts corresponding to its
role in S, thus at time δ, ai has reached p00i and can subsequantly deliver
all packages with target qi over the edge ei in time lei /υi = ∆. Hence
0
0
by Conjecture 1, there is a schedule Stree
with TMax (Stree
) and at most
P
lU B (k, m + κi , (υi )i≤k ) actions.
0
Equivalence of agents. We now show that in Stree
, for each i, each of the
packages ending at qi must have been transported by ai or an equivalent
agent aj with velocity υj = υi and capacity κj = κi .

Fast agents work on long tree edges. Assume, for contradiction, that
there is an agent aj of velocity υj < υi which visits qi . The time needed
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by aj to cross ei is at least
lei
∆(υj + υi − υj ) (6) ∆υj
υj · (υi − υj )
=
≥
+ 2δ ·
≥ ∆ + 2δ,
υj
υj
υj
|υi − υj | · υj

(7)

giving a contradiction to TMax ≤ ∆ + δ. Hence each node qi must have
been visited by an agent aj with υj ≥ υi .
Fast agents do not work on short tree edges. By the preceding inequality
argument (7), any node qi created for an agent of maximum velocity
must have been visited by a fastest agent. We now claim that such an
agent ai cannot cover more than half of any other tree edge ej (and
in particular not reach any other top node qj ), since this would need a
travel time of at least
lei + 2 · (lej /2)
∆(υi + υj ) (6) ∆υi
υmax · υj
=
≥
+ 2δ ·
≥ ∆ + 2δ. (8)
υi
υi
υi
υmin · υi
By induction (in order of decreasing velocities of the agents), we get
0
, for each i, each of the packages ending at qi must have
that in Stree
been transported by ai or by an agent aj with velocity υj = υi .
Agents use their full capacities on tree edges. By the inequality argument (8), we know that each node qi is reached by an agent aj with
velocity υj = υi and no other agent can cover more than half of ei .
Next we show that we must also have κj = κi . Assume, for contradiction, that we have κj < κi . In this case, agent aj cannot carry all
packages to qi at once and must at least cover half of ei again to retrieve
the remaining packages. Using the inequality chain (8) once more, we
can see that this results in a travel time of at least ∆ + 2δ, too.
0
Hence in Stree
, we have in every node qi an agent of velocity υj = υi
and capacity κj ≥ κi which delivers all the packages. Since this holds
for all i, strict equality for the capacities follows immediately.
0
Construction of the modified schedule. Given the schedule Stree
P
which has at most lU B (k, m +
κi , (υi )i≤k ) actions and delivery time
0
TMax (Stree ) ≤ ∆ + δ, we can easily construct a modified schedule S 0 for
the original setting as follows:
0
1. Discard all packages of Stree
on tree edges. This results in a schedule
0
00
0
between snap and snap which needs at most time TMax (Stree
)−∆ ≤ δ
0
00
to move all packages between snap and snap . Furthermore, since the
0
packages on tree edges were delivered last in Stree
, in snap00 we have at
00
each position pi either agent ai or an equivalent agent aj .
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2. Construct S 0 as follows: Starting from the original schedule S, we replace all actions of S which take place in edge e between snap0 and
snap00 by the modification given in Step 1. This means we first discard
the original actions, thus decreasing the length of S 0 by strictly more
P
than 2m + lU B (k, m + κi , (υi )i≤k ) actions, before readding at most
P
lU B (k, m + κi , (υi )i≤k ) actions given by the modification.
It remains to ensure that the modified schedule S 0 is feasible:
3. Note that the modification given in Step 1 starts and ends with emptyhanded agents. However, in S, by the time of a snapshot, an agent ai
might carry any package oj which is on the same position in the graph.
Using at most m additional pick-up actions at the time of snapshot
snap0 and at most m additional pick-up actions at the time of snap00
restores the situation of S and adds at most 2m actions, which all take
place instantaneously, as agents and packages are on the same point.
0
and thus the
4. Swapping schedule suffixes (if necessary): In case Stree
00 00
modification swapped the ending positions pi , pj of two equivalent
agents ai , aj , we swap their suffixes in S 0 . This does neither increase
TMax (S), TSum (S) nor the length of S 0 .

Therefore, assuming Conjecture 1, we have shown that also in Case 2) the
schedule S can be reduced to a shorter schedule S 0 . In conclusion, assuming
Conjecture 1 is true, schedule lengths can be bounded for both MakespanFastDelivery and Sum-FastDelivery on general graphs.
J
Remarks on the conjecture and the reduction
We finish this section with a few concluding remarks on our conjecture.
At a first glance, it might seem odd to allow upper bounds on schedule
lengths to depend on the edge lengths (le )e∈E of the instance (Definition 6),
only to then exclude this option for trees (Conjecture 1) but allowing and
even using it for general graphs (Lemma 15). To justify this, we first
mention where this exclusion is necessary in the proof of Lemma 15.
In the reduction from both versions of FastDelivery on general graphs
to Makespan-FastDelivery on trees, we created the tree instance on
edges created by a subdivison of an edge e by points given by the two
snapshots snap0 and snap00 . These observed points, however, might lie
arbitrarily close to each other, giving arbitrarily short edges in the tree.
Thus a bound depending on the edge lengths of the tree instance might
no longer be expressible in the input values of the original instance.
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We now argue why a bound on schedule lengths on trees, if it exists,
is likely not to depend on the edge lengths of the tree. In the proof of
Lemma 15, we used the edge lengths in a single part of the proof, namely
in the analysis of Case 1c). Case 1c) eliminated circular dependencies,
in which an agent ai might cross an edge e = {u, v} many times in the
same direction u ← v, while working on packages which are transported
in direction u → v. This is not an issue anymore on trees: Between any
two crossings over a tree edge in the same direction, the agent must also
cross the edge in the opposite direction, which corresponds to Case 1a).
Insights for trees. Finally, we point out some insights on schedule
lengths for Makespan-FastDelivery on trees. For proving an upper
bound, packages traveling in opposite directions seem not to belong to
the essence: For each agent ai , the number of pairs of consecutive actions
in S|ai corresponding to a pair of packages traveling in opposite direction
can easily be bounded by ideas analogous to Cases 1a) and 1b).
The challenge seems to lie in the delivery of packages which need to
be delivered in the same direction along a path: In this setting, attempts
to either individually bound the length of a package subschedule S|oj or
an agent subschedule S|ai have failed, even for agents of unit capacity
κ = 1 and uniform velocities υ. However, any examples which forced
a long schedule S|oj or S|ai usually depended on the existence of other,
short subschedules of the other packages or agents. Attempts based on
an amortized analysis of subschedule lengths, or a well-tailored extremal
argument, therefore, seem to be in reach to give a proof for Conjecture 1.

3.2

Hardness for Multiple Packages

In this section, we show hardness for Makespan- and Sum-FastDelivery
for multiple packages. Finding a schedule for Delivery of m packages
which minimizes TMax is NP-hard on planar graphs, and NP-hard to approximate to within any constant ratio less than 367/366, even for a single
agent of arbitrary capacity. This easily follows from the equivalent statements for WeightedDelivery (Theorem 2.4): For a single agent of velocity υ1 := 1/ω1 , we have E(S) = ω1 ·d1 (S) = d1 (S)/υ1 = TMax (S) for any
schedule S. Similarly, we prove that Sum-FastDelivery is NP-hard on
planar graphs, and that there is no polynomial-time approximation scheme
(PTAS), unless P = NP, even for a single agent of arbitrary capacity.
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Solving HamiltonCircuit via Makespan-/Sum-FastDelivery.

I Theorem 3.2. Makespan-FastDelivery and Sum-FastDelivery are
both NP-hard on planar graphs, and NP-hard to approximate to within a
small constant on general graphs, even for a single agent a1 of arbitrary
capacity κ1 .
Proof (NP-hard on planar graphs). We again proceed by a reduction from
the NP-hard HamiltonCircuit problem on grid graphs: Given a grid
graph H = (VH , EH ) with unit edge lengths, we build a new delivery graph
0
) with edge lengths δ := 0.5 and ∆ := m(m − 1),
G = (VH ∪ VH0 , EH ∪ EH
where m = |VH | is the number of packages, as described in Section 1.5. We
let agent a1 have velocity υ1 = 1 and arbitrary capacity κ1 , see Figure 21,
and increase the edge length of every edge e ∈ EH incident to p1 to le = 1.5.
We now argue that there is a Hamiltonian circuit in H if and only
if there is an optimum schedule Opt for Sum-FastDelivery of delivery
time TSum (Opt) = 2m2 . To see that 2m2 is a lower bound for TSum (Opt),
we distinguish whether in a schedule S the agent a1 ends at a node u0 6= p01
or on p01 . We relabel the packages o1 , . . . , om in the order in which they
are delivered in S. If the agent ends at a node u0 6= p01 , it has to use the
∆-edge at least twice before delivering the packages om−1 and om , giving
TSum (S) > Tm (S) + Tm−1 (S) > 2 · 2 · ∆/υ1 > 2m2 .
If the agent ends on p01 , it delivers the package at p1 last. Since we have
d(p1 , t1 ) ≥ 1.5 + 0.5 = 2 and υ1 = 1, the delivery time of the first package
T1 (S) is lower bounded by 2. Furthermore, for any two packages oj1 , oj2
we also have d(tj1 , tj2 ) ≥ 2 and hence Tj+1 (S) ≥ Tj (S) + 2 with equality if
and only if sj and sj+1 are adjacent. Thus for the packages delivered over
Pm−1
δ-edges, we get j=1 Tj (S) ≥ 2 + 4 + . . . + 2(m − 1) = m(m − 1). Finally,
Tm (S) = Tm−1 (S)+d(tm−1 , p1 )+∆ ≥ 2(m−1)+2+m(m−1) = m(m+1).
We get an overall delivery time of TSum (S) ≥ m(m − 1) + m(m + 1) = 2m2
with equality if and only if the sources sj , sj+1 of all pairs of consecutive
packages are adjacent. In this case, the nodes s1 , s2 , . . . , sm in this order
form a Hamiltonian circuit in H.
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Proof (NP-hard to approximate). We reduce Sum-FastDelivery from
the minimum latency problem MLT [16]. Given a graph H = (VH , EH )
P|VH |
and a starting point p1 , the MLT asks for a tour that minimizes j=1
l(j).
Here l(j) is the latency of node j, defined to be the distance traveled before
first visiting j. For metric graphs, MLT can be reduced from TSP(1,2)
(a TSP-variant with graph distances equal to 1 or 2), which is MaxSNPhard [95]. This in turn means that there is no PTAS, unless P = NP [7].
Specifically, we give an L-reduction [94] for Sum-FastDelivery from
MLT as follows: Given a graph H = (VH , EH ), we again build our delivery
0
) with m = |VH | packages and an agent
graph G = (VH ∪ VH0 , EH ∪ EH
a1 on the given starting node p1 ∈ VH with velocity υ1 = 1 and arbitrary
capacity κ1 . As usual, we keep the edge length le of each edge e ∈ EH and
mine∈EH le
0
to ∆ := δ :=
next set the length of every new edge e ∈ EH
. Let
m2
L(H) denote the optimum value of MLT on graph H and let Opt(G) denote an optimum schedule for Sum-FastDelivery on the created instance
G. Clearly, using υ1 = 1, we have
TSum (Opt) ≤ L(H) + δ + 3δ + . . . + (2m − 1)δ
= L(H) + min le ≤ α · L(H),
e∈EH

where α = 2. Furthermore, from a schedule S(G) for Sum-FastDelivery,
0
by dropping all EH
-steps, we can get a tour of value L0 (H) for MLT with
|L0 (H) − L(H)| ≤ β · |TSum (S(G)) − TSum (Opt(G))| ,
where β = 1. Hence any polynomial-time approximation algorithm for
Sum-FastDelivery of ratio 1 +  would give a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for MLT of ratio 1 + αβ = 1 + 2 [94].
J
Comparison to machine scheduling. Note that our hardness of approximation holds for all capacities, in particular for unit capacities κi = 1.
We briefly compare this with the area of machine scheduling, which has a
long history of considering optimization problems with the goal of minimizing the Sum of completion times or the Makespan of completion times.
Even for an arbitrary number of machines (agents), the scheduling versions
most resembling our setting can be solved or approximated arbitrarily well
in polynomial time:
Given k uniform machines of speeds υ1 , . . . , υk and m jobs of lengths
t1 , . . . , tm , a machine ai can process job oj in time tj /υi . The goal is then to
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assign jobs (in some order) to the machines such that one minimizes either
P
the sum of completion times TSum = j Tj or the maximum completion
time TMax = maxj Tj . Machines either have to process one assigned job
after the other (similar to deliveries without intermediate drop-offs), or, if
preemption is allowed, pause a job which will be resumed later, possibly
by another machine (analogously to handovers of packages in a graph).
Minimizing TMax on such uniform machines is solvable in polynomial
time if preemption is allowed [90], and admits a PTAS if not [75]. Minimizing TSum on machines with speeds has polynomial-time algorithms both
with [19] and without preemption [18]. Though the task of minimizing the
P
weighted sum of completion times j wj Tj , where jobs are weighted by
importance wj , turns NP-hard, it still allows a PTAS [34].

3.3

Dynamic Program for a Single Package

In this section, we look at delivery of a single package only, in which
case Makespan-FastDelivery and Sum-FastDelivery coincide. We call
this problem simply FastDelivery and show that it is polynomial-time
solvable with dynamic programming, due to the following characterization
of optimum schedules, which exist by Corollary 14:
I Theorem 3.3. For every instance of FastDelivery, there is an optimum solution in which (i) the velocities of the involved agents are strictly
increasing, (ii) no involved agent arrives at its pick-up location earlier
than the package (carried by the preceding agent), and (iii) if more than
one agent is involved in transporting the package over an edge {u, v} in
direction from u to v, then only the first involved agent will ever visit u.
Proof. All three properties can be shown by exchange arguments. Taking
any optimum solution, we turn it into an optimum solution that adheres
to the three properties as follows:
(i) Label the agents 1, 2, . . . , i, . . . in the order in which they transport
the package. Let i be the first agent such that υi ≥ υi+1 . Now we can
simply replace agent i + 1 by letting agent i travel on the same trajectory
on which i + 1 transported the package; and by doing so, we don’t increase
the delivery time.
(ii) Let i be the first agent that has to wait at its pick-up location for
the package to arrive. Instead of waiting, we let i proceed on the original
trajectory of the package towards s until it meets the preceding agent i−1.
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Handing over the package at this new spot cannot increase the delivery
time T , as υi−1 < υi (we only increase velocities along the trajectory).
However, T might remain constant if this increase in velocity is countered
by a longer waiting time of the package at the handover to agent i + 1.
(iii) Assume that multiple agents bring the package from u to v over
the edge {u, v}, by visiting u first. By assumption (i) the last such agent
i has the highest velocity and thus agent i can just as well pick up the
package at u without the help of the other agents.
J
Using the same replacement arguments, we get as an immediate consequence that at every node u we may only keep an agent i ∈ arg min υj
pj =u
of highest velocity:
I Corollary 16. After a preprocessing step of time O(k + |V |) – in which
we remove in each node all but the agent with maximum velocity υi – we
may assume that k ≤ |V |.
Towards a dynamic program. Making use of characterization (i) of
Theorem 3.3, we relabel the agents such that υ1 ≤ υ2 ≤ . . . ≤ υk . We can
then look at subproblems where we only use the first i − 1 among all k
agents. Assume node v ∗ is the first node that the new agent i (starting at
pi ) passes while actually carrying the package. According to characterizations (ii) and (iii), when defining the recursion of our dynamic program,
we have to take care of the following two cases, see Figure 22:
a) Agent i might arrive at node v ∗ ‘late’, the package has already been
dropped off there before by one of the agents 1, 2, . . . , i − 1 and had
been waiting.
b) Agent i might arrive at node v ∗ ‘early’, in which case it should walk
towards the package to receive it earlier and bring it back to v ∗ faster
(having larger velocity than the currently carrying agent, after all). In
this case, agent i picks up the package at a point p which is strictly
in the interior of the edge {u, v ∗ } and which is as close to node v ∗ as
possible, i.e., p must be reachable by both agent i and the package –
carried by only the first i − 1 agents – at the earliest possible time:
(d(pi , v ∗ ) + d(v ∗ , p))/υi .
Dynamic program. First we are interested in the distance between any
two nodes in the graph, which we can find with an all-pair-shortest-paths
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T [i-1, v ∗ ] ≤ d(pi , v ∗ )/υi
u

v
i-4

∗

i

T [i-1, v ∗ ] > d(pi , v ∗ )/υi

i-3

u

v
i-4

∗

i

p[i-3, (u, v)]
p[i, (u, v)]

Figure 22 Cases a) & b): (left) Agent i picks up the package at node v ∗ .
(right) i picks up the package inside edge {u, v ∗ } at the earliest possible time.

algorithm APSP. We denote the time needed for this precomputation by
O(APSP). Then, given the agents in ascending order of their velocities
υi , for each prefix 1, 2, . . . i of the agent order and each node v we define
the following subproblem:
S [i, v] = A fastest schedule to deliver the package to node v
using only the agents {1, 2, . . . , i}.
T [i, v] = The time needed in S [i, v] to deliver the package to v.
A [i, v] = Index of the last agent to carry the package in S [i, v].
p [i, (u, v)] = The pick-up point p strictly inside the edge {u, v} and
closest to v, reachable by both the package (coming from u,
delivered by agents 1, . . . , i − 1) and agent i (coming via v)
in time (d(pi , v) + d(v, p))/υi (if applicable).
Note that although our graph only has undirected edges, p[i, (u, v)] considers an ordered tuple of nodes (u, v), denoting that the package is transported from u to v. Thus p[i, (v, u)] has the analogous meaning of the package crossing edge {u, v} from v towards u. Both p[i, (u, v)] and p[i, (v, u)]
might be undefined, as can be seen below.
We will see how we can compute the optimum delivery times T [i, v]
(and with it A[i, v]) without explicitly maintaining the schedules S[i, v]
(but S[i, v] can be retraced from A[, ]). For computing T [i, v] and A[i, v]
we ‘guess’ the first node v ∗ of cases a) and b) above by trying each node v
as a candidate. We then can compute T [i, v] and A[i, v] for all other nodes
using the pre-computed distances between all pair of nodes. We proceed
as follows:
1. Initialization: For all nodes v, we initialize S[i, v] := S[i−1, v], A[i, v] :=
A[i − 1, v] and T [i, v] := T [i − 1, v]. This automatically takes care of
case a), where the package arrives at v before agent i can reach v.
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2. In-edge pick-ups: We go over all node pairs (u, v) such that {u, v} ∈ E
and check whether agent i can pick up the package inside {u, v} to
advance it to node v faster than in schedule S[i − 1, v]. We do so by
checking whether we have d(pi , v) < T [i−1, v] and d(pi , u) > T [i−1, u].
In this case, agent i receives the package from a previous agent j that
brought it from u or from p[j, (u, v)]. Thus we get a set of candidates
P for p[i, (u, v)] := arg minp∈P {d(p, v)}. The candidate set P consists
of all points p strictly inside the edge {u, v} such that there exists an
agent of index j, A[i − 1, u] ≤ j < i, for which we have


d(pj , u)
d(u, p)
d(pi , v) + d(v, p)
max T [i − 1, u],
+
=
υj
υj
υi
if j is coming from u, or – if p[j, (u, v)] is defined –
d(pi , v) + d(v, p)
d(pj , v) + d(v, p[j, (u, v)]) + d(p[j, (u, v)], p)
=
.
υj
υi
Having computed p[i, (u, v)] as the pointn in P closest to v, we update
o
node v accordingly: Set T [i, v] := min T [i, v], d(pi ,v)+2d(p[i,(u,v)],v)
,
υi
where using ‘min’ takes care of cases in which we have multiple incident edges to v that all potentially have in-edge pick-ups by i, and set
A[i, v] = i (valid since we consider the case where d(pi , v) < T [i − 1, v]).
3. Updates: So far we have computed the subproblems S[i, v] correctly,
if node v corresponds to the first node v ∗ of cases a) and b). Now
we update all other schedules S[i, u] accordingly: For each node v, for
each node u, if T [i, u] > max {T [i, v], d(pi , v)/υi } + d(v, u)/υi we set
A[i, u] := i and T [i, u] := max {T [i, v], d(pi , v)/υi } + d(v, u)/υi .
I Theorem 3.4. An optimum schedule for FastDelivery of a single
package can be computed in time O(k 2 |E|+k|V |2 +APSP) ⊆ O(k 2 n2 +n3 ).
Proof. For each i from 1 to k we can compute all values A[i, v], T [i, v] in
time O(|V |) for the initialization, O(|E|k) to check for in-edge pick-ups and
O(|V |2 ) for the updates (for which we need precomputed all-pair shortest
paths). Overall we get a running time of O(APSP + k 2 |E| + k|V |2 ). The
delivery time is then given in T [k, t]. Correctness of the algorithm follows
from the definition of the subproblems and the case distinction stemming
from Theorem 3.3.
A complete schedule can be found by backtracking: Let i denote the
last used agent A[k, t]. We can find i’s ‘first node’ v ∗ in time O(|V |) by
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searching for the smallest value T [i, u] such that
max {T [i, u], d(pi , u)/υi } = T [k, t] − d(u, t)/υi .
If A[i, v ∗ ] 6= i, we recurse, otherwise we find the correct adjacent node and
all in-edge handovers by looking – for all O(k deg(v ∗ )) many neighbors u
of v ∗ – at the values p[j, (u, v ∗ )] (j ≤ i) and T [j, u] (j < i).
J
Existence of optimum schedules via characterization. An alternative proof for Corollary 14 (existence of an optimum schedule for FastDelivery of a single package) could be given by rephrasing the characterization Theorem 3.3: One can instead show that for each schedule S there
exists a schedule S 0 with T (S 0 ) ≤ T (S) which satisfies properties (i)–(iii).
Then, assuming by Lemma 1 that the package is transported along a simple path, it is enough to consider all finitely many simple s-t-paths and all
finitely many sequences of agents of strictly increasing speeds.
For each pair of a path and an agent sequence, properties (ii) and (iii)
of Theorem 3.3 fix the set of handover points to a finite number that needs
to be considered. Hence, similarly to Chapter 2 where handover points
were restricted to nodes of the graph, we are left with a finite number of
schedules which thus contain a schedule of minimum delivery time T .
However, Lemma 13, which guarantees the existence of an optimum
schedule in a variety of settings, has its strength in that it can also be
used for Delivery problems in which we do not have a characterization
of optima. We will see two examples in the next section.
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4
Bicriteria-Efficient Delivery

Motivated by the tractability of WeightedDelivery and FastDelivery
in the case of a single package, we turn our focus to bicriteria-efficient Delivery: The goal is to find a schedule which has both small energy consumption and small delivery time. We can think of bicriteria-efficiency as a
trade-off between a customer-oriented view (minimizing the waiting time
for the package) and a provider-oriented aspect (minimizing the energy
consumption/cost).
Outline. We start with some preliminaries in Section 4.1: We consider
different types of bicriteria-efficiency and prove the existence of optimum
schedules, using the framework developed in the last chapter. Specifically,
we study three algorithmic problems of finding a delivery schedule that:
(i) minimizes the total energy consumption using the least amount of time,
(ii) minimizes the delivery time using the least amount of energy, and
(iii) minimizes a convex combination of the two objectives.
In Section 4.2, we show how to lexicographically minimize the tuple
(E, T ), i.e., we prioritize the optimization of the energy consumption E over
the minimization of the delivery time T . We call this problem WeightedFastDelivery and present in a series of steps that it is solvable in polynomial time for a) agents of uniform weights, b) a restriction to node
handovers and finally c) for arbitrary instances, for which we present a
dynamic program that runs in time O(k|V |2 + APSP) ⊆ O(k + n3 ).
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(ω1 , υ1 ) = (, 1)
(ω2 , υ2 ) =(1,
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Figure 23 The energy-optimal schedule OptE picks agent 1 and needs an energy consumption and delivery time of (E, T )(OptE ) = (, 1), while the deliverytime-optimal schedule OptT chooses agent 2 and needs (E, T )(OptT ) = (1, ).

In Section 4.3, we consider the task of lexicographically minimizing
the tuple (T , E), i.e., among all schedules with minimum delivery time
T , we are after a schedule that has minimal energy consumption E. We
call this problem FastWeightedDelivery and show that it is NP-hard
on planar graphs, but can be solved in polynomial time for a) agents of
uniform velocities and b) for path graphs.
Finally, in Section 4.4, we study the CombinedDelivery problem of
minimizing a convex combination  · T + (1 − ) · E, for some arbitrary
given value  ∈ (0, 1). As an application of the hardness proof of FastWeightedDelivery, CombinedDelivery is NP-hard, too. On the positive side, we provide a 2-approximation, using a single agent.

4.1

Preliminaries

Before we introduce some additional notation suitable for Delivery of
a single package, let us just quickly check that, in general, there is no
bicriteria-efficient schedule which approximates both the optimum timeefficient schedule and the optimum energy-efficient schedule to within a
constant factor each: In Figure 23, we give an example instance in which
every feasible schedule S either needs an energy amount of E(S) ≥ 1 or
has a delivery time of T (S) ≥ 1, while the two respective optimum values
are given by an arbitrarily small input value  > 0.
Parameters and objective values. Recall that each agent i has two
parameters, its weight 0 ≤ ωi < ∞ and its velocity 0 < υi ≤ ∞. In
a schedule S, we denote by di (S) the total distance traveled by agent i,
and by d∗i (S) the distance traveled by agent i while carrying the package.
Without loss of generality, we assume by Lemma 2, that each agent i carries
the package at most once and thus travels from its starting position pi to
its pick-up position qi+ and from there to its drop-off location qi− along
two shortest paths of respective length d(pi , qi+ ) and d(qi+ , qi− ). In case an
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Figure 24 Optimum agent selections for fast and energy-efficient Delivery:
(i) Use agents 1, 3: (E, T ) = (2·6+1·12+1·12, max {6/1, 12/2}+12/2) = (36, 12).
(ii) Use agents 2, 4: (T , E) = (max {6/2, 12/3}+12/3, 4·6+2·12+2·12) = (8, 72).
(iii)  = 45 ⇒ Use 1, 4: 45 T + 15 E = 45 (max {4.5, 4.5} + 4.5)+ 15 (9+27+27) = 19.8.

agent is not needed, we set qi+ := pi =: qi− . Thus we can write the total
energy consumption E and the delivery time T of the schedule as
Xk

E(S) =
ωi · di (S) = ωi · d(pi , qi+ ) + d(qi+ , qi− ) ,
i=1
Xk
T (S) =
υi−1 · d∗i (S) + (overall time the package is carried).
i=1

Bicriteria-efficient Delivery is the optimization problem of finding a solution that has small delivery time T as well as total energy consumption E.
In particular, we study the following three objective values, see Figure 24:
(i) WeightedFastDelivery: Lexicographically minimize (E, T ).
(ii) FastWeightedDelivery: Lexicographically minimize (T , E).
(iii) CombinedDelivery: Minimize a convex combination ·T +(1−)·E,
for some given value  ∈ (0, 1).
In all variants it is natural to only consider simple paths as the trajectory
of the package, i.e., if at times t1 , t2 (0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ T ) the package is at
the same position p, then it remains at position p for the time in-between
(∀t ∈ [t1 , t2 ]). We can make this assumption without loss of generality by
application of Lemma 1.
Note that if there is at least one agent of weight ωi = 0, WeightedFastDelivery becomes equivalent to FastDelivery. In this case, we
have to use the algorithm of running time O(k 2 n2 + n3 ) from the previous chapter – in the case of WeightedFastDelivery in this chapter we
assume ∀i : ωi > 0, for which we present a O(k + n3 ) algorithm. Similarly,
for FastWeightedDelivery we assume all agents to have bounded velocities υi < ∞. However, for the respective lower priority objectives T
and E, and for CombinedDelivery, we allow weights ωi = 0 or velocities
υi = ∞, or both, respectively.
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Existence of optimum schedules. As already mentioned, we only consider schedules with exactly 0 or 2 actions per agent and thus at most 2k
actions overall. We denote by S2k the set of all schedules for an instance of
Delivery of a single package. We have seen in Lemma 13 that S2k can be
subdivided into finitely many equivalence classes [SP ] which can be identified with a hypercube (a compact metric space) such that T : [SP ] −→ R
and E : [SP ] −→ R are continuous functions. This allows us to prove the
existence of optimum schedules for bicriteria-efficient Delivery:
I Theorem 4.1. For bicriteria-efficient Delivery of a single package,
there exist optimum schedules for the variants WeightedFastDelivery,
FastWeightedDelivery and CombinedDelivery.
Proof. For each equivalence class [SP ], the objective functions T and E are
real-valued continuous functions T , E : [SP ] −→ R. Since the linear combination of two continuous functions is continuous as well, by the extreme
value theorem ·T +(1−)·E attains its infimum and hence there is a minimal element in [SP ]. Furthermore we also have that (E, T ) : [SP ] −→ R2
and (T , E) : [SP ] −→ R2 are continuous functions. Since [SP ] is a compact
space, their respective image is a compact subspace, too. Compact subspaces of Rd are known to have a lexicographically minimal element [88].
Hence for all three Delivery problems, every equivalence class [SP ]
contains three respective minimal elements (parametrized schedule representations). Since S2k is the union of a finite number of such equivalence
classes, there exist optimum schedules for all three variants in S2k .
J

4.2

Prioritizing Energy Consumption
over Delivery Time

In this section, we study the optimization problem of finding a fastest
schedule among all energy-optimal ones, i.e., we ask for a schedule that
lexicographically minimizes the tuple (E, T ). We call this the WeightedFastDelivery problem, see e.g. Figure 25 for an illustration.
Detailed outline. In Section 4.2.1 we give a characterization of optimum schedules, motivated by which we first show that WeightedFastDelivery can be solved in time O(k 2 +APSP) if we have uniform weights
(∀i, j : ωi = ωj ). Here, O(APSP) denotes the running time of an all-pair
shortest-paths algorithm.
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Figure 25 Using agents 1, 3 and 4 on the upper path gives an optimum
schedule of cost (E, T ) = (12 · 3 + 7 · 4 + 5 · 4, 3/1 + 4/12 + 4/8) = (84, 3 65 ). Using
agents 1 and 2 on the (shorter) lower path has the same energy consumption but
higher delivery time (E, T ) = (12 · 1 + 6 · 12, max{1/1, 3/3} + (3 + 6)/3) = (84, 4).

In Section 4.2.2 we present a dynamic program for WeightedFastDelivery that runs in time O(k|V |2 + APSP), based on the assumption
that no two weights are exactly a factor 2 apart (∀i, j : ωi 6= 2ωj ) – in this
case, we show that an optimal solution does not have any drop-off points
inside edges.
Finally, in Section 4.2.3, we extend the techniques of the previous two
sections to allow for arbitrary weights and thus in-edge-handovers as well,
without increasing the running time. To this end, we show that we can
keep track of a small number of agents in a Pareto frontier in each node.
This allows us to efficiently compute the two agents which are involved in
an in-edge-handover.
Comparison to bicriterion path problems. In some sense, we can
look at WeightedFastDelivery as a problem of searching for a bicriterion shortest path from s to t, where the two criteria weight and time cost
per edge are related by the ratios υi /ωi .
In comparison, for arbitrary independent costs, e.g. edges having both
lengths and unrelated weights, the decision problem of whether there is a
simple path in G from s to t with total length ≤ L and total weight ≤ W
is NP-complete (but is solvable in polynomial time if all weights are equal
or all lengths are equal) [65]. Furthermore, the number of Pareto-optimal
bicriterion shortest paths is known to be of exponential size [72], rendering
enumeration of all solutions intractable.

4.2.1

Uniform Weights

In this subsection, we will analyze instances in which all agents have a
uniform weight ωi = ω. This is motivated by the following characterization
of agents in an optimum schedule:
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I Theorem 4.2 (Characterization of optimum schedules). For every
instance of WeightedFastDelivery there is an optimum schedule in
which: (i) the tuples (ωi , υi−1 ) of the involved agents are strictly lexicographically decreasing, and (ii) for each pair of consecutive agents i, j with
ωi = ωj ∧ υi−1 > υj−1 , we have pj = qj+ .
Proof. We show both properties by an exchange argument. Starting from
an arbitrary optimum schedule, we can transform it into an optimum satisfying properties (i) and (ii) in the following way:
(i). Relabel all involved agents i (agents with d(qi+ , qi− ) > 0) by 1, . . . , `
according to the order in which they carry the package: s = q1+ , q1− = q2+ ,
. . . , q`− = t. Assume for the sake of contradiction that there are agents
i, i + 1 such that ωi < ωi+1 . In this case we can replace agent i + 1
completely by handing its work to agent i. By our assumptions and by the
−
−
+
triangle inequality we have ωi ·d(qi+ , qi+1
) ≤ ωi (d(qi+ , qi− )+d(qi+1
, qi+1
)) <
−
+ −
+
ωi · d(qi , qi ) + ωi+1 · d(qi+1 , qi+1 ), thus the replacement would result in
a decrease of the energy consumption, contradicting the optimality of the
original schedule.
Now consider the first pair of agents i, i + 1 such that ωi = ωi+1 and
−1
υi−1 ≥ υi+1
. As before, we can replace the agent i + 1 by agent i without
increasing the energy consumption. Furthermore, since υi ≥ υi+1 , also
the delivery time either decreases or stays the same (if the package has to
wait somewhere later on). Repeating this procedure results in an optimum
schedule that adheres to property (i).
(ii). Assume that after the transformation above we remain with a
+
schedule such that there are agents i, i + 1 with ωi = ωi+1 and pi+1 6= qi+1
.
+
This means that d(pi+1 , qi+1 ) > 0, which leads to a contradiction to the
optimality of the original schedule as well: Replacing agent i+1 with agent
+
i strictly decreases E by at least ωi+1 · d(pi+1 , qi+1
) > 0.
J
Furthermore, using the same replacements arguments, one can see that
whenever multiple agents have the same starting position v, then only the
agent with minimal (ωi , υi−1 ) among all agents on v is needed in an optimal
solution:
I Corollary 17. After a preprocessing step of time O(k + |V |) – in which
we remove in each node all but the agent with lexicographically smallest
(ωi , υi−1 ) – we may assume that k ≤ |V |.
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Weight classes. Property (ii) of the characterization in Theorem 4.2
contains an important observation: Among all agents of the same weight
which contribute to an optimal schedule, only the first agent might actually
walk towards the package – the other agents merely transport the package
after it is dropped off at their respective starting position. Motivated by
this, we partition the set [k] of all agents into h weight classes, disjoint sets
W1 , . . . , Wh of agents of the same decreasing weight and denote their sizes
by xc = |Wc |.1 The idea then is to first solve WeightedFastDelivery
for each weight class Wc on its own (albeit not only for s-t). This leads to
the following result:
I Lemma 18 (Agents of uniform weights). An optimum schedule for
WeightedFastDelivery from s to t can be found in time O(k 2 +APSP),
assuming all agents have the same weight ω.
Proof (Analysis). Denote by 1, . . . , ` the agents involved in an optimum
schedule that satisfies the characterization properties of Theorem 4.2.
Since all agents have the same weight w, we know by (ii) that the total
P`
energy consumption can be written as E = ω · (d(p1 , s) + i=1 d(qi+ , qi− )),
P`
where the sum i=1 d(qi+ , qi− )) ≥ d(s, t) achieves its minimum if the package is delivered along a shortest path (which is always possible). Thus we
have E = ω · (d(p1 , s) + d(s, t)). By minimality of the schedule, agent 1
must be closest to s among all k agents, 1 ∈ arg min1≤i≤k {d(pi , s)}.
P`
Furthermore we get T = υ1−1 ·(d(p1 , s)+d(s, q1− ))+ i=2 υi−1 ·d(qi+ , qi− ).
Thus we may assume without loss of generality, that among all agents of
minimum distance to s, agent 1 has the highest velocity.
Proof (Preprocessing). Given a uniform-weight instance of WeightedFastDelivery, we can find an optimum schedule as follows: We first run
an all-pair shortest-path algorithm in time O(APSP). Then we find the
first agent i1 to pick up the package at s by searching for an agent of
minimum (d(pi , s), υi−1 ) in time O(k). To reach the package’s origin s, this
agent needs energy Es := ω · d(pi1 , s) and time Ts := υi−1
· d(pi1 , s). Taking
1
this into account, we transform our instance into an equivalent instance in
which we have pi1 = s and where all other starting positions remain the
same. Note that we have pi = qi+ for all agents, hence lexicographically
minimizing (E, T ) amounts to finding a number of agents i1 , i2 . . . , i` that
S
P
1
Formally, we have c Wc = [k] and
x = k such that ∀c, ∀i, j ∈ Wc : ωi = ωj
c c
and ∀c1 < c2 , ∀i ∈ Wc1 , ∀j ∈ Wc2 : ωi > ωj .
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Figure 26 (left) original instance with 4 agents () of uniform weight 3 and
velocities 1, 2, 4, 5. The (unique) optimal schedule has energy consumption and
delivery time (E, T ) = (3(3 + 19), (3 + 5)/1 + 4/2 + 10/5) = (66, 12). (right)
transformed instance, represented by a DAG, with edges from pi to pj iff υi < υj .

minimize (E, T ) =

 X
X`
`
−1
+ −
+ −
υ d(qij , qij ) =
ω
d(qij , qij ),
j=1 ij
j=1


`−1
`−1
X
X
ω
d(pij , pij+1 ) + υi−1
d(pij , pij+1 ) + ω · d(pi` , t),
υi−1
d(pi` , t) .
j
`
j=1

j=1

By property (i) of Theorem 4.2, we can restrict ourselves to look at sequences of agents which have strictly increasing velocities. Since by property (ii) all pick-ups qi+ and drop-offs qi− of our transformed instance occur
at the starting positions pi (except for qi−` = t), we model the delivery of the
package up to the last involved agent as an auxiliary directed acyclic graph
DAG with node set {p1 , . . . , pk } and directed edges {(pi , pj ) | υi < υj } of
length l(pi ,pj ) = d(pi , pj ), see Figure 26.
Proof (Dynamic program). The DAG representing the transformed instance suggests an inductive approach from slow to fast agents. Therefore
we relabel the agents i according to the topological ordering of their starting positions pi , which can be done in time linear in the size (O(k 2 )) of
the auxiliary DAG. Now we define the following subproblems:
(E, T )[pi ] = the energy consumption and delivery time of an
optimum schedule delivering the package from s to pi ,
using only agents 1, . . . , i − 1.
The subproblems can be computed in increasing order of the agents: If an
agent i is involved in an optimum schedule, the package must have been
previously transported by agents with parameters (ω, υj−1 ) lexicographically strictly smaller than the tuple (ω, υi−1 ). All of these agents precede
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agent i in the topological ordering. Hence we initialize (E, T )[p0 ] with
the energy consumption and time needed in the original instance for the
first agent to reach the package source s, (E, T )[p1 ] := (Es , Ts ). Now we
compute in topological order (as indicated by colors in Figure 26 (right)):


(E, T )[pi ] := min (E, T )[pj ] + ω · l(pj ,pi ) , υj−1 · l(pj ,pi ) ,
j<i

where the operator + denotes the element-wise addition of the tuple entries. Note that we already know that the respective energy consumption
must amount to ω · (d(pi1 , s) + l(p1 ,pi ) ), it is really the optimal delivery
time that we are after. Each of the k tuples (E, T )[pi ] can be computed in
time O(i) ⊆ O(k), needing time O(k 2 ) overall. Finally, we get the optimal
(E, T ) for delivery from s to t by taking the minimum over all candidates
for the last agent i` in time O(k):


(E, T ) := min (E, T )[pj ] + ω · d(pj , t), υj−1 · d(pj , t) .
1≤j≤k

We remark that a complete optimum schedule describing all pick-ups and
all drop-offs can be computed by backtracking, using the obtained values
for (E, T )[pi ].
J
Application to weight classes. In the next section, we are going to
apply the techniques described in Lemma 18 to each weight class Wc .
However, if a subset of agents of the same weight class is involved in
an optimum schedule, they will not necessarily deliver the package on
their own, but work hand in hand with agents of preceding and following
weight classes. In other words, the agents of Wc do not transport the
package from s to t, but rather between two other points of the graph.
For now, we assume these points to be any combination of two nodes
(u, v) ∈ V × V . How can we – given the position of all agents of uniform
weights – solve WeightedFastDelivery for all possible source/target
tuples (u, v) ∈ V × V ? Trivially, this
 can be done by running the dynamic
program of Lemma 18 for all |V2 | potential source-target pairs in overall
time O(k 2 |V |2 + APSP).
However, we can do better than this. Note that we computed the
dynamic program for the auxiliary DAG on s = p1 , p2 , . . . , pk independent of (E, T ), i.e., before we looked at (E, T ) at the destination t. Using this independence, we can decrease the running time of the naive solution by a linear factor: First we compute for each candidate u ∈ V
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a dynamic program on a DAG with starting node u, in overall time
O(k 2 |V | + APSP) ⊆ O(k|V |2 + APSP), assuming k ≤ |V | by Corollary 17. Then, for each of the O(|V |2 ) many tuples (u, v) we compute
(E, T ) for an optimum delivery to v by looking at the O(k) many agents
in the DAG with origin u, again in overall time O(k|V |2 + APSP). In
total, we get:
I Corollary 19. An optimum schedule for WeightedFastDelivery from
u to v for all tuples (u, v) ∈ V ×V can be found in time O(k|V |2 +APSP),
assuming all agents have uniform weight w.

4.2.2

Node Handovers

Recall that in the last section we found that there is always an optimum
schedule in which the involved agents have lexicographically strictly decreasing parameter tuples (ωi , υi−1 ) by Theorem 4.2 (i). These agents belong to weight classes Wc of decreasing weights, and we may assume that
the involved agents of the same weight class have strictly increasing velocities. By property (ii), all handovers between agents of the same weight
occur at nodes of the graph. What about agents of different weights? We
show that in an optimum schedule, these handovers can only take place
inside an edge if the weights of consecutive agents differ by a multiplicative
factor of exactly 2:
I Lemma 20 (In-edge-handovers I). In any optimum schedule satisfying
the properties of Theorem 4.2, for any pair of consecutively involved agents
i, j with handover point qi− = qj+ and weights ωi 6= 2 · ωj , we have qj+ ∈ V .
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that qi− = qj+ lies strictly
inside the edge e = {u, v}. Without loss of generality, the schedule delivers
the package in direction from u to v. Denote by  > 0 the minimum
distance of qi− to u,v, or any other handover point in the interior of e. We
distinguish three cases (Figure 27):
1. Both agent i and agent j contain node u in their respective trajectory. Moving the handover point qi− = qj+ by  in direction of u,
we maintain a feasible schedule by minimality of . Furthermore we
strictly decrease agent i’s travel distance while the total travel distance
d(pj , qj+ ) + d(qj+ , qj− ) of agent j remains the same. Hence the overall
energy consumption strictly decreases, contradicting the optimality of
the original schedule.
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Figure 27 (left) In an optimum schedule, there can be no handover in the
interior of an edge {u, v} in which both agents come from the same side u.
(center) If ωi > 2ωj , reducing i’s travel distance di by  > 0 and increasing
j’s travel distance dj by 2 strictly decreases the overall energy consumption E.
(right) If ωi < 2ωj , then moving qi− = qj+ by  towards v strictly decreases E.

2. Agent i approaches qi− in direction from u, agent j approaches qj+
coming from v, and ωi > 2ωj . As before, we move the handover
point by  towards of u, thus changing the energy consumption E by
−ωi ·+ωj ·2 < 0, contradicting the optimality of the original schedule.
3. Agent i approaches qi− in direction from u, agent j approaches qj+ coming from v, and ωi < 2ωj . We move the handover point by  in direction
of v, contradicting the optimality of E since + ωi ·  − ωj · 2 < 0.
J
For the remainder of this section we will restrict ourselves to instances
in which there are no two agents i, j with weights ωi = 2ωj . Thus, by
Lemma 20 we may assume that there is an optimum schedule in which
there are no in-edge-handovers.
Combining weight classes. Recall that we split the agents into h
weight classes W1 , W2 , . . . , Wh of strictly decreasing weights, where each
class Wc contains xc = |Wc | agents of the same weight. In an optimum
schedule, the involved agents form subsets of a subset of the weight classes
– our goal is hence to decide ‘in which part of the graph’ agents of which
weight class ‘can help the most’. In order to do this, we will invoke Corollary 19 for each weight class (in decreasing order of their weights). For each
class Wc , this allows us to find for each source/destination-pair (u, v) ∈ V 2
the contribution of its xc many agents towards the total energy consumption E and delivery time T in time O(xc |V |2 ).
Dynamic program. Again, we are interested in the distance between
any two nodes in the graph, which we find by an all-pair shortest-path.
Given the weight classes in decreasing order of the agents’ weights, we
define for each prefix W1 , . . . , Wj of the h weight classes and for each node
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v the following subproblem:
(E, T )[j, v] = the energy consumption E[j, v] and delivery time T [j, v] of
an optimum schedule delivering the package from s up to v,
using only agents from the first j weight classes W1 , . . . , Wj .
We are going to show how to compute (E, T )[j, v] from all smaller subproblems (E, T )[j − 1, u] using the dynamic program for uniform weights
as a subroutine. The total energy consumption and delivery time of an
optimum schedule can then be found in (E, T )[h, t]. The optimum schedule itself can be found either by backtracking or by additionally storing
in each node where the package came from and which agent brought it
there. Our dynamic program is based on the assumption that there are
no handover points inside any edges; we show in the next section how to
adapt it to cover in-edge-handovers as well.
I Lemma 21 (Agents with node handovers). An optimum schedule for
WeightedFastDelivery from s to t can be found in O(k|V |2 + APSP)
time, assuming that for all agents i, j we have ωi 6= 2ωj .
Proof (Initialization). Set (E, T )[1, s] := (0, 0). To find all other values
(E, T )[1, v], we use the dynamic program for uniform velocities, described
in Lemma 18, as a subroutine.
Specifically, we find the agent i1 closest

to s, i1 ∈ arg mini∈W1 (ωi · d(pi , s), υi−1 · d(pi , s)) and store the energy
and time it needs to reach s as Es := (ωi1 ·d(pi1 , s) and Ts := υi−1
·d(pi1 , s)).
1
To underline that the DAG on which our subroutine runs is rooted at
s, we denote the subroutine subproblems by (E, T )s [pi ]. First we move
agent i1 ’s starting position pi1 to s and set (E, T )s [pi1 ] := (Es , Ts ); then
we compute all other values {(E, T )s [pi ]}i∈W1 .
Hence for all v ∈ V , we complete our initialization phase by setting


(E, T )[1, v] := min (E, T )s [pi ] + ωi · d(pi , v), υi−1 · d(pi , v) .
i∈W1

Proof (Induction). After the first j − 1 weight classes have been considered, we compute a possible contribution by weight class Wj . Clearly, we
have (E, T )[j, v] ≤ (E, T )[j −1, v], since not using any agent of Wj is always
an option. Therefore we start by setting (E, T )[j, v] := (E, T )[j − 1, v] for
all nodes v ∈ V .
Now, any node u is a potential starting position for the agents of weight
class Wj to first pick up the package. Hence for each node u ∈ V , we will
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build a DAG and run a dynamic program, as described in Corollary 19. We
denote the values of the corresponding subproblems by (E, T )u [pi ]. Finding
all closest agents among all agents i ∈ Wj to u and taking the fastest
· d(pi1 , u)
agent i1 among them, we set Eu := ωi1 · d(pi1 , u) and Tu := υi−1
1
before moving i1 ’s starting position to u. Note that for the package to
be present at u, an energy amount of E[j − 1, u] was spent by the agents
of the preceding weight classes. Furthermore, these agents needed time
T [j − 1, u] to bring the package to u; the package might be at u before or
after agent i1 . We take this into account by defining
(E, T )u [pi1 ] := (E[j − 1, u] + Eu , max{T [j − 1, u], Tu }).
For all |V | many subroutines (dynamic programs on directed acyclic graphs
rooted at one node u ∈ V each), we compute all values {(E, T )u [pi ]}i∈Wj .
Similarly, any node v is a potential destination position for the agents
of Wj to deliver the package to. If indeed the agents of the current weight
class can improve the delivery to v (i.e. if (E, T )[j, v] < (E, T )[j − 1, v]),
then the package is transported to v by some agent in a DAG rooted at
some u. Hence for each v we get


(E, T )[j, v] := min (E, T )[j, v], min
u∈V



min (E, T )u [pi ] + ωi · d(pi , v), υi−1 · d(pi , v)
. (9)
i∈Wj

Proof (Running time). After the initial all-pair shortest-paths computation in time O(APSP), each of the h phases of the dynamic program
(including the initialization) can be computed in time O(xj |V |2 ) by CorolPh
lary 19. Overall we get a running time of O(APSP + j=1 xj |V |2 ) =
O(APSP + k|V |2 ).
J

4.2.3

Full Solution

In this subsection, we consider WeightedFastDelivery in its full generality, that is we no longer restrict the possible weights of the agents.
Instead we also allow weights to differ by a multiplicative factor of 2, in
which case handovers inside an edge are possible and sometimes necessary
in an optimum schedule (consider for example the delivery in Figure 25
withstanding the presence of agents 3 and 4).
We first show that in an optimum schedule there can be at most one
handover point inside any given edge. To account for this, we have to
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adapt the dynamic program of Section 4.2.2 as well as the subroutines
given by the dynamic programs of Section 4.2.1. It turns out that this is
possible without increasing the overall asymptotic running time, compared
to Lemma 21.
I Lemma 22 (In-edge-handovers II). In any optimum schedule satisfying
the two properties of Theorem 4.2, there is at most one handover point
qi−1 = qi+2 in the interior of any given edge e = {u, v}, where i1 ∈ Wc1 , i2 ∈
Wc2 . Furthermore, if the package is transported from u towards v, we may
assume that: (i) ωi1 = 2ωi2 , (ii) υi1 < υi2 and (iii) i2 is the fastest among
all agents i of the same weight ωi2 that have minimum distance to v.
Proof. By Lemma 20 we know that for every edge-interior handover point
qi−1 = qi+2 we must have ωi1 = 2ωi2 , satisfying property (i). Now assume
that we have two handover points in the interior of e: qi−1 = qi+2 and
qi−2 = qi+3 . By the preceding remark we must have ωi1 = 2ωi2 = 4ωi3 .
Analogously to the first case in the proof of Lemma 20, we can assume
that both i2 and i3 come from v towards their respective pick-up locations
qi+2 , qi+3 , thereupon turning and moving towards v again, see Figure 28
(left). But then we can replace agent i2 by delegating its workload to
agent i3 : This saves at least an energy amount of 2d(qi+2 , qi−2 ) · (ωi2 − ωi3 ),
contradicting the optimality of the schedule.
Henceforth assume that there is exactly one handover point qi−1 = qi+2
in e and that ωi1 = 2ωi2 . This means that agent i1 must carry the package from u into e (otherwise we could reuse the exchange argument from
before) and that i2 enters the edge e from v. The distances traveled by
the two agents inside e are thus d(u, qi−1 ) and 2d(v, qi+2 ) – from an energy
consumption point of view, the exact position of the handover point inside
e is irrelevant. If υi1 ≥ υi2 , we could move the handover to v without
increasing the delivery time. Thus we may assume (ii).
Finally, assumption (iii) follows from the same arguments as given in
the proof of Lemma 18, and by observing that an agent i2 of minimum

distance to the handover point qi−1 , i2 ∈ arg mini∈Wc2 d(pi , v) + d(v, qi−1 ) ,
is also an agent of minimum distance to v, i2 ∈ arg mini∈Wc2 d(pi , v), see
Figure 28 (right).
J
Definitions. How can we capture in-edge-handovers in our dynamic program from Section 4.2.2? Recall that by (E, T )[j, v] we denoted the energy consumption and delivery time of an optimum schedule delivering
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i2
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wi1 = 2wi2 = 4wi3

i2 ?
v

qi−1

pi

Figure 28 (left) If a schedule has multiple handover points in the same edge,
replacing the second agent by the third would reduce the energy consumption.
(right) An agent of minimum distance to qi−1 is also a closest agent to v.

the package from s up to v, using only agents from the first j weight
classes W1 , . . . , Wj . We write E[j, v] and T [j, v] for the entries of the tuple
(E, T )[j, v]. Additionally, we now define
w[j − 1, u] = the smallest weight ωi , i ∈ W1 ∪ . . . ∪ Wj−1 , such that
there is a schedule delivering the package from s to u using:
- overall energy E[j − 1, u],
- only agents from W1 , . . . , Wj−1 , and
- using agent i with qi− = u in this schedule.
Intuitively, this means that there is an energy-optimal schedule from s to
u for which there is some agent i1 which we might consider in the next
induction step j to move the package into the edge e = {u, v}. Note that
we only require such a schedule to be optimal in the energy consumption,
not with respect to the delivery time! Why is this the case? First of all,
for an agent i1 stationed at u to be considered to carry the package into
the edge e, there are several necessary conditions on the fastest agent i2
among all closest agents in Wj (Lemma 22 (iii)):
For the weight ωi2 of the new agent i2 we must have 2ωi2 = ωi1 .
For the velocity υi2 we must have υi2 ≥ υi1 .
The package arrival time at v must be later than agent i2 ’s arrival time
at v: T [j − 1, v] > υi−1
· d(pi2 , v). Otherwise, agent i2 has no incentive
2
to enter e.
The package arrival time at u must be earlier than agent i2 ’s arrival
time at u: T [j − 1, u] < υi−1
· d(pi2 , u). Otherwise, agent i2 does not
2
need the help of agent i1 .
Pareto frontier. Assume that all these criteria are met and that agent
i2 moved to node v. Which agent(s) at u are in line for the tributary
agent i1 ? Only one (e.g. the fastest) or every agent of weight w[j − 1, u]?
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arrival time at u

Figure 29 (left) All five agents of the first weight class (weight 4) can bring
the package to u using E[1, u] = 576, with respective arrival times 144/3 =
48, 9/3 + 135/5 = 30, 54/3 + 90/6 = 33, 60/3 + 84/7 = 32, 96/3 + 48/8 = 38.
(right) An agent is a candidate to carry the package into e = {u, v} if it is on
the Pareto Frontier of all such agents (with respect to arrival time and velocity).

Here we resume the reasoning why we consider arbitrary energy-optimal
schedules up to u, instead of (E, T )-optimal schedules as for example in
the previous section: Compare a fast agent if that (due to preceding slow
agents) brings the package to u quite late, with a slow but (because of fast
enough preceding agents) early agent ie : A priori it is not clear which of
the two will win the race inside e, handing over the package to i2 – while
ie has a time advantage in the beginning, if might catch up due to its
higher velocity.
Hence among all agents i of weight w[j − 1, u] for which there is a
schedule up to u with optimum energy consumption E[j − 1, u] and in
which qi− = u, we consider those agents which are on the Pareto frontier
with respect to their arrival time in the schedule at u and their respective
velocity (Figure 29). It remains to:
1. Incorporate the Pareto frontier into the subroutine (see Lemma 18).
2. Incorporate in-edge-handovers into the main DP (Lemma 21).
Adapting the subroutine. In the first part of the subroutine, we compute the dynamic programs (E, T )u [pi ] on each DAG rooted at some node
u ∈ V . In this dynamic program, we accelerate the package whenever possible. This is also the case in schedules which are Pareto-optimal rather
than Delivery-time-optimal. The Pareto frontier comes into play when the
DAG contains two different shortest u-v-paths or when v can be reached
with the same optimum energy consumption from two different starting
nodes u1 , u2 . Hence when computing the result of the subroutine as in
Equation (9), we do not only compute (E, T )[j, v] but we also update
w[j, v] and the agents in the Pareto front (if necessary). The asymptotic
running time of the subroutine remains the same.
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Adapting the main dynamic program. Recall that our main dynamic program called as subroutines for each node the dynamic program
for agents of uniform weights, based on the DAG rooted at a node. This
was fine in Section 4.2.2, where we only had node handovers. Now we first
have to check whether we already need the first agent i2 of the new weight
class Wj to pick up the package inside an edge e = {u, v} and bring it to
v. Observe that for a fixed v and a given candidate agent in the Pareto
frontier at u, we can compute the energy consumption and arrival time
for the delivery to v via a handover inside e in constant time. We iterate
over all nodes v and check whether in any of the adjacent edges there is
a possible handover that decreases the energy consumption and delivery
time needed to transport the package to v. However, we need to consider
the agents in the current Pareto frontier at u only if w[j − 1, u] = 2ωi2 .
Therefore each agent appears during at most a single phase in a relevant Pareto frontier, since an agent i is only relevant when we consider
the weight class Wj that contains agents of weight ωi /2. Thus all necessary
precomputation before invoking
the subroutines can be done in time
P

Ph
O ( v∈V deg(v)) · ( j=1 xj ) ⊆ O(|E| · k) ⊆ O(k|V |2 ). We conclude
(assuming k ≤ V after a preprocessing by Corollary 17):
I Theorem 4.3. An optimum schedule for WeightedFastDelivery
from s to t can be found in time O(k|V |2 + APSP) ⊆ O(k + n3 ).
Remark 9. Although our algorithm might consider many potential in-edgehandovers, in an optimum schedule an in-edge-handover will actually take
place at most once: between the first and the second weight class of the
schedule (the agent i2 of Lemma 22 has weight wi2 at most half that of
any preceding agent in the schedule, and thus can replace preceding agents
without a decrease in energy). However, this observation is neither used
by nor necessary to show correctness of the algorithm.

4.3

Prioritizing Delivery Time
over Energy Consumption

In this section, we want to find the most energy-efficient among all fastest
delivery schedules, thus prioritizing the delivery time T over the energy
consumption E. We call this problem FastWeightedDelivery and will
first show that it can be solved in polynomial time for uniform velocities
(∀i, j : υi = υj ) in Section 4.3.1.
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In Section 4.3.2, however, we prove NP-hardness of FastWeightedDelivery with arbitrary velocities even on planar graphs.
In Section 4.3.3, we therefore consider the restricted graph class of
paths, in which we can decompose the problem into uniform velocity instances. For each such instance, we establish a characterization of handover points. Using geometric point-line duality [55] and dynamic planar
convex hull techniques [17], we present an efficient O(n + k log k)-time
algorithm for paths.

4.3.1

Uniform Velocities

Motivated by the idea to subdivide general FastWeightedDeliveryinstances into phases of consecutive agents having the same velocity, we
first study the delivery problem with agents of uniform velocities and arbitrary weights. Focusing primarily on minimizing the delivery time allows
for the following characterization of agents in an optimum schedule:
I Lemma 23. Consider FastWeightedDelivery on instances with
uniform agent velocities and let δ denote the offset of the closest agent’s
starting position to s. Then there exists an optimum schedule such that
the pick-up position qi+ of each involved agent i satisfies:
d(s, qi+ ) + d(qi+ , t) = d(s, t), i.e., qi+ lies on a shortest s-t-path, and
d(pi , qi+ ) ≤ δ + d(s, qi+ ), with equality if qi+ lies strictly inside an edge.
Proof. Since all agents have the same velocity υ, any fastest delivery of the
package must follow a shortest path from s to t. Furthermore, since the
closest agent could deliver the package on its own in time (δ + d(s, t))/υ,
each involved agent i has to arrive at qi+ no later than the package itself,
giving d(pi , qi+ ) ≤ δ + d(s, qi+ ).
It remains to show that we can modify every optimum solution into an
optimum solution in which we have d(pi , qi+ ) = δ+d(s, qi+ ) whenever qi+ lies
strictly inside an edge e = {u, v}. Denote by i the first agent for which this
is not the case and by i − 1 its preceding agent. Assume that the package
enters e via u (i.e. d(s, u) < d(s, v)). Note that i must have entered e via
v, since otherwise the energy consumption could be improved by letting i
pick up the package already at u (without increasing the delivery time),
contradicting the optimality of our solution. Now we distinguish two cases
relating the weights ωi and ωi−1 , yielding either a decrease of the energy
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consumption (contradicting the optimality of our solution) or a possibility
to move qi+ to a position satisfying the characterization.
2ωi > ωi−1 : Moving qi+ by  > 0 towards v decreases E by an amount
of (ωi−1 − 2ωi ) ·  > 0.
2ωi ≤ ωi−1 : We move qi+ towards u (without increasing neither delivery
time nor energy consumption) until we reach qi+ = u, or qi+ inside the
+
edge {u, v} such that d(pi , qi+ ) = δ + d(s, qi+ ), or qi+ = qi−1
. In the
last case, discarding agent i − 1 from our solution results in an energy
+
consumption decrease of at least ωi−1 · d(pi−1 , qi−1
) > 0.
J
Polynomial-time algorithm. We use the characterization given in
Lemma 23 to find an optimum solution for FastWeightedDelivery of
delivery time T = (δ + d(s, t))/υ as follows:
For each agent i, we compute the set Qi of all potential pick-up locations, i.e., Qi contains all points qi that satisfy Lemma 23. The number of
potential pick-up locations is |Qi | ∈ O(|V | + |E|) ⊆ O(n2 ). Then we build
Sk
an auxiliary directed acyclic multi-graph H on a node set V (H) = i=1 Qi ,
of size |V (H)| ∈ O(|V | + k|E|) ⊆ O(kn2 ). Each directed edge in E(H) describes how agent i can contribute to the delivery by bringing the package
from its starting position qi to another agent’s starting position qj along a
shortest s-t-path: For each pair of nodes qi ∈ Qi and qj ∈ V (H) such that
qi 6= qj and d(s, qi ) + d(qi , qj ) + d(qj , t) = d(s, t), we add an arc (qi , qj )
of weight ωi · (d(pi , qi ) + d(qi , qj )) to E(H). Overall, we have at most
|E(H)| ∈ O(k · n2 · kn2 ) many arcs. By construction of H, running Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm on the multi-graph H finds a shortest path
from s to t corresponding to an optimal solution of the original instance.
We conclude:
I Theorem 4.4. An optimum schedule for FastWeightedDelivery can
be found in time O(k 2 n4 ), assuming all agents have the same velocity.

4.3.2

Hardness for Planar Graphs

Contrary to WeightedFastDelivery studied in the previous section
(where we had decreasing tuples (ωi , υi−1 )), when prioritizing delivery time
over energy consumption, we cannot characterize the order of the agents by
their coefficients (υi , ωi ): Consider an instance in which both the starting
position pa of the absolutely fastest available agent a as well as the package
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Figure 30 The base graph H 0 (F ) with two parallel paths Pi,pos , Pi,neg for
each of the x many variables ui , and one node for each of the y many clauses cj .

destination t are separated from the rest of the graph by a very long
edge each. Then in every fastest solution, a has to deliver the package
to t. The task of FastWeightedDelivery is thus to carefully balance
fast inefficient agents and slow efficient agents to collectively deliver the
package to a’s pick-up location qa just-in-time, without using too much
energy. This turns out to be NP-hard, by a reduction from Planar3SAT.
Building the delivery graph. From a given planar 3CNF-formula F
on x variables and y clauses we construct an instance of FastWeightedDelivery, in which it is easy to find a schedule S of fast delivery time
T . However, finding a schedule which additionally achieves a good energy
consumption E corresponds to finding a satisfiable variable assignment
for F . Starting from the base graph H 0 (F ) depicted in Figure 30 and
described in Section 1.5, we build a planar delivery graph G(F ) by adding
and contracting some edges, see Figure 31:
First, we contract each edge {u0i , ui+1 }. Thus, each variable node ui is
connected to the variable node ui+1 via the two paths Pi,pos and Pi,neg ,
which each contain 2(y − 1) internal nodes ui,pos,1 , ui,pos,2 , . . . , ui,pos,2y−1
and ui,neg,1 , ui,neg,2 , . . . , ui,neg,2y−1 , respectively. In each such path, we
consider all odd internal nodes ui,pos,2l−1 (ui,pos,2l−1 , respectively). Such
a node has either degree 3, in which case it is connected to a clause node,
or it has degree 2, in which case we create a new ‘artificial clause node’,
which we connect to the internal path node. Finally, we connect u0x to a
new node u (where we will place the absolutely fastest agent).
Reduction idea. We will place agents and set edge lengths such that any
delivery of the package which goes via any of the clause nodes takes a long
time. Thus the package has to be routed in each path pair (Pi,pos , Pi,neg )
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Figure 31 The delivery graph G(F ) corresponding to a planar 3CNF-formula
F that has a satisfiable assignment (u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 ) = (true, false, false, true).

through exactly one of the two paths. If the package is routed via the
path Pi,pos , we interpret this as setting ui = false (whereas choosing Pi,neg
means ui = true) and hence we can read from the package trajectory an
assignment for F , which is satisfiable if and only if there is a fast and
energy-efficient schedule.
Agent placement. We will use three kinds of agents: slow but energyefficient agents (υ = 1, ω = 0), fast but inefficient agents (υ = 2, ω = 1)
and one very fast agent (υ = 8, ω = 0):
The fastest agent is placed on u and shall transport the package over
the edge {u0x , t}.
Fast agents (υ = 2, ω = 1) on one hand are placed on each variable
node ui . These agents will decide whether to deliver the package over
the path Pi,pos or the path Pi,neg , thus effectively setting the value of
the corresponding boolean variable ui to false or to true. On the other
hand, we will also use one fast agent on each even internal path node
ui,pos,2l , ui,neg,2l (which has degree 2).
Finally, slow agents are placed as follows: On each clause node cj of
degree deg(cj ) we place deg(cj )−1 slow agents. We think of these agents
as follows: If a clause cj consists of three literals, e.g. c5 = (u2 ∨u3 ∨u4 ),
then in a satisfiable assignment at most two of these literals (e.g. u2
and u4 ) are evaluated to false. Thus the paths P2,pos and P4,neg are
used in the delivery and the deg(cj ) − 1 = 3 − 1 = 2 agents are sent
towards these paths to help carry the package. Along the same lines,
on each newly created node that is connected to an internal node of a
path we place a single slow agent. Additionally, a slow agent is placed
on the package source s.
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Overall we have (i) two agents on nodes s and u, (ii) x fast agents on the
variable nodes, (iii) 2x(y − 1) fast agents on the paths Pi,pos , Pi,neg (one
for each internal node of degree two), and (iv) for each of the 2xy internal
path nodes of degree 3 (except for y many) a unique slow agent on an
adjacent node. In total we get k = 4xy − x − y + 2 mobile agents.
Edge lengths. Recall that we started from x variables and y clauses.
We set the length of the first edge {s, u1 } to 12x2 y 2 , and the lengths of the
edges {u0x , u} , {u0x , t} to 128x2 y 2 . The edges along paths Pi,pos and Pi,neg
have length 2 if they lie directly to the right of a fast agent’s starting
position and length 4xy − 1 if they are incident to its left. It remains
to set the length of all remaining edges adjacent to internal path nodes
(connecting to either a clause node or a newly created node). Each such
edge, incident to the (2l − 1)th internal node ui,pos,2l−1 of path Pi,pos (or
ui,neg,2l−1 of path Pi,neg ), gets length 12x2 y 2 +(i−1)·4xy 2 +(l−1)·4xy +1,
see Figure 32. From the defined edge lengths we get that each path Pi,pos
and each path Pi,neg has length exactly y · (2 + (4xy − 1)) = 4xy 2 + y and
thus d(u1 , u0x ) = x · d(ui , ui+1 ) = 4x2 y 2 + xy.
I Lemma 24 (Minimum delivery time). Any fastest delivery of the package from s to t takes time T = 32x2 y 2 and does not go via any clause node
of the delivery graph G(F ).
Proof. Clearly, any delivery which does not use the fastest agent (and
hence uses only agents of velocity υ ≤ 2) takes time at least 128x2 y 2 /2 =
64x2 y 2 . Therefore the fastest agent (with υ = 8) has to deliver the package
to t and thus has to travel from its starting position u to u0x and later on
from u0x to t. We get T ≥ 2 · 128x2 y 2 /8 = 2 · 16x2 y 2 = 32x2 y 2 .
Equality holds if and only if the other agents can collectively deliver
the package to u0x in time 16x2 y 2 . This is the case if the slow agent at
s brings the package to u1 in time 12x2 y 2 /1 = 12x2 y 2 , where the fast
agent takes over and brings the package to u0x in an additional time of
d(u1 , u0x )/2 = (4x2 y 2 + xy)/2 < 4x2 y 2 .
If, however, the trajectory of the package contains a clause node cj ,
then the package travels at least an overall distance of d(s, u1 )+d(u1 , cj )+
d(cj , u0x ) ≥ 3 · 12x2 y 2 which takes time at least 36x2 y 2 /2 = 18x2 y 2 . Note
that in the last step we assumed that we do not use the very fast agent
of velocity 8 – if we used that agent, it would travel a total distance of
strictly more than 2 · 128x2 y 2 and hence T > 32x2 y 2 as well.
J
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Figure 32 Edge lengths and agent starting positions in the delivery graph.
We have slow agents (), fast agents (+) and a single very fast agent (×).

We now show that among all fastest delivery schedules (which have
delivery time T = 32x2 y 2 ) there exists a schedule with an energy consumption of E = 2xy if and only if F is satisfiable (otherwise E > 2xy).
I Lemma 25 ((T , E) of a Planar3SAT-solution). Given a satisfiable assignment (a solution) for the variables of a 3CNF-formula F there is a
delivery schedule with delivery time T = 32x2 y 2 and energy consumption
E = 2xy.
Proof. We first remark that the slow agent on s can bring the package to
u1 in time 12x2 y 2 with energy consumption 0 and that the fastest agent on
u can get to u0x in time 16x2 y 2 with energy cost 0 (and from there reach t
in time 16x2 y 2 and energy 0). It remains to show that all other agents can
collectively deliver the package from u1 to u0x in time 4x2 y 2 such that the
package never has to wait and without spending more energy than 2xy.
Given a satisfiable assignment for the variables in F , the actions of the
fast agents are straightforward: Each agent placed on a variable node ui
moves according to the variable assignment of ui along the first edge of
either the true-path Pi,neg or the false-path Pi,pos as soon as the package
arrives at ui . The other fast agents on internal path nodes of degree 2 also
wait for the package and upon arrival carry it over the adjacent edge of
length 2. Collectively, each of the xy fast agents (with υ = 2 and ω = 1)
that move take time 2/2 = 1 and energy 2 · 1 = 2 to cross the adjacent
edge.
Finally, we show that the package can be carried over the remaining gaps (edges of length 4xy − 1) by one slow agent each, stationed on
an adjacent clause or newly created ‘artificial clause’ node, without the
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package having to wait for the agent to arrive. If this is the case, then
y slow and y fast agents carry the package over a path from ui to ui+1
in time y · (4xy − 1)/1 + y · 2/2 = 4xy 2 with an energy consumption of
y · (4xy − 1) · 0 + y · 2 · 1 = 2y. We certainly have enough clause agents
for this task: Since F is satisfiable, each clause cj has at most deg(cj ) − 1
unsatisfied literals and thus has enough agents on its clause node to send
one agent each to the corresponding paths in which they are needed. As
for the timing: We can easily verify that each needed slow agent can reach
its internal path node exactly by the time at which the package arrives at
the same node, thus the package does not have to wait for its next agent.
Hence transporting the package from u1 to u0x takes time x · 4xy 2 =
2 2
4x y and needs an energy of x · 2y = 2xy, yielding an overall delivery
time of T = 12x2 y 2 + 4x2 y 2 + 16x2 y 2 = 32x2 y 2 and energy consumption
of E = 2xy.
J
I Lemma 26 (Delivery schedule yields Planar3SAT assignment). Any
delivery schedule with delivery time T = 32x2 y 2 needs an energy consumption of at least E ≥ 2xy. Furthermore, if there is a delivery schedule with
T = 32x2 y 2 and E = 2xy, we can retrieve a satisfiable assignment to the
variables of the underlying 3CNF-formula F from the delivery schedule.
Proof. We already know by Lemma 24 that any delivery schedule with
delivery time T = 32x2 y 2 cannot deliver the package via any clause node
and cannot use the fastest agent on the left side of u0x . Thus the length
of the packages trajectory from u1 to u0x must have length d(u1 , u0x ) =
4x2 y 2 + xy. We only have slow agents (υ = 1, ω = 0) and fast agents
(υ = 2, ω = 1) available to travel this distance. Hence to cover 4x2 y 2 + xy
in time ≤ 4x2 y 2 we need to use fast agents for a total length of at least 2xy.
This, however, results in an energy consumption of at least 2xy · 1 = 2xy
and hence E ≥ 2xy.
To achieve equality, all fast agents must travel a total length of exactly
2xy, moving only while carrying the package, and moving only from left
to right. In particular, fast agents cannot help to transport the package
over edges of length 4xy − 1, from neither side.
Therefore, in any delivery schedule with delivery time T = 32x2 y 2
and E = 2xy, the package must be transported over edges of length 2 by
fast agents and over edges of length 4xy − 1 by slow agents. Furthermore,
following the same line of reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 25, to actually
achieve T = 32x2 y 2 the package can never wait at an internal path node
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for the agent which will carry it next. Suppose the package just arrived
at the (2l − 1)th node of path Pi,pos . This means it has covered a distance
of 12x2 y 2 + (i − 1) · y · (2 + 4xy − 1) + (l − 1) · (2 + 4xy − 1) + 2 with the
help of (i − 1) · y + l fast agents so far. Hence the current time is
12x2 y 2 + (i − 1)y(4xy − 1) + (l − 1)(4xy − 1) 2(i − 1)y + 2l
+
1
2
= 12x2 y 2 + (i − 1)4xy 2 + (l − 1)4xy + 1.
Among all slow agents, only a slow agent on an adjacent node can reach
the internal path node at this time, since all other slow agents are further
away.
In conclusion, in a delivery schedule with delivery time T = 32x2 y 2
and E = 2xy, agents stationed on a clause node cj can only help carrying
the package on paths corresponding to the literals of this clause, and since
there are only deg(cj )−1 agents stationed on that clause, we know that for
at least one positive literal or negative literal l(ui ) of cj , the corresponding
path Pi,neg or Pi,pos , respectively, has been taken (for which no help from
a clause agent of cj is necessary). Hence we can read a satisfiable variable
assignment for F directly from the choice of the variable agents (which
each pick the adjacent true-path Pi,neg or the adjacent false-path Pi,pos ):
With this assignment, each clause has at least one satisfied literal.
J
We remark that the graph G(F ) created from H(F ) is planar and that
all edge lengths and agent velocities and weights have polynomial size.
Hence we conclude:
I Theorem 4.5. FastWeightedDelivery is NP-hard, even on planar
graphs.

4.3.3

An Efficient Algorithm for Paths

The preceding hardness result raises the question for which more restricted
graph classes we can expect an efficient algorithm for arbitrary velocity
instances. To contribute to this question it is natural to study paths –
on paths, the V-shaped pa —qa —t component attached to the rest of the
graph, as used in the hardness proof, ‘collapses’ to a line.
We show that this allows us to decompose the problem into linearly
many uniform velocity instances in time O(n + k log k). Together with
Theorem 4.4 this already implies that FastWeightedDelivery can be
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solved in polynomial-time. Improving on this by giving a careful analysis
of paths, we show how to solve each uniform velocity instance in time
O(n + k log k) as well, and that these instances can be combined in time
O(k), giving an overall O(n + k log k)-time algorithm for paths.
Decomposition into uniform velocity instances
In the following, we look at the path graph G as the real line, and assume
(after performing a depth-first search from s and ordering the starting
positions in time O(n + k log k)) without loss of generality that s = 0 < t,
that p1 ≤ p2 ≤ . . . ≤ pk and that n = k + 2, as the only relevant nodes on
the line are s, t and the starting positions pi . Note that in an optimum
solution of FastWeightedDelivery, no agent i will ever take over the
package from another agent j which i overtakes from the left. In particular,
this means that we will need at most one agent with starting position
pi < s, and that after the package is picked up at s, it will never have to
wait between a drop-off by an agent j and a pick-up by the next agent
i, since j could continue carrying the package towards i, thus decreasing
the overall delivery time. Hence in an optimum schedule we also have for
consecutive agents i, j with s < pj < pi , that υj ≤ υi (otherwise we can
discard i, by this decreasing the delivery time).
Decomposition. Assume that agent i is the agent that delivers the
package to t. We represent the trajectory of the package while being
carried by i as a ray giving the position y on the real line as a function
fi (x) of the time x passed so far, see Figure 33 (right). We now inductively
compute a set containing all functions f0 , f1 , . . . , fk , where f0 (x) = s = 0.
If we have pi < 0, then by the reasoning above, i is the only involved
agent, and the function is simply fi : y = υi · x + pi . For pi > s, the slope
υi of the ray is set, but not its pick-up position. In order to minimize
the earliest possible delivery time x (i.e. fi (x) = t), by the non-decreasing
velocity property i must pick up the package as early as possible. Hence
the pick-up position is given by the first (or in other words leftmost) intersection of a query line y = pi − υi · x (modelling the agent moving towards
s first) with any preceding ray f0 , . . . , fi−1 . Let qi := (xi , yi ) denote the
intersection point of the query line with the upper envelope of the preceding rays, and denote by fj a ray of steepest slope υj among all rays
f0 , . . . , fi−1 that contain qi (e.g. the query line “6?” in Figure 33 (right)
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Figure 33 (left) Example of possible delivery schedules: If agent 4 is involved, he must take over the package from agent 2, since agent 3 is too slow.
Using agents 2 and 4 to bring the package to agent 5’s pick-up position takes
the same time as using agent 1 on its own. Agents 1 and 5 have the same velocity, so in terms of delivery time we could use either or even both of them, but
agent 1 only if agents 2 and 4 are both not used (otherwise they all consume
energy). (right) Fastest solutions correspond to at most 1 agent with pi < s
and a number of agents corresponding to a suffix of the upper envelope.

intersects both f1 and f5 on the upper envelope, and since both have the
same slope, we can consider either of those).
In case υj > υi , agent i will not be used in an optimal schedule and
we set fi = 0. If, however, υj ≤ υi , then fi is given by the line equality
fi : y = υi · x + (yi − υi · xi ). After completion, an optimum schedule
corresponds to a path along the rays of our diagram from (0, 0) to the ray
reaching y = t at the earliest possible time. We next show how for each
ray we can quickly compute its equation fi , for which we need to find the
intersection of a query line with the upper envelope of O(k) many rays.

Envelope intersections via point-line duality. Precomputing this
envelope as an ordered list of its segments would allow us to speed up the
intersection queries from a linear to a binary search. Such a speedup is
often called the convex hull trick for dynamic programming [70]. However,
we cannot just apply this trick here, as the set of functions that we query
is not known up front. Instead, we apply the classic geometric point-line
duality [55] where each line g : y = a·x+b is mapped to a point g ∗ = (a, −b)
and vice versa each point q = (c, d) is mapped to a line q ∗ : y ∗ = c · x∗ − d.
In this dual setting, the task of finding the leftmost intersection point
of a query line with a set of lines turns into finding the line of minimum
slope of a query point with a set of points. This corresponds to asking
for the right tangent qi∗ : y ∗ = xi · x∗ − yi from a query point (the dual
of the query line) onto the convex hull of a point set (the dual of the
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Figure 34 (left) Considering the potential contribution of agent 6 amounts
to finding the intersection of a query line (6?) with the upper envelope of previous
rays and then (since υ6 > υ5 = υ1 ) adding its corresponding ray (6!). (right)
The same operations in the geometric point-line dual, which allows for faster
computations via convex hull queries.

rays fi 2 ), see Figure 34. In order to use such tangent queries, we use the
data structure for planar convex hulls of dynamic point sets by Brodal
and Jacob [17, 79]. To find the corresponding ray of maximum slope
υj , we also work in the geometric dual: Now that we have found the
tangent t∗ (of direction (xi , 1)), we make an extreme point query in the
orthogonal direction (−1, xi ). The query returns an extremal vertex of the
convex hull in this direction. In the (original) geometric primal, this vertex
corresponds to a ray containing the intersection point (xi , yi ). In case there
is only one such ray, we have found fj (respectively its dual). However, if
there are multiple such rays, the resulting extremal point – being a vertex
of the convex hull – corresponds to a ray of minimal or maximal slope
among all such rays. Hence we make an additional neighbor query, giving
us the two neighboring vertices on the convex hull. We check whether the
neighbor with higher x∗ -coordinate lies on the tangent t∗ , too. If so, the
ray fj of maximal slope υj is given as the dual of this neighbor, otherwise
as the dual of the extremal point query’s result itself.
Finally, we check whether υj ≤ υi , and if so, we insert fi∗ = (vi , vi · xi −
yi ) into the point set of the geometric dual. The mentioned convex hull
data structure allows point insertions and deletions in O(log k) amortized
time, and tangent, extremal point and neighbor queries in time O(log k).
As for each fi we need one of each type of queries and one insertion, we
get an overall running time of O(k log k).
2

For the purpose of line-point duality, we treat the rays as lines. This is fine, since
each ray fi 6≡ 0 is dominated for x-values smaller than xi anyways.
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Uniform velocity instances and recombination. As any optimum
schedule transports the package to t as early as possible, the delivery
time T thus corresponds to the x-coordinate at which the upper envelope
reaches y = t. Every line segment of the upper envelope corresponds to
intervals on the line of piecewise uniform velocity. Hence we would like
to represent the upper envelope as an ordered list of its segments. Since
we have already computed all the rays fi , computing this list of segments
can be done in time O(k log k): This can be done either by a divide-andconquer approach by Hershberger [74] which finds the upper envelope of
line segments (where we treat rays as segments extending up to x = T )
or with a Graham scan-like sweep [69], first sorting the rays in order of
increasing slopes, then adding the rays one by one in amortized constant
time, maintaining a stack of lines appearing on the upper envelope [70].
Assuming that we know the optimum schedule for each of the uniform
velocity intervals, we can recombine these subschedules as follows: Recall
that either one or no agent with pi < s is involved in an optimum schedule.
In the first case, the optimum schedule simply corresponds to the complete
upper envelope. In the second case, the optimum corresponds to a ray with
starting position on the x-axis together with a suffix of the upper envelope
to which it is a right tangent.3 Each ray is a tangent to at most two distinct
vertices of the upper envelope, and we treat the line segment defined by
each such tangent as a uniform velocity instance itself. Overall, we get at
most O(k) many time-optimal schedules (see Figure 33).
Out of these time-optimal candidates, it remains to find the schedule
with minimum energy consumption E. Hence we precompute for each suffix
of line segments on the upper envelope the sum of energy consumptions
of the corresponding subschedules. Given the energy consumption of each
subschedule, all suffix-sums can be computed in overall time O(k). After
this precomputation, the schedule lexicographically minimizing (T , E) is
given as the minimum over all candidates. We conclude:
I Lemma 27. Arbitrary velocity instances of FastWeightedDelivery
on paths can be decomposed into and recombined from uniform velocity
instances in time O(n + k log k).
3

For example, in Figure 34 (right), f2 is a right tangent to q4 = (x4 , y4 ), hence
we consider the suffix 4, 5, 6. On the other hand, f1 is a right tangent to both
q5 = (x5 , y5 ) and q6 = (x6 , y6 ), hence we consider f1 up to q5 with the suffix 5, 6 as
well as f1 up to q6 with the line segment 6 only.
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A fast algorithm for uniform velocity instances on the line
We are left to solve the case where all agents have the same uniform velocity
υ. As in Section 4.3.1, we denote by δ the offset of the closest agent’s
starting position to s, and let a denote the corresponding agent. No agent
i with pi < s other than maybe agent a is involved in an optimum schedule
(all others would only slow down delivery). Also note that if pa < s, the
setting is equivalent to one where a starts at s + (s − pa ), so we can
assume (after relabelling the agents) a = 1, δ = p1 . This also implies
T = (δ + (t − s))/υ and we can ignore agents i that are dominated by
earlier, cheaper agents j with pj < pi and ωj < ωi .
Towards a dynamic program. We define the point qi as the leftmost
point on the line where agent i can pick up the package without causing
a delay, i.e., we have qi := pi +s−δ
since pi − qi = δ + (qi − s). Note that
2
q1 = s and qj < qi for j < i. Similarly as – but more specific than – in
the characterization of uniform instances on general graphs (Lemma 23)
we get a limited set of possible pick-up locations:
I Lemma 28. There is an optimum solution where each agent i that is
involved in advancing the package picks it up at qi+ = qi or at qi+ = pi .
Proof. Assume otherwise, i.e., all optimum schedules contain some point
qi+ ∈
/ {qi , pi }. For the sake of a contradiction let S be the optimal schedule
where the coordinate of the first pick-up point qi+ different from qi and
pi is maximized, and let  > 0 be an arbitrary small constant. Denote
by j the agent transporting the package right before agent i. Note that j
always exists as we must have i > 1 by q1+ = s = q1 . We know that qi < qi+
as i would delay the delivery otherwise. We also know that qi+ < pi as
the transportation on [pi , pi + ] would otherwise use more energy than
necessary (ωj > ωi ). We now distinguish three cases:
2ωi < ωj : We modify S by moving qi+ by  to the left towards qi . This
does not change the delivery time but reduces the energy cost and thus
contradicts S’s optimality.
2ωi > ωj : If we modify S by moving qi+ by  to the right, the energy
cost goes down, again contradicting S being optimal.
2ωi = ωj : If we again modify S by moving qi+ by  to the right, the
delivery time and energy cost do not change, but we contradict the
extremality of qi+ in S.
J
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Figure 35 Case distinction in the dynamic program for FastWeightedDelivery on the line. Either agent i is not involved at all, does all on its own or
is subsequent to an agent j, where we distinguish between pj ≤ qi and pj > qi .

Dynamic program. Lemma 28 suggests that in an inductive approach
from left to right it suffices to consider only finitely many handover options.
We define the following subproblems:
S [i] = An energy-optimal schedule to deliver the package to pi
in time (δ + (pi − s))/υ, using only the agents {1, 2, . . . , i}.
E [i] = Energy consumption of S [i].
A [i] = Index of the last package-carrying agent in S [i].
A0 [i] = Index of the second to last carrying agent in S [i] (if any).
We will argue how to compute the optimum energy costs E[i] (and with it
A[i] and A0 [i]) without explicitly maintaining the schedules S[i] (S[i] can
later be retraced from A[i] and A0 [i]). For computing E[i], A[i] and A0 [i],
we distinguish four cases (also shown in Figure 35):
1. Agent i is not involved in S[i].
2. Agent i is involved in S[i]. Hence by Lemma 28, agent i has pick-up
location qi+ = qi ; and we get the following three variations:
a) i = 1 and agent 1 picks up the package at s itself.
b) Agent i picks up the package from some other agent j with pj ≤ qi .
c) Agent i picks up the package from some other agent j with pj > qi .
In the first three cases, we can determine E[i] in constant time using a
single prior entry of the dynamic programming table:
Case 1. If i is not involved in S[i], the best choice for the agent who
transports the package to pi is agent i − 1, as it is the cheapest one on
the last segment [pi−1 , pi ] and we have E[i − 1] ≤ E[j] + (pi−1 − pj ) · ωj
for all j < i − 1 by induction. Hence we can optimize in constant time:
E[i] = min{E[j] + (pi − pj ) · ωj } = E[i − 1] + (pi − pi−1 ) · ωi−1 ,
j<i

A[i] = i − 1 and A0 [i] = A[i − 1].
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Case 2.a) This is the base case where the first agent is on its own:
E[1] = 2 · |p1 − s| · ω1 = 2 · δ · ω1 ,

A[1] = none, A0 [1] = none.

Case 2.b) If agent i is involved in S[i] and takes over at qi from an agent
j with pj ≤ qi , we want j to minimize E[j] + (qi − pj ) · ωj , the cost
of bringing the package to qi . Now let i0 = max{j | pj ≤ qi } be the
agent starting closest to the left of qi . As in Case 1, we argue that i0
is the optimum choice for j, as it minimizes the cost on [pi0 , qi ] and
does not constrain the schedule up to pi0 further. Hence, we again get
in amortized constant time, i.e., we update i0 by incrementing it lazily
when going from i to i + 1:
E[i] = E[i0 ] + (qi − pi0 ) · ωi0 + 2 · (pi − qi ) · ωi ,

A[i] = i, A0 [i] = i0 .

The most interesting case is the remaining one, Case (2.c), where the agent
j handing over to i starts in between qi and pi . Where can we look up the
energy consumption c of an optimum schedule that ends with j bringing
the package qi – the dynamic program being only defined for points pj ?
For some j, we might have A[j] = j, so S[j] ends by j walking to qj
and back. In that case, we can exploit qj < qi and use E[j] − (pj − qi ) · ωj
as a candidate for the energy consumption c. But what if A[j] 6= j? As
we saw, this implies A[j] = j − 1, but in that case we cannot just subtract
(pj − qi ) · ωj : We do not know how S[j] looks like between qi and pj . We
argue that we do not need to consider these agents j as candidates at all!
I Lemma 29. If in some optimal schedule S[i] the agent j preceding i is
of type 2.c), then in the schedule S[j] we have A[j] = j.
Proof. Under the assumption of Case 2.c), the cost of agent i is fixed to
2·(pi −qi )·ωi . Agents 1 to i−1 will collaborate in the most efficient way to
bring the package up to qi . By definition of j, j is the last agent bringing
the package to qi . From the decreasing weight property, we know that none
of the agents j + 1 to i − 1 were involved in S[i]. So if we take the partial
schedule of S[i] up to qi and extend it by letting j bring the package to pj ,
we obtain a feasible candidate schedule S 0 for S[j] as none of the agents
j + 1 to i are involved. We now argue that S 0 is an optimum schedule for
S[j]. The segment [qi , pj ] is covered with the minimum possible energy, as
j is the unique most efficient agent available for S[j]. The segment [s, qi ]
is also covered cheapest possible as its part of S[i] was optimized over all
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Figure 36 Example where the only optimum schedule uses both agents on
the right of t with delivery time T = p1 + t − s = 5 and energy consumption
E = p1 · ω1 + (p2 − q2 + q3 − q2 ) · ω2 + (p3 − q3 + t − q3 ) · ω3 = 3 · 5 + 4 · 1 + 5 · 0 = 19.

agents 1 to i, so a superset of the agents available for S[j]. Moreover, the
uniqueness implies that all optimum schedules for S[j] need to end with
agent j on [qi , pj ], hence A[j] = j.
J
Case 2.c) Lemma 29 leaves us with only those agents j whose schedules
S[j] we understand sufficiently to modify them into candidates for S[i]
under Case 2.c):
E[i] = min{E[j] − (pj − qi )ωj | qi < pj < pi ∧ A[j] = j} + 2(pi − qi )ωi ,
j

A[i] = i, A0 [i] = arg min{E[j] − (pj − qi )ωj | qi < pj < pi ∧ A[j] = j}.
j

We can now take E[i] as the minimum over the four cases 1–2.c) and
compute all schedules S[i] by proceeding over all subproblems in increasing
order, giving us the energy-optimal schedules for delivering the package to
the points pi in time (δ + (pi − s))/υ.
Delivery to t and agents with pi > t. How can we use the solutions
to the subproblems E[i] to find the energy E of an energy-optimal schedule
delivering the package to the target t in optimum time (δ + (t − s))/υ? Let
k 0 be the closest agent on the left of t, i.e., k 0 := arg maxi pi ≤ t. Clearly, if
in an optimum schedule the package is delivered to t by an agent starting
to the left of t, then by the decreasing weight property this agent must be
agent k 0 , giving us E = E[k 0 ] + (t − pk0 ) · ωk .
But what about agents with pi > t? As illustrated in Figure 36, multiple agents with pi > t might be involved in the most efficient delivery.
Note that our dynamic programming problem E[i] is defined independent
of t and so we can also easily compute E[i] for pi > t. Agents i with
qi > t are not useful, however, for a delivery to t, as they arrive in [s, t]
only after the package has been delivered. Similar to Lemma 29, we claim
that among the remaining agents i only those with A[i] = i need to be
considered:
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I Lemma 30. If agent i with pi > t is the last agent in any optimal
schedule S from s to t, then A[i] = i.
Proof. We have qi < t < pi . By the decreasing weight property, no agent
j > i will be used in S. We extend S to a schedule S 0 by letting agent i
walk from t to pi . Then S 0 is a candidate for S[i]. Similar to Lemma 29,
S 0 consists of an optimal solution for [s, t] and the strictly cheapest agent
on [t, pi ] and hence S 0 is optimal for S[i] and all optimum schedules for
S[i] have A[i] = i. The optimum s-t-delivery is thus given by:
E = min {E[j] − (pj − t)ωj | (qj < t < pj and A[j] = j) or j = k 0 } ,
j

which takes linear time once at the very end.

J

Details of the dynamic program. The computational bottleneck of
our dynamic program is (for each subproblem E[i]) the minimization over
the set of options in Case 2.c). Each option evaluates a linear function
fj (qi ) := ωj · qi + (E[j] − pj · ωj ) = a · qi + b
|{z}
|
{z
}
slope a

offset b

at position qi . So when we see minj {fj (qi ) | qi < pj < pi and A[j] = j} as
a function of qi , we get the lower envelope of all these linear functions (see
Figure 37 (left)). The set of these functions is fully dynamic over time:
Whenever we compute E[i] with A[i] = i, a new function fi is added to the
set. Whenever we go from qi to qi+1 , all functions fj with qi < pj < qi+1
drop out of the window of functions we are minimizing over, which we
can take care of by lazy incrementation. One particular data structure
that supports insertion and deletion of up to k linear functions ax + b as
well as find-min-queries for up to k query values x = q is a parametric
heap. If successive query values q are non-decreasing, a parametrized data
structure is also called kinetic [12]. The running time of a kinetic heap,
however, is dominated by delete-operations, which take O(log k log log k)
time each [80]. Hence we turn once more to the more recent dynamic
planar convex hull data structure, which supports deletions in amortized
time O(log k) [17]. Overall we get:
I Lemma 31. An optimum schedule for FastWeightedDelivery with
uniform velocity υ on the line can be computed in O(n + k log k) time.
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Figure 37 Use point-line duality to transform the minimization problem of
(left) finding the intersection point of a query line with a lower envelope of lines
into (right) a tangent query problem on the convex hull of a dynamic point set.

Proof. We formulate our optimization problem for agent i in Case (2.c) as
the following equivalent geometric problem: Given up to k linear equations
`j : y = aj · x + bj with aj > 04 and a vertical query line `: x = qi , find the
lowest intersection point between ` and any of the `j (see Figure 37 (left)).
As before, we want to apply point-line duality, where each line y = a · x + b
is mapped to a point (a, −b) and vice versa. However, as the vertical line `
does not have a (finite) dual representation, we first swap the coordinates,
reflecting the whole configuration at axis y = x (see
 Figure 37 (center)).
We get `i as x = ayi − abii and its dual `∗i as a1i , abii and can now also map
`: x = qi to `∗ : (0, −qi ) (see Figure 37 (right)).
In this dual setting, the task is to find the line of smallest slope (=
leftmost point in the mirrored primal) that goes through `∗ and one of the
`∗j . This corresponds to asking for the right tangent through `∗ onto the
convex hull of the point set {`0j | qi < pj < pi and A[j] = j}. We can
find `∗j itself with an extreme point query to get A0 [i] = j. Each operation
takes (amortized) time O(log k), and as we perform at most 4k operations
overall, we get a total running time of O(k log k).
J
Combining this with Lemma 27 gives the full solution on paths. Note
that strictly speaking, in the uniform velocity instances, the package is
not available at s at time zero, but is brought there by agents of preceding
instances at exactly the time when the first agent can reach it.
I Theorem 4.6. An optimum solution for FastWeightedDelivery on
paths can be computed in O(n + k log k) time.
4

Note that it is without loss of generality that we assume aj = ωj 6= 0 here, as we
have 0 ≤ ωi < ωj .
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Optimizing Convex Bicriteria Combinations

In this section, we look at a convex combination of the two objectives:
minimizing both the delivery time T and the energy consumption E by
minimizing the term ·T +(1−)·E, for a given value , 0 <  < 1. We call
the problem of minimizing this combined objective CombinedDelivery.
We show that for arbitrary given weights  ∈ (0, 1), the minimum convex
combination ·T +(1−)·E can be 2-approximated by a single agent, while
NP-hardness follows as a further application of the NP-hardness proof for
FastWeightedDelivery. We consider this adaptation first.

4.4.1

Hardness for Planar Graphs

The main idea is to counter small values of  by scaling the weights of the
agents by a small factor δ(), thus decreasing the importance of E alongside T as well. Specifically, NP-hardness of FastWeightedDelivery
followed from instances where T and E were lower bounded, i.e., T ≥ T ∗
for some T ∗ and for every schedule with T = T ∗ , we had E ≥ E ∗ (T ∗ )
for some E ∗ = E ∗ (T ∗ ) depending on T ∗ . Finding a delivery schedule with
time and energy (T ∗ , E ∗ ) turned out to be equivalent to solving a corresponding instance of Planar3SAT. By scaling the weights of all agents
by a factor δ := /8, this turns into finding a delivery schedule with time
and energy (T ∗ , δE ∗ ).
Hence consider any delivery schedule with delivery time and energy
consumption (T , E) 6= (T ∗ , δE ∗ ). If E = δE ∗ , we have T =
6 T ∗ and there∗
∗
fore T + (1 − )E > T + (1 − )δE , since T is lower bounded by T ∗ .
Two cases remain: Either we have E > δE ∗ and thus T + (1 − )E >
T ∗ + (1 − )δE ∗ immediately. Or we have E < δE ∗ . Recall that the only
agents contributing to E are the fast agents of velocity 2 and weight δ (all
other agents have weight 0). Hence an energy consumption of E < δE ∗
requires that these fast agents cover less than the original distance 2xy in
Lemma 26. This saves an energy amount of z · δ for some z, 0 < z ≤ 2xy.
However, we have to replace this distance by either a slow agent of velocity
1, or by letting the fastest agent of velocity 8 do more work. Either way,
we increase the delivery time by at least z/8, and we again get
T + (1 − )E ≥ (T ∗ + z/8) + (1 − )(δE ∗ − zδ)
= T ∗ + (1 − )δE ∗ + z(/8 − (1 − )δ) > T ∗ + (1 − )δE ∗ .
|
{z
}
>0
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Thus, finding any delivery schedule of minimum T + (1 − )E must yield
a delivery schedule with delivery time and energy consumption (T ∗ , δE ∗ ),
from which we can infer a satisfiable assignment as in Lemma 26. We get:
I Theorem 4.7. CombinedDelivery is NP-hard for all  ∈ (0, 1), even
on planar graphs.

4.4.2

2-Approximation with a Single Agent

Recall that for WeightedFastDelivery, the agents involved in an optimum delivery were characterized by decreasing tuples (ωi , υi−1 , while for
FastWeightedDelivery on paths, the agents of an optimum solution
were characterized by decreasing tuples (υi−1 , ωi ).
Similar to FastWeightedDelivery on general graphs, it is not possible to characterize the order of the agents in an optimum CombinedDelivery schedule by their velocities and weights alone. However, we
can at least characterize the position of a minimal agent, leading to a
2-approximation using a single agent:
I Lemma 32. Let without loss of generality 1, 2, . . . , i denote the indices
of all involved agents appearing in that order in an optimum CombinedDelivery schedule. Then the last agent i is minimal in the following
sense: i ∈ arg min  · υj−1 + (1 − ) · ωj .
1≤j≤i

Proof. Recall that we denote by dj the total distance traveled by agent
j and by d∗j the distance traveled by agent j while carrying the package.
Thus the contribution of agent j towards the total T +
 (1 − )E is at least
 · d∗j · υj−1 + (1 − ) · (dj · ωj ) ≥ d∗j · υj−1 + (1 − )ωj .
Assume
now for the sake of contradiction that the minimum value

minj υj−1 + (1 − )ωj is not obtained by agent i but by another agent
i0 , 1 ≤ i0 < i. Then we can replace the agents i0 + 1, . . . , i by agent i0 ,
resulting in a decrease in the objective function of at least
i
X

d∗j υj−1 + (1 − )dj ωj −

j=i0

≥

i
X

i
X

≥



j=i0
i
 X

d∗j (υj−1 + (1 − )ωj −
d∗j υi−1
+ (1 − )ωi0
0

j=i0

d∗i

+ (1 − )ωi0
d∗j υi−1
0

j=i0

υi−1



+ (1 − )ωi −

d∗i


υi−1
+ (1 − )ωi0 > 0,
0

therefore contradicting minimality of the optimum schedule.
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I Theorem 4.8. There is a 2-approximation for CombinedDelivery
which uses only a single agent (and thus can be found in polynomial time).
Proof. Note that agent i contributes at most di υi−1 + (1 − )di ωi towards
T + (1 − )E. Starting from an optimum CombinedDelivery schedule
we can replace all agents 1, . . . , i−1 along their trajectories by the minimal
Pi−1
agent i. This prolongs the travel distance of agent i by 2· j=1 d∗j . Overall,
we increase the objective function by at most
2

i−1
X

i−1
 X

d∗j υi−1 + (1 − )ωi −
d∗j υj−1 + (1 − )ωj

j=1

≤

i−1
X
j=1

<

i
X

j=1
i−1
 X

d∗j υi−1 + (1 − )ωi ≤
d∗j υj−1 + (1 − )ωj
j=1


d∗j υj−1 + (1 − )ωj ≤ T + (1 − )E.

j=1

Hence using agent i on its own to deliver the package is a 2-approximation
for CombinedDelivery. We get a polynomial-time approximation algorithm with approximation ratio 2 by choosing
among all k agents the one

with minimum value υj−1 + (1 − )ωj · (dG (pj , s) + dG (s, t)).
J
Open problems. It is unclear whether FastWeightedDelivery can
be solved efficiently on trees and whether CombinedDelivery allows a
polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS). We consider these two
problems the major open questions raised by this section.

5
Resource-Efficient Delivery

In this chapter, we study the decision problem of whether agents with an
initial amount of energy (a budget βi ) can deliver a single package from s to
t without exceeding their budget constraints. We consider two variants of
the problem: in Non-Returning BudgetedDelivery, the agents can stop
anywhere; whereas in Returning BudgetedDelivery, each agent needs
to return to its starting location. This is a natural assumption, e.g. for
robots that need to return to their docking station for maintenance or
recharging. Without loss of generality we assume that all agents have
unit weights (e.g. by first rescaling the budgets to βi := βi · ωi ). Thus
BudgetedDelivery asks whether there is a feasible schedule S such that
for each agent i we have di (S) ≤ βi .
Since finding a feasible schedule for BudgetedDelivery turns out
to be computationally hard when the agents have just enough energy to
make delivery possible, we consider augmenting the energy of each robot
by a constant factor γ, to enable a polynomial-time solution to the problem: Given an instance of BudgetedDelivery and some γ > 1, we have
a γ-resource-augmented algorithm, if the algorithm, running in polynomial time, either (correctly) answers that there is no feasible schedule, or
finds a feasible schedule for the modified instance with augmented budgets
β̂i = γ · βi for each agent i.
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Outline. We first show in Section 5.1 that Returning BudgetedDelivery can be solved in time O(n+k log k) for trees. This is in sharp contrast
to the Non-Returning version which was shown to be weakly NP-hard [33]
even on paths. In Section 5.3, we prove that Returning BudgetedDelivery is NP-hard even for planar graphs.
For arbitrary graphs with arbitrary values of agent budgets, we present
a 2-resource-augmented algorithm and prove that this is the best possible,
as there exists no (2 − )-resource-augmented algorithm unless P = NP
(Section 5.4). We show that this bound can be broken when the agents
have the same energy budget and present a (2 − 2/k)-resource-augmented
algorithm for this case (Section 5.2).
For the Non-Returning version of BudgetedDelivery, we close the
gaps left open by previous research. In particular, we prove along the way
that also the Non-Returning variant of the problem is strongly NP-hard
on planar graphs, while it was known to be strongly NP-hard for general
graphs [32] and weakly NP-hard [33] on paths. We also show tightness of
a known 3-resource-augmented algorithm for the problem [32].
Finally, in Section 5.5, we investigate the source of hardness for BudgetedDelivery and show that the problem becomes easy when the order
in which the agents pick up the package is known in advance.

5.1

Returning Delivery on Trees

In this section, we study Returning BudgetedDelivery on a tree and
show that it can be solved in polynomial time. We first observe that
this problem is reducible to Returning BudgetedDelivery on a path:
There is a unique s-t-path on a tree and we can move each agent from
its starting position to the nearest node on this s-t-path while subtracting
from its budget twice the distance traveled. The path problem now has
an equivalent geometric representation on the line: the source node s, the
target node t, and the starting positions of the agents pi are coordinates
of the real line. We assume s < t, i.e., the package needs to be delivered
from left to right.
Without loss of generality, we consider schedules in which each agent i
that at some point carries the package (except possibly the last such agent)
uses all of its budget βi . Because every agent needs to return to its starting
position pi , an agent i can carry the package on any interval of size βi /2
that contains the starting position pi . For every agent i, let li = pi − βi /2
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denote the leftmost point where it can pick up a package, and denote by
ri = pi + βi /2 the rightmost point to where it can drop off the package.
The Returning BudgetedDelivery on a line now becomes the following
covering problem: Can we choose, for every i, an interval Ii of size βi /2
that lies completely within the region [li , ri ] such that the segment [s, t] is
S
covered by the chosen intervals, i.e., such that [s, t] ⊆ i Ii ?
The following algorithm, called greedy, solves the covering problem.
The algorithm works iteratively in rounds r = 1, 2, . . ., where we initially
set s1 = s. We stop the algorithm whenever sr ≥ t, and return true.
In round r, we pick an agent i∗ of smallest ri∗ among all not yet used
agents i for which li ≤ sr < ri . We set sr+1 = min{ri∗ , sr + βi∗ /2} and
Ii∗ = (sr+1 − βi∗ /2, sr+1 ), and continue with the next round r + 1. If there
is no such agent i∗ , we stop the algorithm and return false.
I Theorem 5.1. There is an O(n + k log k)-time algorithm for Returning
BudgetedDelivery on a tree.
Proof. The reduction from a tree to a path takes O(n) time using breadthfirst search from s. After sorting the agents according to their new starting
positions, the algorithm itself can be implemented in time O(k log k) using
a priority queue. For the correctness, we now show that greedy returns a
solution to the covering problem if and only if there exists one.
Greedy can be seen as advancing the cover of [s, t] from left to right
by adding intervals Ii . Whenever it decides upon Ii , it will set sr to the
respective endpoint of Ii , and never ever consider i again nor change the
placement of Ii within the boundaries [li , ri ]. Thus, whenever sr ≥ t, the
intervals Ii form a cover of [s, t].
We now show that if a cover exists, greedy finds one. Observe first
that a cover can be given by a subset of the agents {i1 , . . . , it }, t ≤ k,
and by their ordering (i1 , i2 , . . .), according to the right endpoints of their
intervals Iij , since we can reconstruct a covering by always placing the
respective interval Iij at the rightmost possible position.
Suppose, for contradiction, that greedy fails. Let (i∗1 , i∗2 , . . .) be a minimal cover among all covers of [s, t] that agree with the greedy schedule,
given by (i1 , i2 , . . .), in the maximum number of prefix agents i1 , . . . , ij .
Hence j + 1 is the first position such that i∗j+1 6= ij+1 . Both intervals Ii∗j+1
and Iij+1 contain the corresponding sr+1 of our algorithm. If agent ij+1
does not appear in the solution (i∗1 , i∗2 , . . .), adding ij+1 to that solution
and deleting (if the solution is not a minimal cover) some of the subsequent
ones results in a minimal cover that agrees on the first j + 1 agents.
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sr+1

li∗j+δ li∗j+1

Figure 38

sr+1
pi∗j+δ pi∗j+1

ri∗j+δ

ri∗j+1

li∗j+δ li∗j+1

sr+2
pi∗j+δ pi∗j+1

sr+3

ri∗j+δ

ri∗j+1

Changing the order of agents i∗j+1 and i∗j+δ in the minimal cover.

If agent ij+1 appears in the solution (i∗1 , i∗2 , . . .), say, as agent i∗j+δ , for
some δ ≥ 2, then we modify this cover by swapping i∗j+1 with i∗j+δ . We
claim that the new solution still covers [s, t]. To see this, let us first show
that δ = 2. Recall that both the agent ij+1 = i∗j+δ and the agent i∗j+1
can extend the covering beyond sr+1 . By the greedy choice, it follows that
rij+1 = ri∗j+δ ≤ ri∗j+1 . Since every agent i covers with its interval Ii half
of its region [li , ri ], it follows that in the solution (i∗1 , i∗2 , . . .) agents i∗j+1
and i∗j+δ together cover the region [sr+1 , ri∗j+δ ] (both agents can place an
interval at sr+1 , and both agents’ intervals have length at least half of
the length of the region [sr+1 , ri∗j+δ ]). By the minimality of the solution
(i∗1 , i∗2 , . . .), it follows that i∗j+δ = i∗j+2 . Obviously, the two agents do not
cover more than this region (because agent i∗j+δ ’s righmost endpoint of its
interval is ri∗j+δ ). Now, since δ = 2, and because of the fact that agents
i∗j+1 and i∗j+δ can place their intervals within the region [sr+1 , ri∗j+δ ], it
follows that exchanging the order of the two agents produces a solution
where the region [sr+1 , ri∗j+δ ] will be still covered (and perhaps even more),
and the agents i∗j+3 , i∗j+4 , . . . can place the intervals in the very same way.
See Figure 38 for illustration of the situation.
J

5.2

Resource Augmentation Algorithms

We now look at general graphs. As we will see in the next section, BudgetedDelivery is NP-hard, hence we augment the budget of each agent
by a factor γ >
 1 to allow for polynomial-time solutions. For non-returning
agents, a min 3, 1 + max ββji -resource-augmented algorithm was given by
Chalopin et. al. [32]. We first provide a 2-resource-augmented algorithm for
Returning BudgetedDelivery. This is tight as there is no polynomialtime (2 − )-resource-augmented algorithm, unless P = NP (Section 5.4).
If, however, the budgets of the agents are similar, we can go below the
βi
2-barrier: In this case, we present a 1 + k−2
k max βj -resource-augmented
algorithm. In the following, we assume that there is no feasible schedule
with a single agent, which one can verify in polynomial time first.
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Preliminaries. Assume an agent i with budget βi starts in node u and
moves first to a point v ∈ G. Which locations in the graph (both nodes
and positions inside edges) are still reachable by i in order for the agent
to have sufficient energy left to move back to u? We define the ellipsoid E(u, v, βi ) = {p ∈ G | d(u, v) + d(v, p) + d(p, u) ≤ βi } and the ball
B(u, β2i ) = E(u, u, βi ). It is easy to see that E(u, v, βi ) can be (i) computed in polynomial time by running Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm
from both u and v and (ii) represented in linear space: We store all
nodes p ∈ V with p ∈ E(u, v, βi ), and for each edge (p, q) ∈ E with
p ∈ E(u, v, βi ), q ∈
/ E(u, v, βi ) we store the furthest point of (p, q) still
reachable by i.
I Theorem 5.2 (2-resource-augmentation). There is a polynomial-time
2-resource-augmented algorithm for Returning BudgetedDelivery.
Proof. Denote by pi the starting position of agent i. We consider the balls
Bi := B(pi , β2i ) around all agents, as well as the balls B(s, 0) and B(t, 0)
of radius 0 around s and t. We compute the intersection graph GI of the
balls, which can be done in polynomial time. If there is a feasible schedule,
then there must be a path from B(s, 0) to B(t, 0) in GI (for example the
path given by the balls around the agents in the feasible schedule).
If there is no path from B(s, 0) to B(t, 0), then the algorithm outputs
that there is no feasible schedule with non-augmented budgets. Otherwise
we can get a 2-resource-augmentation as follows: Pick a shortest path from
B(s, 0) to B(t, 0) in GI and denote by ` ≤ k the number of agents on this
path, labeled without loss of generality 1, 2, . . . , `. For each edge on the
shortest path, we specify a handover point hi ∈ Bi ∩ Bi+1 in G (where we
set h0 = s and h` = t). Then each agent i, i = 1, . . . , ` walks from its
starting position pi to the handover point hi−1 to pick up the package, goes
on to the handover point hi to drop the package there, and returns home
to pi . Since hi−1 , hi ∈ B(pi , β2i ), the budget needed by agent i to do so is at
most β̂i = d(pi , hi−1 ) + d(hi−1 , hi ) + d(hi , pi ) ≤ β2i + 2 · β2i + β2i = 2 · βi . J
βj 
I Theorem 5.3. There is a polynomial-time 1 + k−2
k max βi -resourceaugmented algorithm for Returning BudgetedDelivery.
Proof. We first ‘guess’ the first agent a and the last agent b of the feasible
schedule (by trying all k2 pairs). In contrast to Theorem 5.2, we can
in this way get a 2-resource-augmented solution in which a and b only
need their original budgets. Intuitively, we can evenly redistribute the
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Constructing a
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max

βj
βi



t=h7

-resource-augmented schedule.

remaining part of β̂a and β̂b among all k agents, such that for each agent
i we have β̂i ≤ βi + k−2
k max βj . Without loss of generality, we assume
that agent a walks from its starting position on a shortest path to s to
pick up the package, and that agent b walks home directly after dropping
the package at t. Hence consider the ellipsoids Ba := E(pa , s, βa ) and
Bb := E(pb , t, βb ) as well as the balls Bi := B(pi , β2i ) around the starting
positions of all other agents and compute their intersection graph GI .
We denote by i = 1, . . . , ` the agents on a shortest path from Ba to Bb
in GI (if any), where a = 1, b = ` ≤ k and specify the following points:
h0 = s, hi ∈ Bi ∩ Bi+1 , and h` = t. If the agents handover the package at
the locations hi , we get a 2-resource-augmentation where the agents 1 and
` use only their original budget. Instead we let them help their neighbors
`−2
2 and ` − 1 by `−2
` β2 and by ` β`−1 , respectively. Those agents further
propagate the surplus towards the agent(s) in the middle, see Figure 39.
Specifically, we let the agents move as follows:
Agent 1 goes to h0 to pick up the package and then goes on to h1 .
Then he moves towards p2 along the shortest path from h1 to p2 by a
`−2
` -fraction of d(h1 , p2 ), drops off the package and returns home. Since
d(h1 , p2 ) ≤ β22 , the budget needed to do so is at most d(p1 , h0 )+d(h0 , h1 )+
`−2
`
2 `−2
` d(h1 , p2 )+d(h1 , p1 ) ≤ β1 + ` β2 . Agents i = 2, . . . , b 2 c get help from
their preceding agent and thus can help the following agent: Agent i walks
from its starting position pi by a 2(i−1)
-fraction towards hi−1 to pick up the
`
package and then returns home. Then i goes on to the point hi and from
there on by a `−2i
` -fraction towards pi+1 to drop off the package. Finally,
agent i returns home to pi . Since hi−1 , hi ∈ Bi and hi ∈ Bi+1 , the budget
needed by agent i to do so is at most 2 2(i−1)
d(pi , hi−1 ) + 2d(pi , hi ) +
`
2(i−1)
`−2i
2 `−2i
d(h
,
p
)
≤
β
+
β
+
β
≤
βi + `−2
i i+1
i
i
i+1
`
`
`
` max {βi , βi+1 }.
`+2
Agents i = d 2 e, . . . , ` help in the same way their preceding agent, hence
they need a budget of at most βi + `−2
` max {βi−1 , βi }. If ` is odd, there
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c1
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P1,neg
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H 0 (F )

P1,pos
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P2,pos
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u04

t
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Figure 40 The base graph H 0 (F ) corresponding to a planar 3CNF-formula
with a satisfiable variable assignment (u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 ) = (true, false, false, true).

is an additional middle agent i = `+1
who needs a budget of at most
2
`−1
`−2
2 `−1
d(p
,
h
)+2
d(p
,
h
)
≤
1+
i
i−1
i
i+1
`
`
` βi . Hence we achieve a resource
βj
β
`−2
k−2
augmentation of 1 + ` max βi ≤ 1 + k max βji .
J

5.3

Hardness for Planar Graphs

In this section, we show that BudgetedDelivery in a planar graph is
strongly NP-hard, both for the Returning version and the Non-Returning
version. Both proofs are based on the same reduction from Planar3SAT.
To this end, we will modify the base graph H 0 (F ) of a Planar3SAT
instance F into a delivery graph G(F ).
For both versions of BudgetedDelivery we will construct the exact same instances with respect to the topological graph, the edge lengths
and and the agent placements. The only difference will be in the budgets of non-returning agents compared to the budgets of their returning
counterparts. To approach this similarity, we will focus on Returning BudgetedDelivery in the main text, and give the budgets for agents in the
Non-Returning version in footnotes.1
Building the delivery graph. Starting from the planar embedding of
the base graph H 0 (F ) (see e.g. Figure 40 or Section 1.5), we build the
delivery graph G(F ) of a 3CNF-formula F with x variables in four steps:
We begin by contracting each edge {u0i , ui+1 } as well as the first edge
{s, u1 } and the last edge {u0x , t}. The source s on node u1 is now connected
to the target t via x sequential pairs of parallel paths (Pi,pos , Pi,neg ).
1

In both versions, we want agents to have the same ‘range’ in the delivery graph. This
will be reflected in their respective budgets.
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Figure 41 The delivery graph G(F ) has a split clause node c → c2,3 , c3,4 with
adjacent literal nodes l2,c , l3,c , l4,c . Note the deleted clause node (top right).

Secondly, on each path Pi,pos and each path Pi,neg , we contract all edges
which are incident to two nodes of degree 2. Additionally, we subdivide
the first (leftmost) edge on each such path. At this point, Pi,pos and Pi,neg
consist of consecutive nodes of alternating degree 2 and 3. We call the
internal path nodes of degree 3 literal nodes. For each appearance of a
literal l(ui ) in a clause c, there is a uniquely defined literal node li,c : If we
have ui ∈ c, then li,c lies on the path Pi,pos , if, however, we have ui ∈ c,
then li,c lies on the path Pi,neg .
As a third step, depending on the number of literals of each clause
c, we may modify its node: If c contains only a single literal, we delete
the c node (but we keep its literal node li,c ). If c contains two literals
l(ui ), l(uj ), we rename the clause node to ci,j . If c is a disjunction of three
literals l(ui ) ∨ l(uj ) ∨ l(uk ), we split its clause node into two nodes ci,j
(connected to li,c , lj,c ) and cj,k (connected to lj,c , lk,c ). Finally, we place
a package on the first variable node s := u1 and set its destination to t.
We remark that all four steps, in particular the third, can be implemented such that the resulting delivery graph G(F ) is still planar, as illustrated in Figure 41: For each clause c = l(ui ) ∨ l(uj ) ∨ l(uk ) it is sufficient
to place the split nodes ci,j and cj,k close to each other.
Reduction idea. We show that the package cannot be delivered via
any of the clause nodes. Thus the package has to be routed in each path
pair (Pi,pos , Pi,neg ) through exactly one of the two paths. If the package
is routed via the path Pi,pos , we interpret this as setting ui = false, if
the package is routed via the path Pi,neg , we interpret this as setting
ui = true. Hence we can read from the package trajectory a satisfiable
variable assignment for F if and only if the package can be delivered to t.
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Figure 42 (left) δ-tube for Returning Delivery with two agents with βi = δ.
(right) In Non-Returning BudgetedDelivery we use agents with βi = 2δ/3.

Agent placement/budgets. We will use Greek letters ζ, δ for lengths
that depend on each other or on the input. We place three kinds of agents:
1. Variable agents: x agents which are assigned to the variable nodes
u1 , . . . , ux . These agents will have to decide whether the package is
delivered via Pi,neg or via Pi,pos , thus setting the corresponding variable
to true or to false. We give all of them a budget of 2ζ.2
2. Clause agents: One agent per created clause node, e.g. a clause c containing three literals gets two agents, one in each of the two clause nodes.
We think of these agents as follows: If in c = l(ui ) ∨ l(uj ) ∨ l(uk ) the
literal l(uj ) is false, then clause c needs to send one of its agents down
to the corresponding path node lj,c to help transporting the package
over the adjacent ‘gap’ of size ζ (depicted thick blue in Figures 41, 43).
A 3CNF-formula F will be satisfiable, if and only if no clause needs to
spend more agents than are actually assigned to its node(s) in G(F ).
We give all clause agents a budget of 2 · (1 + ζ).3
3. Separating agents: These will be placed in-between the agents defined
above, to ensure that the variable and clause agents actually need to
solve the task intended for them (they should not be able to deviate and
help out somewhere else – not even their own kind). The separating
agents will be placed in pairs inside δ-tubes, which we define below.
δ-tubes. We call a line segment a δ-tube if it satisfies the following four
properties: (i) it has a length of δ, (ii) it contains exactly two agents which
both have budget at most δ, (iii) neither agent has enough energy to leave
the line segment on the left or on the right by more than a distance of 3δ ,
and (iv) the agents can collectively transport a package through the line
segment from left to right.
δ-tubes exist for both BudgetedDelivery versions, examples are
given in Figure 42. The reader may think of these examples, whenever
we talk about δ-tubes.
2
3

In the Non-Returning version, we give variable agents a budget of ζ.
In the Non-Returning version, we assign a budget of (1 + ζ) to clause agents.
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Agent placement and edge lengths; agents are depicted by squares.

Edge lengths. We define edge lengths on our graph G(F ) as follows:
All edges between clause nodes and internal path nodes get length 1 (in
particular this means that if a clause agent walks to the path, it has a
remaining range of ζ). Each path consists of alternating pieces of length ζ
and of δ-tubes. We choose δ := 4ζ
3 > ζ. This means that neither variable
nor clause agents can cross a δ-tube (because their budget is not sufficiently
large). Furthermore, the distance any separating agent can move outside
ζ
of its residential tube is at most 3δ = 4ζ
9 < 2 . In particular, separating
agents are not able to collectively transport the package over a ζ-segment,
since from both sides they are not able to reach the middle of the segment
to handover the package. At last, we set ζ := 18 .
Equivalence of planar 3SAT and planar BudgetedDelivery. In
the following we show that solving BudgetedDelivery on G(F ) is at
least as hard as solving the underlying planar 3SAT instance. We first
establish three key properties (Propositions 33.1–33.3):
I Proposition 33.1. If a planar 3CNF-formula F is satisfiable, then in
the corresponding delivery graph G(F ), the agents can collectively deliver
the package from s to t and return to their respective starting positions.
Proof. Assume that there is a satisfiable assignment for F . Then the
agents’ actions are straightforward: Each variable agent placed on ui
moves according to the variable assignment to ui by a ζ-distance into
either the true-path Pi,neg or the false-path Pi,pos . For the package to be
delivered to the next variable agent, it needs to be handed across δ-tubes
and ζ-segments. The former can always be done by the respective separating agents residing inside the δ-tube. It remains to be shown that the
latter can be done by clause agents. To this end, consider any clause c:
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If |c| = 1, i.e., c = l(ui ) for some i, then there is no clause node in
G(F ) at all (see the top right clause in Figure 43). No agent can reach
the ζ-segment incident to li,c , but this does not cause a problem, since by
our assumption the literal l(ui ) is satisfied and thus the variable agent at
ui chose to deliver the package via the ‘opposite’ path (i.e. path Pi,pos if
l(uj ) = uj = true or path Pi,neg if l(ui ) = ui = true).
If |c| = 2, then there is one clause agent on a single clause node ci,j
which is connected to the internal path nodes li,c and lj,c (see the top
left clause in Figure 43). Both have incident ζ-segments which correspond
to the negated literals l(ui ), l(uj ). By assumption, at least one literal,
without loss of generality l(ui ), is satisfied, and since the variable agent
choosing the assignment for ui thus takes the opposite path, the ζ-segment
corresponding to l(ui ) does not need to be crossed while delivering the
package. If the other literal is not satisfied, then the clause agent is needed
at the corresponding ζ-segment, otherwise it can stay at its place of origin.
If |c| = 3, we have three literals/ζ-segments and two clause nodes with
one agent each (see the top center clause in Figure 43). One is connected
to the first and the second ζ-segment, the other to the second and third.
The two agents can collectively reach every possible pair of segments out
of the three ζ-segments. At least one literal l(ui ) is satisfied. To each of
the remaining ζ-segments we can therefore send one agent. Moving to the
path needs 1 unit of energy (and so does returning to the clause node),
hence the agent can cover a remaining distance of ζ, which is sufficient to
transport the package to the next δ-tube.
J
I Proposition 33.2. It is not possible to deliver a package from s to t via
any clause node of the delivery graph G(F ).
Proof. For the sake of contradiction assume that the package is transported via a clause node ci,j which connects to the internal path nodes
li,c and lj,c . Except for the clause agent stationed at ci,j , no other agent
can move further than ζ = 81 into each of the two edges {li,c , ci,j } and
{lj,c , ci,j }. Hence the clause agent stationed at ci,j needs to cover in each
edge a distance of 2(1 − ζ) (to go back and forth), hence for both edges it
needs an energy of at least 2 · 2(1 − ζ) = 4 · 78 = 72 . However, the agent
has a budget of only 2(1 + ζ) = 2 · 98 < 27 , yielding a contradiction to the
package being transported over the clause node.4
J
4

Non-returning agents need to cover only one of the edges twice (to go back and forth),
hence they would need an energy of at least 3(1−ζ) = 21
versus a budget of 1+ζ = 98 .
8
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I Proposition 33.3. To deliver the package over a ζ-segment adjacent to
a variable node ui , we need the variable agent with starting position ui .
To deliver the package over a ζ-segment adjacent to a literal node lj,c , we
need a clause agent with starting position ci,j or cj,k .
Proof. Recall that δ = 4ζ
3 . Separating agents inside δ-tubes can neither
single-handedly nor collectively (starting from both sides) transport the
package over a ζ-segment, since they can move outside of their residential
tube by at most 3δ < ζ2 . Furthermore, variable agents and clause agents
can move on a true- or false-path inside an interval of size at most ζ < δ,
hence they cannot cross a δ-tube. Thus to transport the package over a ζsegment adjacent to a variable node ui , we need the variable agent placed
on ui . On the other hand, transporting the package over a ζ-segment
adjacent to the internal path node lj,c needs a clause agent of clause c. If
c has two clause nodes ci,j , cj,k , either of the two clause agents will do. J
I Lemma 33 (Returning BudgetedDelivery). A planar 3CNF-formula F
is satisfiable if and only if it is possible to deliver a package from s to t in
the corresponding delivery graph G(F ), such that all agents are still able
to return to their starting points in the end.
Proof. “⇒” This direction has been shown in Proposition 33.1.
“⇐” Assume that the package can be delivered from s to t. From
Proposition 33.2 it follows that the package has to be transported through
the true- and false-paths. Without loss of generality, the package must
move monotonously through the paths Pi,neg or Pi,pos . By Proposition 33.3
we know that for each ζ-segment that the package is delivered over, we
need either the corresponding variable agent or the corresponding clause
agent. It remains to show that we have enough clause agents for the task:
Each clause with |c| literals ‘owns’ only |c| − 1 clause agents and thus
must have at least one satisfied literal (otherwise the |c| − 1 clause agents
would not be sufficient to help in all corresponding ζ-segments). Hence we
can read a satisfiable variable assignment for the Planar3SAT instance
directly from the choice of the variable agents (which each pick the adjacent
true-path Pi,neg or the adjacent false-path Pi,pos ).
J
It is easy to see that the same arguments work for Non-Returning BudgetedDelivery as well, hence we immediately get the same statement
for the Non-Returning version.
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I Corollary 34 (Non-Returning BudgetedDelivery). A planar 3CNFformula F is satisfiable if and only if it is possible to deliver a package
in the corresponding delivery graph.
Recall that a delivery graph G(F ) created from a planar 3CNF-formula
F is planar. Furthermore, the size of G(F ), as well as the number of agents
we use, is polynomial in the number of clauses and variables. The agents’
budgets and the edge lengths are polynomial in ζ, δ and thus constant.
Thus Lemma 33 shows NP-hardness of BudgetedDelivery on planar
graphs. Finally, note that hardness also holds for a uniform budget β:
One can simply add an edge of length (β − βi )/2 to the starting location
of each agent i and relocate i to the end of this edge.5
I Theorem 5.4 (Hardness of BudgetedDelivery). Both versions of BudgetedDelivery are strongly NP-hard on planar graphs, even for uniform
budgets.

5.4

Hardness of Resource Augmentation

Main ideas. We show that for all  > 0, there is no polynomial-time
(2−)-resource-augmented algorithm for Returning BudgetedDelivery,
unless P = NP. The same holds for (3 − )-resource-augmentation for the
Non-Returning version.
Intuitively, an algorithm which finds out how to deliver the package
with resource-augmented agents will at the same time solve 3SAT. We
start by taking the reduction from Planar3SAT from Section 5.3. However, in addition to the previous delivery graph construction G(F ), we
need to replace the δ-tubes and ζ-segments in order to take care of three
potential pitfalls. We illustrate the modification into the new graph G0 (F )
in Figure 45:
1. In a resource-augmented setting, δ-tubes are no longer able to separate
the clause and variable agents: These agents might be able to cross
the δ-tube, or the separating agents residing inside the δ-tube can help
out in the ζ-segments (there is no value for δ to prevent both). We will
tackle this issue below by replacing δ-tubes by a chain of logarithmically
many tubes with exponentially increasing and decreasing δ-values.
5

We relocate a non-returning agent by adding an edge of length (β − βi ).
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Figure 44 L-δ-chains consist of logarithmically many blocks of six 2i δ-tubes,
with sizes exponentially increasing/decreasing with i = 0, 1, . . . , blog Lδ c, . . . , 0.

2. In the reduction for the original decision version of BudgetedDelivery, a clause c with three literals gave rise to two clause nodes ci,j , cj,k
that were adjacent to the same path node lj,c . Hence the agent on ci,j ,
now with resource-augmented budget, could pick up the package at lj,c
and bring it close to the second resource-augmented agent stationed at
cj,k . This agent then might transport the package via its own clause
node to the distant literal node lk,c . To avoid this, we replace every
ζ-segment adjacent to such a ‘doubly’ reachable path node lj,c by two
small parallel arcs. Both arcs contain exactly one ζ-segment, reachable
from only one clause node (the package can then go over either arc), as
well as a chain of tubes to provide the necessary separation.
3. A single clause agent stationed at ci,j might retrieve the package from
the first literal node li,c , walk back to its origin and then on to the
second literal lj,c , thus transporting the package over a clause node.
This can always be done by 2-resource-augmented agents; however, for
(2 − )-resource-augmentation we can prevent this by carefully tuning
the lengths of the ζ-segments, e.g. such that (2 − ) · (1 + ζ)  2.6
We now give a more formal description of the ideas mentioned above.
Recall that a δ-tube had length δ and contained two agents with budget
at most δ each. If these agents are now γ-resource-augmented, γ < 3, they
can move strictly less than 3δ to the right or to the left of the δ-tube. In
the following we want to uncouple the length of the line segment from the
range the agents have left to move on the outside of the line segment.
L-δ-chains. We call a line segment an L-δ-chain if it satisfies the following three properties: (i) its length is at least L (a constant), (ii) no
γ-resource-augmented agent (1 ≤ γ < 3) contained in the chain has enough
energy to leave the line segment by 3δ or more, and (iii) the agents con6

Non-returning clause agents can do this if they are 3-resource-augmented; and we can
prevent it for (3 − )-resource-augmentation by setting ζ such that (3 − ) · (1 + ζ)  3
(in fact the value of ζ will be the same as for Returning BudgetedDelivery, but we
will use different bounds in the proof).
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Figure 45 Modification of the graph G(F ) into the new delivery graph G0 (F ):
(top-to-bottom) In G0 (F ), we replace δ-tubes by L-δ-chains. (left-to-right)
We replace each ζ-segment incident to two clause nodes in by two parallel arcs.

tained in the chain can collectively transport a package through the line
segment from left to right (already with their original budget).
We can create L-δ-chains for both BudgetedDelivery versions simply by using the respective δ-tubes as a black box: We start our line
segment by adding a block of six δ-tubes next to each other, followed by a
block of six 2δ-tubes, a block of six 4δ-tubes and so on until we get a block
of length at least 6 · 2blog L/δc · δ > L. The same way we continue to add
blocks of six tubes with lengths decreasing by powers of 2, see Figure 44.
Obviously properties (i) and (iii) are satisfied. To see (ii), note that any
agent contained in the first or last block of δ-tubes cannot leave its tube
(and thus the L-δ-chain) by 3δ or more. On the other hand, none of the
inner blocks’ agents is able to even cross the preceding or the following
block of six tubes, since their total length is larger than its budget.
Arc replacement of ζ-segments. Next we decouple any pair of clause
agents (stationed at nodes ci,j , cj,k ) that can directly go to the same literal
node lj,c (so as not to allow them to transport the package via clause node
with their augmented budgets, depicted by red arrows in Figure 45 (left)).
We replace the adjacent ζ-segment by two small arcs which represent alternative ways over which the package can be transported. Each arc consists
of one L-δ-chain and of one ζ-segment, see Figure 45.
i
The inner arc begins with the ζ-segment – whose beginning lj,c
can be
reached through an edge of length 1 by the first clause agent (stationed at
ci,j ) – and ends with the L-δ-chain. The outer arc first has the L-δ-chain
and then the ζ-segment. The node in between these two parts, denoted
k
by lj,c
, is connected via an edge of length 1 to the second clause agent’s
starting position cj,k .
We conclude the replacement with three remarks: First of all, it is easy
to see that the modifications respect the planarity of the graph. Secondly,
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we are able to give values for L and δ in the next paragraph such that a
single clause agent is still both necessary and (together with agents inside
the newly created adjacent L-δ-chain) sufficient to transport a package
over one of the parallel arcs from left to right. Finally, the clause agent
starting in ci,j is no longer able to meet the clause agent starting in cj,k .
Budgets and edge lengths. Recall that our agents have the following
budgets: separating agents have a budget according to their position in the
L-δ-chain, variable agents a budget of 2ζ and clause agents a budget of
2(1 + ζ).7 Now these budgets are γ-resource-augmented, with γ < 3. We
would like to prevent clause and variable agents from crossing L-δ-chains
or even meeting inside of them, hence we set L := 9, which shall exceed the
augmented budget of every agent by a factor of more than 2. Furthermore
we don’t want separating agents to help out too much outside of their
residential chain, hence we set δ := ζ9 . A resource-augmented separating
agent can thus walk only as far as 3δ = ζ3 to the outside of the chain.
In particular, separating agents cannot transport the package over a ζsegment. At the same time, if the agents were able to deliver the package
in G(F ), then they can do so in G0 (F ):
I Proposition 35.1. If a planar 3CNF-formula F is satisfiable, then in
the corresponding delivery graph G0 (F ), the agents can collectively deliver
the package from s to t and return to their respective starting positions.
Proof. In Proposition 33.1 we have seen how the package can be transported in the original delivery graph G(F ). In the modified delivery graph
G0 (F ), variable agents and clause agents do exactly the same as their
counterparts in G(F ), and separating agents help wherever needed.
J
Next we choose ζ such that an augmented clause agent stationed at
a clause node ci,j is not able to transport the package from li,c to lj,c ,
not even in collaboration with the separating agents that can reach the

two literal nodes. We set ζ := 6−
. The edges {ci,j , li,c } , {ci,j , lj,c } have
length 1. In each edge, separating agents can help by at most 3δ = ζ3 ,
leaving at least a distance of 1 − ζ3 for the clause agent to cover. First note

8
that for 0 <  < 1, we have ζ = 6−
< 5 < 2
3 and (6 − ) > 3(2 − ).
7
8

Non-returning variable agents have a budget of ζ and clause agents a budget of 1 + ζ.
For agents in the Non-Returning version we make use (for  < 2) of the two inequal
ities ζ = 6−
< 4 < 2 and (6 − ) > 2(3 − ).
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Hence any γ-resource-augmented clause agent has a budget of only
(2−)
6− )
(1 − ζ3 ),

γ · 2(1 + ζ) = 2(2 − )(1 + ζ) = 2(2 −  +
< 2(2 −

2
3 )

< 2(2 − ζ) < 4 ·

and thus cannot transport the package via its clause node and return home
in the end.9 We get:
I Proposition 35.2. It is not possible to deliver the package from s to t
via any clause node of the delivery graph G0 (F ), even for (2 − )-resourceaugmented agents.10
Finally, we need to show that – as in Proposition 33.3 – a transport
over a ζ-segment needs the corresponding variable or clause agent. Additionally, any feasible schedule with augmented budgets should correspond
to a feasible schedule with original budgets.
I Proposition 35.3. Assume that there is a schedule in which γ-resourceaugmented agents (γ < 3) collectively deliver the package from s to t in
the delivery graph G0 (F ). Then in each ζ-segment that the package is
delivered over, the schedule uses the corresponding variable agent or the
corresponding clause agent. Furthermore, the schedule can be transformed
into a feasible schedule with the original budgets.
Proof. By Proposition 35.2 we know that the package cannot be transported over any of the clause nodes. Recall that γ-resource-augmented separating agents inside δ-tubes can neither single-handedly nor collectively
(starting from both sides) transport the package over a ζ-segment, since
they can move outside of their residential L-δ-chain by at most 3δ = ζ3 .
Furthermore, clause agents and variable agents are not able to meet each
other anywhere in the graph, since they are pairwise separated by at least
one L-δ-chain and do not have enough energy (even with the resourceaugmented budgets) to reach the middle point of one of these chains.
In conclusion, we know that the package needs to be transported along
the true- and false-paths and without loss of generality we assume that
this happens in a strictly monotone movement. Now in each ζ-segment
9

In the Non-Returning setting, a γ-resource-augmented clause agent has a budget of
(3−)
γ(1 + ζ) = (3 − )(1 + ζ) = 3 −  + 6− < 3 − 2 < 3 − ζ = 3 · (1 − ζ3 ), and thus
cannot transport the package via its clause node.
10 For the Non-Returning version this holds for (3 − )-resource-augmented agents.
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the package is transported across in the schedule with (2 − )-resourceaugmented budget, a variable agent or a clause agent is necessary. Since
these agents cannot meet each other, such an agent must pick up the
package from a separating agent of the preceding L-δ-chain and hand it
over to a separating agent of the following L-δ-chain. Even with a nonaugmented budget, said agent would be able to pick up and hand over the
package at the end and the start of these chains. Additionally, separating
agents are able to transport the package from left to right across their Lδ-chain without a resource augmentation of their budgets. Together this
yields a solution for delivery on G0 (F ) without any resource-augmented
budgets.
J
I Lemma 35 (Resource-augmented Returning BudgetedDelivery). A
planar 3CNF-formula F is satisfiable if and only if it is possible to deliver
a package with (2 − )-resource-augmented agents from s to t in the corresponding delivery graph G0 (F ), such that the agents are still able to reach
their starting point in the end.
Proof. “⇒” This direction has been shown in Proposition 35.1.
“⇐” Assume that the package can be delivered from s to t. From
Proposition 35.2 it follows that the package has to be transported through
the true- and false-paths. By Proposition 35.3 we know that the schedule
thus can be transformed into a schedule of agents with non-augmented
budgets, where in each ζ-segment that the package is delivered over, the
corresponding variable agent or the corresponding clause agent is used.
We show that there is a bijective mapping into a feasible schedule in the
original graph G(F ), which by Lemma 33 gives us a satisfiable assignment
for F . Consider the movement of the individual agents:
First of all, we let every variable agent in G(F ) do the same work
as its counterpart in G0 (F ) and vice versa. Now consider the separating
agents of any δ-tube in G(F ) which corresponds to a L-δ-chain in G0 (G).
We let these agents collectively transport the package from left to right
over their δ-tube in G(F ) if and only if the agents in the corresponding
chain in G0 (F ) transport the package over their L-δ-chain. Finally, we
let corresponding clause agents in both graphs go to the same ζ-segment
(both to their first segment, both to their second segment, or both to
neither). Hence the agents in G(F ) can simply ‘copy’ the movements of
their respective counterparts in G0 (F ).
J
It is easy to see that the same arguments work for Non-Returning
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BudgetedDelivery as well: In the proof, we simply replace the use
of Lemma 33 by referring to Corollary 34 and replace the estimations in
the proof of Proposition 35.2 with the corresponding estimations for nonreturning (3 − )-resource-augmented agents, given in Footnote 9.
I Corollary 36 (Resource-augmented Non-Returning BudgetedDelivery). A planar 3CNF-formula F is satisfiable if and only if it is possible
to deliver a package with (3 − )-resource-augmented agents from s to t in
the corresponding delivery graph G0 (F ).
Compare the new delivery graph G0 (F ) with the original graph G(F ).
The only topological changes we introduced with our replacements were the
parallel arcs replacing the ζ-segments reachable by two clause nodes. We
have already seen that this change respected the planarity of the delivery
graph. Relevant changes to the edge lengths and agent numbers, on the
other hand, were added by replacing δ-tubes with L-δ-chains: Each chain
consists of blocks of six δ-tubes of exponentially increasing size, hence
we

need a logarithmic number of tubes per chain, namely O log Lδ many.
We have fixed the values of L and δ to L = 9 and δ = ζ9 . Now using
ζ −1 = 9 − 1 ∈ Θ(−1 ), we get O log Lδ = O(log(ζ −1 )) = O(log(−1 ))
many agents per chain. The number of chains is clearly polynomially
bounded by the number of variables and clauses and the edge lengths
depend on  only as well. Hence we conclude:
I Theorem 5.5 (Inexistence of a better resource augmentation). There
is no polynomial-time (2 − )-resource-augmented algorithm for Returning BudgetedDelivery and no (3−)-resource-augmented algorithm for
Non-Returning BudgetedDelivery, unless P = NP.

5.5

Discussion

We gave a polynomial time algorithm for the returning variant of the problem on trees, as well as a best-possible resource-augmented algorithm for
general graphs. On the other hand, we have shown that BudgetedDelivery (both the returning and non-returning version) is NP-hard, even
on planar graphs, or even if we allow ‘small’ resource augmentation. Our
hardness bounds on the required resource augmentation are tight and complement the previously known algorithm [32] for the non-returning case.
Our results show that the returning version of BudgetedDelivery
becomes hard when transitioning from trees to planar graphs. Naturally,
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it is interesting to investigate, from the graph topology point of view, when
exactly the transition from easy to hard happens. At the same time, it is
not only the topology that makes the problem hard. In the following we
have a light look at various aspects that make the problem easy or hard.
Intermediate graph classes. We have seen that Returning BudgetedDelivery is solvable in polynomial time on trees. Here, we extend this
positive result to graphs, which correspond to the union of internally nodedisjoint s-t-paths. Observe that a special case of such a graph is a ring
(also called a cycle), which is one of the simplest connected planar graphs
that is not a tree.
I Theorem 5.6. There is an O(n + k log k)-time algorithm for Returning
BudgetedDelivery on graphs consisting of internally node-disjoint s-tpaths.
Proof. Denote by P1 , . . . , Pl the internally node-disjoint s-t-paths of the
input graph G. Observe that if there is a solution to the given instance,
then the packet travels from s to t along exactly one of the l paths. Let
us call such a path a delivery path. Hence, we can try each of the l paths,
and check whether the agents can deliver the packet along the path. This
problem is quite similar to BudgetedDelivery on the line, with the
exception that now the agents that are not on the path (along which the
delivery happens) can enter the path from two nodes – from s and from t.
Observe that when searching for a solution, we can assume that there is
always at most one agent that is not on the delivery path and that enters
the path via s. If there were two or more such agents, then we could simply
keep, among all such agents, only the agent that reaches the farthest node
from s along the path. By similar arguments, we can assume that at
most one agent enters the delivery path via t. We can thus enumerate
all possible agents that can help to deliver the package along the delivery
path. In detail, this can be done as follows.
As in the case of trees, we can find the distances from all agents’ starting positions to s and t in time O(n) using breadth-first search from both s
and t. Hence, for each agent we know whether it can reach s and whether it
can reach t, and we also know how much budget the agent has left, once it
reaches, respectively, s and t. For any path Pi , we denote by ki the number
of agents with starting position pj on Pi and keep track of the two agents
as,i,1 , as,i,2 with the two highest remaining budgets after moving to s, i.e.,
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we take as,i,1 := arg maxj {βj − d(s, pj ) | pj ∈ Pi and d(s, pj ) ≤ βj } and
as,i,2 := arg maxj {βj − d(s, pj ) | pj ∈ Pi and d(s, pj ) ≤ βj and j 6= as,i,1 }.
In the same way, we store the two agents at,i,1 , at,i,2 with the highest
remaining budget after moving to t. Note that the two latter are not necessarily disjoint from the former, and these agents may not exist at all (if
this is the case, we simply discard them from the following discussion).
Finally, among all agents as,i,1 , as,i,2 , i = 1, . . . , l we keep the set of the
four agents with the highest remaining budget after they reach s, which
we denote by As . We do the same at t to get At , the set of agents with
the highest remaining budget at t.
Assume that we are interested in whether the package can be delivered
from s to t along the path Pi : Applying the result for trees and lines
(Theorem 5.1), it is clear how to solve the decision problem for Pi – by only
using agents with starting position on Pi – in time O(ki log ki ). However,
the package might get advanced from s towards t on Pi by some external
agent j originating from another path (i.e. an agent with pj ∈
/ Pi ); the
package might also be picked up by such an external agent and taken to
t. Without loss of generality, this will be done – if at all – by the external
agent as,j,1 , j 6= i which has the highest remaining budget at s, or if this
agent is also the agent which has the highest remaining budget at t, by the
external agent as,j,2 , j 6= i with the second highest remaining budget (and
the same observation holds for t).
Clearly, these candidates are from the sets As and At ; we can test all
pairwise combinations in O(|As ||At |ki log ki ) = O(ki log ki ) time. Hence
Pl
we can simply go over all paths Pi in time O ( i=1 ki log ki ) ⊆ O(k log k),
and check whether the package can be delivered along Pi .
J
This positive result raises the question of whether BudgetedDelivery is polynomial-time solvable for other subclasses of planar graphs such
as series-parallel graphs or outerplanar graphs. So far, this remains an
intriguing open problem. Next, we investigate another cause for hardness
of BudgetedDelivery:
Fixed agent order. Chalopin et al. [32] gave a polynomial algorithm
for the Non-Returning version under the assumptions that (i) the order in
which the agents move is fixed and (ii) the package can only be handed over
at nodes. Using a dynamic program, we are able to drop assumption (ii),
allowing handovers within edges. Our result holds for both versions of
BudgetedDelivery.
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I Theorem 5.7. Returning and Non-Returning BudgetedDelivery are
solvable in time O(k(|V | + |E|)(|V | log |V | + |E|)) ⊆ O(kn4 ) if the agents
are restricted to a fixed order in which they move.
Proof. If there is a feasible schedule, we can compute it in a breadth-first
search-like fashion where we proceed agent by agent and update reachable
regions of the graph on-the-fly: Each agent can either not help in the
schedule or it can transport the package from a pickup location to a dropoff location. We show that we can restrict drop-offs to meaningful places
such that for each agent the set of all possible pickup locations is bounded
by |V | + |E|.
This limitation to only one of the potentially infinitely many handover
points inside each edge allows us to use dynamic programming and to
proceed by induction:
Denote the agents in the schedule order by a1 , . . . , al . The first agent
a1 can pick up the package at s only, hence there is only one possible
pick-up location. If a1 wants to drop off the package at a node, there are
at most |V | choices of where to do so. We mark all the nodes which a1 can
reach from s while still being able to return home. Now assume a1 wants
to drop off the package inside an edge e = {u, v}. This means that e can
be reached by a1 , hence without loss of generality the node u is marked.
If v is marked as well, then a1 should not drop the package inside e, since
the package has to be picked up later, which could just as well be done
at either u or v. Otherwise a1 should bring the package as far as possible
into the edge (since if a later agent ai wants to pick up the package, it
can pick it up at u or come in via v). We mark this point inside the edge
and store its distance from u. We now restrict ourselves to these at most
|V | + |E| described drop-off locations.
An agent ai , i > 1 can pick up the package at s or at any previous dropoff location. By induction there are at most |V | + |E| many such locations.
Now we first check whether ai can pick up the package somewhere and
deliver it to any not yet marked node. If so, we mark this node (and the
number of marked nodes stays at most |V |). Next we check whether ai
can bring the package into an edge e = {u, v} for which (without loss of
generality) u is marked and v is not. Check whether the point inside the
edge which is furthest from u – and still can be reached by ai – has larger
distance to u than a previously marked point. If so, delete the old point (if
any) and mark the new point and store its distance from u. The number
of marked edges stays at most |E|.
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If at some point we mark the node t, we are done. Since each agent i
has at most |V |+|E| pick-up locations to consider, we can compute all new
marks by computing the ellipsoid E(pi , l, βi ) for every old mark j, which we
can do by running Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm once from pi and once
from each old mark. Hence we require time O((|V |+|E|)·(|V | log |V |+|E|))
per agent.
J
I Corollary 37. For a constant number of agents k, BudgetedDelivery
is solvable in time O(n4 ) by brute forcing the order of the agents.
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6
Concluding Remarks

In this thesis, we studied the delivery of packages by heterogenous mobile
agents, subject to various measures of efficiency. The problem at hand
is the design of centralized algorithms which assign tasks to each agent.
These agents then, in turn, autonomously work through their task list.
To this end, we defined the notion of a schedule which is a finite list of
instructions to agents. Each such action tells a specific agent to pick up
or drop off a package at a specific location in the graph.
A schedule can be evaluated according to several measures: One might
be interested in the overall energy consumption of the agents while moving
in the underlying graph, or in the time that it takes to deliver all packages,
either given as the sum (equivalently the average) or the maximum delivery
time. Furthermore, a schedule should respect the operational range of each
agent, which for robots or drones is severely restricted by its battery.
In the former two cases, we are interested in finding schedules which
minimize the energy consumption and/or the delivery time. In settings
with a single package, for many of these optimization problems we were
able to give polynomial-time algorithms, while for multiple packages even
finding ‘good’ (i.e. arbitrarily well) approximations for a single agent is
not possible (unless P = NP). On the other hand, the decision problem of
whether agents can deliver a single package while respecting their resource
constraints is inherently hard. For this problem, at least, we were able to
give matching bounds for constant-factor-resource-augmentation.
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Structural insights and algorithm design
Finding polynomial-time constant-factor approximation algorithms for minimizing either the overall energy consumption or the delivery time of
multiple packages still remains wide open. We remark that many of
the structural insights presented in this thesis led almost one-to-one to
the design of efficient algorithms. For example, our understanding of
Collaboration (Theorem 2.3) and Planning (Theorem 2.5) in WeightedDelivery led to the only known polynomial-time approximation algorithm Apos (Theorem 2.8). Similarly, the characterizations of optimum
schedules for FastDelivery (Theorem 3.3) and for WeightedFastDelivery (Theorem 4.2) resulted in two respective polynomial-time dynamic programs (Theorems 3.4 and 4.3, respectively).
We therefore emphasize the need for further structural insight into
these types of efficient Delivery. For WeightedDelivery, this includes
an improved conception of the Coordination aspect as well as a better
understanding of agents with higher capacities. For FastDelivery, it
remains unsettled whether optimum schedules even exist.
On the existence of optimum schedules
Our choice of allowing in-edge handovers in our model of Delivery led
to some very interesting observations. For BudgetedDelivery – which
chronologically was the first studied problem in this thesis – it allowed for
an elegant approach on trees, where the problem could be reduced to an
interval covering problem on the real line. All other presented algorithms
handle in-edge handovers quite neatly as well, in one case extending a
previously given algorithm restricted to node handovers (Theorem 5.7).
For the next studied model, WeightedDelivery, the two models
(restriction to node handovers and allowance of in-edge handovers) turned
out to be basically equivalent – there always exists an optimum schedule
with handovers only on nodes of the graph, and all hardness proofs hold
whether one restricts the model to node handovers or not. Similarly, for
WeightedFastDelivery, an in-edge-handover will take place at most
once in an optimum schedule!
For FastDelivery, however, the situation turned out to look radically
different. Even for a single package, multiple handovers in the same edge
might be necessary in an optimum schedule. For multiple packages, the
problem seems to have a surprisingly non-discrete flavour. In particular,
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it is not clear whether an optimum schedule exists, or whether schedules
might approach an infimum when we allow longer and longer schedules.
To tackle the latter, we see three different ways to resolve the situation:
1. Giving a proof of Conjecture 1.
2. Proving directly that schedule lengths can be bounded on general graphs.
3. Introducing time delays for pick-up and/or drop-off actions.
Note that in the second case, Conjecture 1 might turn out to be true or
not (since it disallows upper bounds in terms of the edge lengths of the
graph). The third case would immediately result in an upper bound on the
number of actions, which together with Theorem 3.1 shows the existence
of an optimum schedule.
Furthermore, one could easily adapt the algorithm for a single package
(Section 3.3) to incorporate such time delays as well. Interestingly enough,
this holds true for almost all results mentioned in this thesis: If we assign
an energy cost and a time delay to all pick-up and drop-off actions, all
hardness proofs and approximation guarantees still follow through, while
the exact algorithms can be adjusted as well. The only difference in such
a model, that we are aware of, is the benefit of collaboration for uniform
capacities κ > 1 in the less restricted setting SnoC (where packages might
have intermediate drop-offs), see Remark 5. Here, adding energy costs
might invalidate the known upper bound of 2.
Summary of contributions and publications
The results presented in this thesis were obtained by me throughout my
doctoral studies; some proofs were developed jointly with colleagues. In
the following, I declare who contributed to these ideas (“partial contributions by” / “joint work with”). Parts of this thesis were submitted to or
published in conferences and journals as preliminary versions before. In
these cases, I state the corresponding coauthors (“jointly written with” /
“mainly written by”) as well as the original publications.
Chapter 1. This introductory chapter summarizes results (Section 1.2),
techniques (Sections 1.4 and 1.5), and related work (Section 1.3) relevant
to all studied versions of Delivery [20, 21, 22, 30, 26, 25]. Parts of
Section 1.3 are based on an excellent introductory section on mobile agents
with resource constraints by Shantanu Das [21].
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Chapter 2. Here we present results from two papers on WeightedDelivery [22, 26]. For Section 2.2, Shantanu Das independently found an
algorithm of the same running time as mine, given in Subsection 2.2.1.
Yann Disser and Jan Hackfeld gave results on a slightly deviating notion
of the benefit of Collaboration, see Subsection 2.2.2. Results on the hardness of Planning and the tractability of Coordination are joint work with
Daniel Graf and Jérémie Chalopin, respectively, and preliminary versions
of the corresponding Subsections 2.3.1 and 2.4.2 were mainly written by
Daniel Graf. The approximation algorithms given in Section 2.5 are joint
work with Daniel Graf and Paolo Penna.
Chapter 3. FastDelivery has previously only been studied for a single
package [25], with partial contributions to Section 3.3 by Daniel Graf. He,
Matúš Mihalák, Paolo Penna and Thomas Tschager have patiently listened
to my ideas for Section 3.1 and helped me streamline its proofs.
Chapter 4. This chapter treats several versions of bicriteria-efficient
Delivery of a single package. Section 4.2 is joint work with Thomas
Tschager [30], Section 4.3 is joint work with Daniel Graf and Matúš Mihalák [25]. Section 4.3.3 was jointly written with Daniel Graf.
Chapter 5. In this chapter, we consider BudgetedDelivery [20, 21].
Section 5.1 on the Returning version on trees is joint work with Jérémie
Chalopin, Shantanu Das, Barbara Geissmann, Arnaud Labourel, Matúš
Mihalák and Peter Widmayer; its proof was mainly written by Barbara
Geissmann and Matúš Mihalák. The two proofs of NP-hardness (Section 5.3) and hardness of resource-augmentation (Section 5.4) are joint
work with Yann Disser, with some partial contributions by Daniel Graf
and Jérémie Chalopin, respectively. The proof of Theorem 5.7 was joint
work with and mainly written by Daniel Graf, with partial contributions
by Yann Disser.
The work presented in this thesis was partially supported by the Swiss
National Science Foundation SNF (Project 200021L_156620, Algorithm
Design for Microrobots with Energy Constraints).
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Nomenclature

Input instances
G = (V, E)
d(p, q)

m, k
oj , sj , tj

ai , pi
ωi , υi , βi , κi

Undirected connected graph on n := |V | nodes
with assigned edge lengths le , ∀e ∈ E.
Distance between two points p, q in the graph G.
If a point lies in the interior of an edge, it subdivides
the edge into two edges of lengths proportional to the
position of the point on the edge.
Number of packages m and number of agents k.
Package oj , given by
– its source sj ∈ V and
– its target tj ∈ V .
Agent ai with starting position pi ∈ V and parameters
– weight (energy consumption rate) ωi ,
– velocity υi ,
– budget βi , and
– capacity κi .
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Nomenclature

Schedules
(ai , p, oj , +)
(ai , p, oj , −)
S
S|ai
S|oj
di (A), t(A)
di (S)
Tj (S)
S
SnoC , S∗noC

SU B

Pick-up action: agent ai moves to position p (a node or
a point inside an edge) to pick up package oj .
Drop-off action: ai moves to p to drop off oj .
Schedule: a finite list of pick-up and drop-off actions.
Subsequence of all actions carried out by agent ai .
Subsequence of all actions involving pick-ups or drop-offs
of package oj .
Distance and time values assigned to an action A.
Total travel distance of agent ai in schedule S.
Defined as di (S) := max di (A), where A ∈ S|ai .
Time at which the package oj is delivered in schedule S.
Defined as Tj (S) := max t(A), where A ∈ S|oj .
Set of all feasible schedules.
Set of all feasible schedules without collaboration, or
without collaboration, no intermediate drop-offs and
agents returning to their starting positions, respectively.
Set of all schedules with an upper bound on the length.

Measures of efficiency
E(S)
TMax (S)
TSum (S)
T (S)
S0
Opt
BoC, BoC∗

Overall energy consumption of schedule S, given by
Pk
E(S) := i=1 ωi · di (S)
Maximum delivery time of schedule S, given by
TMax (S) := max1≤j≤m Tj (S).
Sum of delivery times of schedule S, given by
Pm
TSum (S) := j=1 Tj (S).
Delivery time in case of delivery of a single package.
Schedule, usually denotes a schedule with
a smaller measure than a given schedule S.
Optimum schedule with respect to E, TMax or TSum .
Benefit of Collaboration: energy consumption ratio
between an optimal schedule in SnoC (S∗noC , respectively)
and the over optimum schedule.

Nomenclature

151

Mathematical notation
R
∼P
[SP ]

Set of all real numbers.
Equivalence relation between parametrized
representations of schedules.
Equivalence class of all parametrized representations SP0
with SP0 ∼P SP .

Hardness reductions
M, P, T

L
δ, ∆
3CNF
G(F )
Pi,pos

Pi,neg

δ, ζ
Sol

Total length of a minimum spanning tree (M ), a shortest
traveling salesman path with one fixed endpoint (P ), and
a shortest traveling salesman tour (T ), respectively.
Optimal minimum latency with one fixed endpoint
(sum of node visit times of an optimal path).
Edge lengths used in reductions from HamiltonCircuit, MetricTSP, MLT which depend on the input.
Three-conjunctive normal form.
Delivery graph built from a 3CNF-formula F .
Path adjoined to the variable node ui which contains all
internal nodes ui,pos,j which are adjacent to any clause
node c with ui ∈ c.
Path adjoined to the variable node ui which contains all
internal nodes ui,neg,j which are adjacent to any clause
node c0 with ui ∈ c0 .
Edge lengths used in Planar3SAT reductions
which depend on the input.
Schedule for delivery in G(F ) created from a satisfiable
assignment of F .

Other
O(APSP)
Apos , Am , Ak
snap0 ,
snap00

Runtime of an all-pair shortest paths algorithm.
Approximation algorithms for WeightedDelivery.
Snapshots of an observed delivery, used for discussion on
the existence of optimum schedules in FastDelivery.

